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Abstract (English)

Bacterial evolution is driven by rapid adaptation to changing environ-
ments where adverse conditions must be faced. The horizontal exchange of
genetic information, along with the inherent bacterial genome plasticity, are
key players in the evolution of microbial populations with increased tolerance
towards physical or chemical agents, including the arsenal of antimicrobials
(antibiotics, antivirals, antifungals etc.) used in different settings (from clini-
cal to agriculture sector) to treat infectious diseases. The abuse and misuse of
these medicines drive the evolution and selection of microbes able to survive
exposure to an antimicrobial agent that was originally effective to kill the cell
or arrest its growth. This phenomenon is defined as Antimicrobial Resistance
(AMR) and, to date, it represents one of the major global health threat espe-
cially because of the spread of antibiotic resistance which, day by day, erodes
the efficacy of available antibiotics and compromises our ability to cure life-
threatening infections. This scenario, worsened by a gap in the discovery of
innovative compounds with meaningful clinical benefits over existing drugs,
poses an urgent need for new strategies to counteract AMR. With this regard,
Synthetic Biology may significantly contribute to the development of non-
traditional therapies able to supplant or accompanying antibiotics use. For
instance, to treat a localized AMR-associated infection, sophisticated living
systems can be rationally programmed to sense a distinctive environmental
signal and respond through the in situ delivery of an antimicrobial agent able
to selectively kill resistant bacteria. This genetic program can be encoded
in a synthetic circuit by leveraging a collection of biological regulatory parts
and the strong programmable nature of CRISPR technology. The latter al-
lows to design sequence-specific antimicrobials as a guide RNA can be ad hoc
designed to drive the cleavage of Cas9 nuclease towards target genes encoding
for resistance determinants. The Cas9-mediated degradation of target DNA
results in bacterial death or re-sensitization to antibiotic therapy. Although
this approach has already been explored with promising results, at least two
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major hurdles still have to be faced: the risk of generating new variants of re-
sistance genes in escaper cells that have survived CRISPR targeting, and the
need to develop a robust delivery strategy to mobilize in vivo the synthetic
circuit in target bacteria. Both challenges were addressed with the research
work presented in this thesis. First, to avoid the threatening consequences
of Cas9 cleavage, a synthetic circuitry based on CRISPRi technology was
developed as it relies on the ability of dCas9 protein to inhibit the expres-
sion of target genes without damaging the relative nucleotide sequence. The
circuitry is expected to exert re-sensitization of target pathogens, acting as a
trojan horse in the repression of resistance genes. Second, a delivery platform
based on bacterial conjugation was exploited to mobilize the CRISPRi cir-
cuitry in target resistant bacteria. A mathematical model was implemented
with the purpose to simulate the effect of a CRISPRi-based therapy on AMR
pathogens and to compare different biological scenarios including the target-
ing and the delivery mechanisms, and eventually gaining insight into the best
therapeutic strategies for in vivo use.

In Chapter 1, the biological background of AMR is described with a
particular focus on the following topics: causes driving the evolution of an-
tibiotic resistance on global scale; brief overview from antibiotic discovery
to the current status of the antibacterial development pipeline; role of Syn-
thetic Biology and CRISPR technology in the development of non-traditional
therapies; summary on the State of the Art concerning the scientific works
in which CRISPR-based antimicrobials have already been characterized. Fi-
nally, the purpose of this thesis is described and the activities conduced to
reach the final goal are illustrated.

In Chapter 2, the CRISPRi platform designed and characterized in this
work is presented. The circuit architecture is detailed and characterized in
two main configurations, constitutive and inducible, including an rfp reporter
gene as target expression cassette to evaluate platform performance. Along
with the approaches exploited to optimize the efficiency of this circuitry,
the flexibility and tunability of this platform is demonstrated in specific case
studies dealing with the design of synthetic circuits for information processing
tasks.

In Chapter 3, a proof of concept of the CRISPRi-based silencing of re-
sistance genes is provided. The new synthetic circuitry, based on the pre-
characterized platform, is described and characterized in terms of repres-
sion efficiency and multi-targeting capability, which are addressed in two
case studies: transcriptional inhibition of model- and clinically-relevant re-
sistance genes. The results derived from the analysis of escaper cells, whose
behaviour was investigated with quantitative assays and sequencing analysis,
are discussed with a particular focus on the hot-spot sequences susceptible
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to nucleotide mutations. Finally, by considering two recipient populations of
bacteria harbouring distinct resistance genes, the conjugative transfer of the
CRISPRi circuitry is investigated and its performances discussed in terms of
conjugation and killing efficiency.

In Chapter 4, the mathematical modelling of a CRISPR-based therapy
is described by simulating and then comparing a set of therapeutic solu-
tions based on two different delivery strategies (bacterial conjugation and
phage infection) and targeting mechanisms (CRISPR/Cas9 and CRISPRi
technology). Once the model architecture is defined, along with the differ-
ential equations systems used to model each biological process, the results
generated by model simulations are discussed and compared with previously
published and herein measured experimental data to evaluate the predictive
power of the developed model.

In Chapter 5, the summary of this work is reported along with the overall
conclusions and the future perspectives.
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Abstract (Italian)

L’evoluzione delle specie batteriche è un processo guidato da un rapido
adattamento alle mutevoli, e spesso avverse, condizioni ambientali. Lo scam-
bio di materiale genetico attraverso meccanismi di trasferimento genico oriz-
zontale, unito alla plasticità intrinseca del genoma batterico, gioca un ruolo
fondamentale nell’evoluzione di microorganismi con potenziate capacità di
adattamento nei confronti di svariati agenti chimici o fisici, tra i quali si
distingue l’arsenale di agenti antimicrobici (antibiotici, antivirali, antifungini
etc.) utilizzati in vari settori (dal contesto clinico a quello agricolo) per
trattare le malattie infettive. L’abuso e l’uso improprio degli antimicrobici
guida l’evoluzione e selezione di microorganismi in grado di sopravvivere
al trattamento con farmaci precedentemente risultati efficaci per debellare
l’infezione da essi provocata. Questo fenomeno si definisce Resistenza Antimi-
crobica (AMR) e, ad oggi, costituisce una seria minaccia per la salute pub-
blica mondiale specialmente a causa della rapida diffusione della resistenza
antibiotica che, giorno dopo giorno, erode l’efficacia degli antibiotici attual-
mente disponibili e minaccia la capacità di trattare efficacemente infezioni
potenzialmente letali. Lo scenario descritto è aggravato dall’insoddisfacente
sviluppo e/o scoperta di nuovi composti con capacità terapeutiche superiori
a quelli correntemente in uso e porta di conseguenza alla luce la necessità
urgente di sviluppare terapie innovative capaci di sostituire o affiancare l’uso
degli antibiotici. In questo contesto, la Biologia Sintetica può dare un con-
tributo significativo. Riscrivendo il programma genetico di una cellula, i
biologi sintetici possono infatti progettare sofisticati organismi in grado di
percepire uno stimolo caratteristico di un distretto corporeo in cui ha lu-
ogo l’infezione e, in risposta al segnale, rilasciare una molecola battericida
che agisca selettivamente sulla popolazione di patogeni da debellare. Questo
programma genetico può essere codificato all’interno di un circuito sintetico
sfruttando una collezione di parti biologiche e l’elevata versatilità della tec-
nologia CRISPR, che consente di progettare agenti antimicrobici selettivi in
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grado di colpire una sequenza distintiva nel genoma del batterio bersaglio.
Disegnando opportunamente la sequenza di una guida a RNA è infatti possi-
bile pilotare il taglio della nucleasi Cas9 sui geni che conferiscono resistenza
agli antibiotici: la degradazione del DNA bersaglio si risolve poi nella morte
cellulare o nel ripristino della sensibilità antibiotica. Sebbene questo approc-
cio sia già stato esplorato con promettenti risultati, almeno due questioni
fondamentali rimangono ancora aperte: il rischio di incoraggiare l’evoluzione
di nuove varianti dei geni di resistenza nelle cellule che sfuggono alla morte
tramite una riparazione del DNA danneggiato, e la necessità di sviluppare
una piattaforma in grado di garantire anche in vivo un trasferimento efficace
della circuiteria CRISPR nei batteri resistenti. Entrambe queste sfide sono
state affrontate nel progetto di ricerca presentato in questa tesi. In primo
luogo, per aggirare i rischi connessi al taglio del DNA nelle cellule target, è
stata progettata una circuiteria sintetica basata sulla tecnologia CRISPRi,
la quale sfrutta la capacità della proteina dCas9 di silenziare l’espressione
di un gene target senza tuttavia comprometterne la sequenza nucleotidica.
In secondo luogo, una piattaforma di trasferimento genico basata sulla coni-
ugazione batterica è stata sviluppata per veicolare il circuito CRISPRi nei
batteri resistenti. Infine, è stato implementato un nuovo modello matematico
per simulare l’effetto di una terapia che impiega il sistema CRISPRi, met-
tendo a confronto diversi scenari riguardanti il meccanismo di inibizione e il
trasferimento della circuiteria, al fine di predire in silico la strategia terapeu-
tica più efficace da utilizzare in vivo. Il lavoro di ricerca svolto in questa tesi
si snoda attraverso i capitoli presentati di seguito.

Nel Capitolo 1 il problema della resistenza antimicrobica viene presentato
attraverso una panoramica generale che pone una particolare attenzione sui
seguenti temi: cause che spingono l’evoluzione della resistenza antibiotica a
livello globale; breve excursus storico dalla scoperta degli antibiotici allo stato
attuale della pipeline clinica relativa alle nuove molecole in via di sviluppo;
contributo che la Biologia Sintetica e la tecnologia CRISPR possono fornire
nel processo di sviluppo di terapie innovative; riassunto sui principali lavori
scientifici in cui, ad oggi, la tecnologia CRISPR è stata impiegata per la
progettazione di agenti antimicrobici. Infine, lo scopo della tesi sarà descritto
scandendo le attività svolte per raggiungere l’obiettivo finale.

Nel Capitolo 2 viene presentata la piattaforma circuitale CRISPRi che
è stata progettata e caratterizzata in questo lavoro. L’architettura di tale
piattaforma è descritta e caratterizzata in due principali configurazioni, con-
stitutiva e inducibile, entrambe progettate per inibire una cassetta di espres-
sione per il gene reporter rfp, scelto come target modello per valutare le
performance del sistema CRISPRi. Gli approcci utilizzati per ottimizzare
l’efficienza di repressione di questa circuiteria sono descritti e adottati in
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specifici casi di studio riguardanti la progettazione di circuiti sintetici.
Nel capitolo 3 il focus del lavoro di ricerca è dirottato sull’inibizione dei

geni di resistenza antibiotica mediante la tecnologia CRISPRi. In primo
luogo viene descritta la nuova circuiteria sintetica, basata sulla piattaforma
genetica caratterizzata nel precedente capitolo, per la quale è stata svolta una
caratterizzazione in termini di efficienza di repressione e capacità di multi-
targeting in due casi di studio: inibizione di resistenze antibiotiche modello e
ad alto impatto clinico. Il comportamento di cellule escaper, sopravvissute al
targeting mediante CRISPRi e al trattamento antibiotico è inoltre discusso
partendo dai risultati ottenuti mediante saggi quantitativi in liquido e dal se-
quenziamento dei siti più esposti all’insorgenza di mutazioni. Infine, lo studio
della coniugazione batterica come strumento di trasferimento della circuite-
ria CRISPRi in cellule resistenti è affrontato in due popolazioni microbiche
riceventi che si distinguono per il gene di resistenza. Le performance del
processo coniugativo sono valutate in termini di efficienza di coniugazione e
killing.

Nel Capitolo 4 viene descritta la modellizzazione matematica di una tera-
pia che impiega la tecnologia CRISPRi come strumento per l’eradicazione
di infezioni da batteri multi-resistenti. L’obiettivo è stato affrontato at-
traverso la simulazione e il confronto di diverse soluzioni terapeutiche basate
sull’impiego di due differenti sistemi di trasferimento del DNA ingegneriz-
zato (coniugazione batterica o infezione fagica) e due strategie di targeting
(CRISPR/Cas9 o CRISPRi). In primo luogo, viene definita l’architettura del
modello e i sistemi di equazioni differenziali impiegati per descrivere ciascun
processo biologico; in seguito, i risultati delle simulazioni sono discussi e an-
che confrontati con dati sperimentali ricavati dalla letteratura e da questa
attività di tesi per valutare le performance predittive del modello.

Nel Capitolo 5 sono trattate le conclusioni finali ricavate dal lavoro di
ricerca qui presentato e potenziali sviluppi futuri sono inoltre suggeriti.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Antimicrobial Resistance

Throughout history, infectious diseases like plague, cholera, malaria and
tuberculosis have represented a major threat to human health. Pathogenic
microorganisms such as viruses, bacteria, fungi and parasites have always
been responsible for the emergence and spread of severe infections with pan-
demic potential. Since the 20th century, morbidity and mortality from infec-
tious diseases have declined remarkably due to public health improvements
in sanitation, childhood vaccination programs and discovery of antimicro-
bials. Antimicrobials (antibiotics, antivirals, antifungals and antiparasitics)
are natural or synthetic agents able to kill or inhibit the growth of pathogenic
microorganisms in humans, animals and plants. Since their introduction in
clinical practice, they have contributed to the near eradication of several
infectious diseases worldwide [1, 2, 3].

However, in recent decades, the public health sector has witnessed the
alarming emergence and global dissemination of multidrug-resistant pathogens,
i.e. microorganisms that have acquired or developed the ability to survive
the action of an antimicrobial drug used to prevent and treat the infections
they are responsible for. As a consequence, current available medicines result
insufficient to arrest the spread of severe and even lethal illness. This phe-
nomenon, known as antimicrobial resistance (AMR), has been included in
the top 10 global health threat list edited by the World Health Organization
(WHO) in 2019 [4]. In this context, of great concern is the increasing number
of multi- and pan-resistant bacteria (also known as “superbugs”), which give
rise to persistent infections that are harder to treat with available antibiotics,
including those classified as last-resort drugs [5]. The global spread of an-
tibiotic resistance is driven by a combination of factors such as close contact
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1. Introduction

with infected people or animals and exposure to contaminated surfaces, food
or water. Often, the most deadly AMR-associated infections take place in
healthcare facilities and spread through patients. Without appropriate con-
trol actions, resistant microorganisms can spill over into communities which,
in turn, are connected on global scale [6]. The epidemiological impact of
AMR reflects on the global increase of morbidity and mortality from resis-
tant infections: only in the United States, 2.8 millions of individuals acquire
an antibiotic-resistant infection, leading to the death of 35000 people/year
[6]; in Europe, 33000 deaths annually are estimated as a direct consequence
of an infection due to resistant pathogens [7]. Finally, the O’Neil report pre-
dicts that AMR could cause 10 million deaths by 2050, exceeding the current
number of deaths from cancer [8]. Along with clinical impact, the economic
cost of AMR is significant. Resistant infections involve prolonged hospital-
izations, intensive care with more expensive medicines than first-line drugs
and global investments into antimicrobials R&D. In the World Bank report
(2017) it is predicted that the impact of AMR on healthcare costs will in-
crease globally with an annual price ranging from 300 billion dollar to more
than 1 trillion dollar by 2050 [9].

The stark increase in the incidence of multidrug resistant pathogens can
be attributed to a variety of causes at different levels. First of all, as a natural
evolutionary process encouraged by bacterial genome plasticity, AMR may
occur through spontaneous genetic mutations that provide a microbe with
defense mechanisms to survive antibiotic exposure [10]. Antibiotic resistance
genes (ARGs) can also be acquired via horizontal gene transfer (HGT) of mo-
bile genetic elements such as a plasmids, transposons or integrons carrying the
resistance determinants [11]. Furthermore, the misuse and abuse of antibi-
otics in clinic, agriculture and veterinary medicine have established a selective
evolutionary pressure which, encouraged by bacterial genome plasticity, has
accelerated the spread of multi-drug resistant microorganisms [12]. In fact,
according to several studies, antibiotic resistance can arise when bacteria
are exposed to sub-inhibitory concentrations of antibiotics. This treatment
might kill susceptible bacteria, but also enriches for resistant clones that sur-
vive, proliferate and may also share resistance genes with other members of
bacterial community, even beyond species boundaries [11, 13]. This way, the
selective pressure of antibiotics acts as an agent in the proliferation and dis-
semination of resistant bacteria, allowing for co-selection mechanisms such as
co-resistance and cross-resistance. Co-resistance refers to the presence of dif-
ferent genes responsible for resistant phenotypes in the same genetic element
such as plasmid, transposon or integron. Cross-resistance occurs when the re-
sistance to multiple antimicrobial agents, even belonging to different classes,
is conferred by a single molecular mechanism. An example of cross-resistance
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1.1. Antimicrobial Resistance

is the multi-drug resistance (MDR) pump in Listeria monocytogenes able to
efflux antibiotics and metals [13, 14]. In this regard, the major defense strate-
gies evolved to withstand antibiotic activity includes: up-regulation of efflux
pumps to expel the drug from the cell, restricted access to the antibiotic
by reducing cell wall or outer membrane permeability, antibiotic inactivation
through enzymatic degradation and target modification [11, 15].

Despite their role in resistance evolution, antibiotics have revolutionized
modern medicine making not only the treatment of infectious diseases pos-
sible, but also complex surgeries such us tumor excision, organ transplants
and open-heart surgery. The history of antibiotics starts with the accidental
discovery of penicillin by Alexander Flaming in 1928, which led scientists to
investigate the role of microbes as producers of antimicrobial compounds.
Waksman, awarded with the Nobel Prize in Medicine or Physiology in 1952
for the discovery of streptomycin, the first successful agent isolated against
tuberculosis, defined an antibiotic as “a compound made by a microbe to
destroy other microbes” [16]. Indeed, antibiotics are small molecules able to
inhibit essentials pathways for bacterial viability such as cell wall synthesis,
protein translation and DNA replication [17]. Based on their spectrum of
activity, they can be classified as narrow-spectrum or broad-spectrum antibi-
otics: the former act on a specific type of bacteria, whereas the latter target
a wide range of bacteria.

Waksman’s pioneering work on soil-actinomycetes, an order of actinobac-
teria identified as fruitful producers of antimicrobial compounds, opened the
golden age of antibiotic discovery from 1940s to 1970s. During this period,
multiple classes of antibiotics derived from natural products were discovered,
encouraging an extensive use in clinic and led to an impressive advance in
human health. However, the race to find and develop new antibiotics, includ-
ing synthetic compounds, have stalled from 1980s onward. In fact, all the
following research efforts to uncover innovative compounds, defined as agents
that do not show known cross-resistances to existing antibiotics, ended with
poor results [4, 16, 18]. This is a crucial point in the development of new
classes of antimicrobial compounds because the resistance to one antibiotic is
often correlated with resistance to multiple antibiotics belonging to the same
class. According to the WHO report on the antibacterial clinical development
pipeline, the majority of products that have reached the clinic in the latest
years, along with agents that are currently under development worldwide,
are derivatives of existing classes of natural or synthetic antibiotics, rather
than new molecules. The same report points out that the current antibi-
otic discovery pipeline, mainly based on the improvements of existing drugs,
is insufficient to support the development of new agents that fulfil innova-
tive criteria (new chemical structure, new binding site or mode of action).
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Only few molecules included in the clinical pipeline target the WHO prior-
ity pathogens, that are grouped under 3 priority tiers and represent the 12
classes of most threatening resistant bacteria identified to date. The pipeline
also highlights that the molecules in development have only limited benefits
over existing drugs and only three show activity towards NDM-1 gene, one
of the most threatening ARGs which confers resistance to carbapenems, a
class of broad spectrum antibiotics used as the last line of defence against
MDR bacteria [4, 7].
The described scenario threatens a return to the pre-antibiotic era, where
common infections and minor injuries could be lethal again for millions of
people. Therefore, the global crisis imposed by AMR requires urgent and
multisectoral actions ranging from the improvement of infection prevention
and appropriate antibiotic use, careful containment strategies to avoid en-
vironmental spread of resistant germs, additional research to identify new
antibiotics and investigation of non-traditional approaches able to supplant
or accompanying antibiotics use [6]. Among the new therapeutic strategies in
drug discovery and development, of great interest are: monoclonal antibodies
against virulence factors like toxins and effector proteins of specialized secre-
tion systems; inhibitors of adhesins (proteins that allow bacterial adhesion
to cell surface) and defense structures like biofilms; microbiome-modifying
therapies based on the transplantation of human natural microbiota or ratio-
nally selected cocktails of beneficial microorganisms; genetically engineered
bacteria, bacteriophages and nanoparticles as vehicles for the in situ deliv-
ery of therapeutic agents that selectively kill resistant pathogens without
threatening the communities of commensal microbes [19]. An example of
this innovative approach is provided by the engineering of bacterial ther-
apeutics based on CRISPR technology; as a highly programmable genetic
tool, CRISPR technology can support the design of synthetic circuits that
could be delivered by engineered microorganisms in microbial communities
in order to allow for the precision killing of target bacteria [20].
The development of non-traditional therapies is a promising future perspec-
tive but, before their introduction in clinical practice, many challenges like
regulatory issues and meaningful clinical benefits over existing drugs must
be addressed [19].

1.2 Synthetic Biology and CRISPR technology

The dramatic rise of MDR pathogens, along with the worring gap in the
discovery of new molecules more effective than the currently available drugs,
pose an urgent need for new strategies to tackle antibiotic resistance. In this
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scenario, Synthetic Biology may play a crucial role in the development of in-
novative technologies targeting the most critical resistant bacteria. Synthetic
Biology is a branch of bioengineering with a strong interdisciplinary nature
in which knowledge and expertise from several research fields converge, in-
cluding engineering, biology, chemistry, computer science and social science.
Applying engineering rules to the biological world, Synthetic Biology aims
to design sophisticated living systems in a reliable, efficient and predictable
manner. Indeed, as an electronic circuit, a specific genetic program can be
assembled into synthetic gene networks to implement specific functionalities
in known organisms or create novel biological systems that do not exist yet in
nature [21]. Paradigms of rational design, such as modularity and standard-
ization of components, drive the construction of complex genetic circuits
with predictable behaviour: basic biological parts deposited in libraries of
well-characterized standard DNA components (promoters, ribosome binding
sites-RBSs, transcription factors, etc.) can be interconnected to construct
genetic programs that encode specific user-defined tasks; the resulting ge-
netic circuit can be incorporated into a desired host organism through, for
example, a plasmid vector, exploiting the endogenous molecular machinery
for replication, transcription and translation [22]. The entire process can
be supported by mathematical models which can assist synthetic biologists
in the choice of optimal components to meet the design specifications. The
most representative research fields of Synthetic Biology applications include:
biomaterials, such as high-value polymers produced by engineered microor-
ganisms [23]; biofuels, through the use of genetically modified bacteria able
to convert waste materials into renewable fuels [24]; diagnosis, supported
by the use of living biosensors equipped with a “sense-logic report module”
able to detect disease-related molecules [25]; therapeutics, represented by
the development of cell-based therapies to target cancer cells or microbiome
manipulation to treat infections, metabolic or inflammatory bowel diseases
(IBDs) [19, 26, 27]. These examples highlight the great potential of Syn-
thetic Biology to address real global problems, including antibiotic resistant
pathogens.
The spectrum of strategies explored by Synthetic Biology in the fight against
MDR pathogens includes the discovery of new antibiotics as well as the de-
velopment of non-traditional therapies to replace antibiotics or accompany-
ing their use. In the first case, the drug discovery process passes through the
identification of novel drug targets, the development of screening platform for
the isolation of new bioactive candidates or the directed engineering of known
gene clusters to produce novel drug leads [28]. In the second case, alterna-
tives to antibiotics are represented by vaccines, antibodies and microbiome-
modifying therapies. As the human microbiome is intimately connected with
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the host health state [29], the ability to manipulate and engineer our resident
bacteria provides an attractive platform to treat metabolic, human inherited
and communicable diseases [19, 26, 29]. Indeed, scientific evidence shows
that antibiotics administration can result in gut dysbiosis (imbalance in nor-
mal microbial composition) which can increase the susceptibility to infectious
diseases such as Clostridium difficile infection (CDI). Transplantation of hu-
man intestinal microbiota [30] as well as the re-colonization of gut flora with
cocktails of rationally selected bacteria contribute to restore a healthy com-
munity of microbes, which can compete with pathogenic bacteria and limit
their proliferation. Furthermore, using Synthetic Biology, commensal and
probiotic bacteria can be ad hoc engineered to detect infections by sensing
pathogen-specific quorum sensing molecules; destroy defense structure like
biofilms; deliver antimicrobial compounds and peptides (i.e. bacteriocines)
to selectively kill target bacteria without affecting the growth of commensal
microbes [31, 32]. Synthetic genetic circuits, which encode for sequence-
specific antimicrobials, can also be transferred from engineered microbes to
health-threatening pathogens in order to delete or inhibit the expression of
resistance or virulence genes. To achieve this goal, which is an example of in
situ microbiota engineering, CRISPR technology could be a key resource.

CRISPR-Cas (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats-
associated protein) system is an ancestral form of adaptive immunity evolved
by prokaryotes (bacteria and archaea) against the invasions of exogenous nu-
cleic acids such as that of plasmids, phages or other mobile genetic elements
(MGEs). All known CRISPR systems consist of CRISPR loci and CRISPR-
associated (Cas) genes. CRISPR loci comprise a CRISPR array which pre-
serves the immunological memory of bacteria as each array is made of short-
palindromic repeats (repeats, 24-40 base pairs) interspaced by unique variable
sequences (spacers, 20-58 base pairs) originated from the foreign DNA (proto-
spacers) [33, 34, 35]. The defense mechanism mediated by CRISPR immunity
acts with a conserved sequence of events: upon entry of exogenous MGEs, a
short fragment of the invading DNA, flanked by a conserved sequence known
as PAM (protospacer-adjacent motifs), is integrated as a new spacer in the
CRISPR array (adaption); if a second infection occurs, the CRISPR array
is transcribed (pre-crRNAs) and processed into mature crRNAs (expression)
which guide Cas proteins to the recognition and subsequent degradation of
the target DNA at a site complementary to the crRNA (interference) [36].
To prevent the risk of auto-immunity, potentially caused by self-targeting
events at CRISPR loci, prokaryotes evolved a mechanism of self - non self
discrimination based on the presence of the PAM sequence proximal to target
site. In fact, the recognition of PAM on invading DNA guarantees first pro-
tospacer selection and then target degradation; its absence in CRISPR array
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prevents self-targeting events [37]. To date, two main classes of CRISPR-Cas
systems have been identified and further classified into 6 subtypes: class I
and class II of CRISPR-Cas systems act, respectively, with effector modules
made by multiple or single multi-domain Cas proteins [38]. Nowadays, type
II CRISPR-Cas9 system (Class II) from Streptococcus pyogenes is the most
widely used tool for genome engineering purposes and several other applica-
tions. Its success is mainly due to an essential and easy to design composition,
which includes the Cas9 endonuclease from S. pyogenes and a guide RNA
(gRNA) that specifies the target site. The ability of Cas9 to introduce DSBs
(double-strand breaks) at sites sharing complementarity with the gRNA, led
CRISPR-Cas9 immunity to rapidly evolve into a successful technology for
precise genome editing in animals, bacteria and plants. In fact, the presence
of a DSB in a DNA molecule induces the SOS response which mediates the
activation of endogenous repair pathways, thus leading to the introduction of
alterations in the nucleotide sequence of the damaged DNA [39]. By leverag-
ing this mechanism, site-specific DSBs mediated by Cas9:gRNA complex may
restore the original function of a gene (Knock in through homologous recom-
bination pathway, HR) or definitively inactivate its expression (Knock out
through non-homologous end-joining pathway, NHEJ). This way, CRISPR-
Cas9 has provided a versatile and highly programmable molecular tool to
meet several research challenges: generation of animal and cellular mod-
els bearing genetic alterations resembling those present in human diseases;
precision medicine through the in vivo correction of genetic and epigenetic
defects; genetic engineering of plant genomes to create crops more robust and
resistant to environmental and biological stresses; manipulation of metabolic
pathways in host cells to optimize the production of drugs, biofuels and other
useful synthetic materials [34, 40, 41]. To accomplish all of these research
works, the design process of CRISPR technology has been optimized through
the replacement of the original crRNA with a chimeric gRNA, called sgRNA,
made of three functional domains: the base pairing region of 20 nucleotides
(nt), the dCas9 handle and a transcriptional terminator from S. pyogenes
[42]. In recent years, different versions of Cas9 protein have been engineered
in order to extend the application fields of CRISPR technology beyond the
genome-editing. In particular, thanks to the introduction of point mutations
in the nuclease domains HNH and RuvC, a catalytically deactivated version
of Cas9 (dCas9) has been purposed as an RNA-guided transcriptional regu-
lator of gene expression. It has been proven that the gene silencing induced
by the expression of dCas9:sgRNA complex results from the inhibition of the
transcriptional process: depending on the recognized site, the repressor com-
plex can block transcription initiation (by preventing the binding of RNA
polymerase to promoters) or transcription elongation (by blocking transcript
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elongation within protein-coding regions) [43, 44]. This strategy, known as
CRISPR interference (CRISPRi), represents an efficient and orthogonal plat-
form for transcriptional regulation in prokaryotes and eukaryotes: on the one
hand it can be exploited to repress the transcription of a target gene in a re-
versible way and without altering the sequence (unlike Knock in or Knock out
techniques); on the other hand, transcriptional fusions of the dCas9 protein
to effector modules, can reprogram the function in order to regulate bio-
logical processes such as transcriptional activation, epigenetic modifications,
etc.[45].

Thanks to its programmable nature, CRISPR technology can also support
the development of sequence specific-antimicrobials as the sgRNA sequence
can be ad hoc designed to target genes encoding for resistance determinants.
CRISPR-Cas9 system has already been used to this aim. Indeed, Cas9 cleav-
age of chromosomal DNA is usually lethal in bacteria as the NHEJ repair
pathway is rare or no intact template is available for HR. Otherwise, the
cleavage of resistance genes encoded by plasmids, does not lead to bacterial
death but restores antibiotic susceptibility in the resistant strain. The main
drawback of this strategy is that some cells can survive Cas9 cleavage of
target DNA, leading to the generation of escape mutants. A recent study
[46] shows that DNA damage can be tolerated when Cas9 cleavage is ineffi-
cient: the repair pathways induced by SOS response may support HR with
intact homologous template if all the copies of bacterial chromosome are not
cut simultaneously, thus restoring the original DNA sequence; moreover, in
the absence of an available sister chromosome, HR can still occurs between
REP (repetitive extragenic palindromic) elements or micro-homologies along
the damaged DNA, resulting in large chromosomal deletions; NHEJ path-
way, absent in the majority of studied bacteria but present in pathogens like
M. tuberculosis [47], can also assist DSBs repair through small INDEL mu-
tations (even in frame) at the target site; finally, SOS response induces a
transient increase in mutation rate, which provides the cell with the possi-
bility to mutate the target sequence, making it unrecognizable to CRISPR
system [46]. The worst consequence of this scenario is the risk of generat-
ing new variants of resistance genes, immune to CRISPR targeting and still
encoding for functional proteins. To overcome these issues, CRISPRi tech-
nology could represent a smart solution. In fact, the dCas9:sgRNA repressor
complex can inhibit the expression of resistance genes without causing DNA
damage, thus bypassing the threatening consequences of SOS response (see
Figure 1.1). Nonetheless, the major challenge of CRISPR-based therapeu-
tics is the development of a suitable delivery vehicle for CRISPR circuitry
at the site of infection. To date, the delivery of CRISPR antimicrobials has
been entrusted to conjugative plasmids [48],bacteriophages [49] engineered
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phagemids [50, 51], synthetic nanoparticles [52] and mobile genomic islands
[53] (see Figure 1.2). This biological background highlights that a CRISPR-
based therapeutic treatment of antibiotic resistance can be developed by
leveraging different delivery strategies and DNA targeting technologies. All
the possible therapies that could be implemented in an in vivo experimental
set-up can also be studied through the support of mathematical models able
to simulate the desired scenario. Indeed, in latest years, several models have
been proposed to describe different biological processes: bacterial growth in
batch culture or dynamic system dependent on available nutritional resources
[54], [55]; DNA transfer into microbial communities through bacterial con-
jugation [56] and phage infection [57]; CRISPR-Cas9 based genome editing
and gene regulation [58] and so on. Taking advantage from these studies,
a complete mathematical model that describes a CRISPR-based therapy of
MDR bacteria could be implemented in order to investigate in silico its main
strengths and weaknesses.

Figure 1.1: Comparison between the outcomes of CRISPR and CRISPRi
technologies on target DNA. CRISPR and CRISPRi technologies can be used to target resis-
tance genes. CRISPR-Cas9 mediated cleavage of target DNA generates a DSB that could result in: cell
death or plasmid loss (depending on the location of the target gene); restoration of the original sequence,
insertions or deletions within the target DNA supported by HR pathway; INDEL mutations as a conse-
quence of NHEJ-mediated repair of the damage. Otherwise, CRISPRi technology acts as a trasnscriptional
repressor of the resistance gene without introducing lesions in the target DNA.
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1.3 State of the Art: focus on CRISPR-based an-

timicrobials

In the fight against AMR, targeted delivery of CRISPR-based antimicro-
bials has recently been explored as a therapeutic alternative to antibiotic
treatment [59, 60, 61]. Towards this goal, two main approaches have been
proposed and are illustrated in Figure 1.2: by harnessing endogenous Cas
nuclease activity, self-targeting CRISPR arrays can be delivered in order to
lethally turn cell own CRISPR immunity against themselves; otherwise, a
totally exogenous Cas-gRNA expression system can be transferred into resis-
tant cells. Moreover, target specificity of CRISPR systems, which is depen-
dent on the careful design of guide RNAs, allows for the discrimination of
specific pathogenic bacteria in a mixed population in the human gut micro-
biome, thus preventing deleterious effect on the rest of commensal commu-
nity. Essential genes, as well as resistance or virulence determinants, can be
chosen as CRISPR targets. However, depending on the location of the target
sequence, the therapeutic outcome can be different: Cas9 cleavage of chro-
mosomal loci usually results in bacterial cell death; conversely, restoration
of sensitivity to antibiotics may be achieved by targeting plasmids harbour-
ing resistance genes as the plasmid loss does not kill the cell but disarms it
from the ability to resist antibiotics. These two different outcomes reflect
the activity of CRISPR systems based on RNA-guided endonucleases, while
the CRISPRi-mediated repression of genes encoded from chromosomal or
plasmid DNA always re-establishes the susceptibility of resistant strains to
existing antibiotics, thus preserving drug efficacy and preventing the risk of
SOS response.

The first evidence of cell death induced by CRISPR-mediated self-cleavage
derives from the pioneering work of Qimron et al. who engineered the type
I-E CRISPR-Cas system from E. coli to target a λ prophage integrated in
the bacterial chromosome, leading to the death of 98% of target cells [62].
Identifying unique PAM-flanked sequences in the genome of E. coli, S. en-
terica and S. thermophilus, Gomaa et al. showed that Type I and Type II
CRISPR systems can be efficiently employed to selectively kill specific bac-
teria even within a mixed population composed of closely related bacterial
strains [63]. Later, other research groups harnessed the endogenous CRISPR
systems to pilot Cas nucleases activity towards essential genomic loci. Selle
et al. reprogrammed the endogenous type I-B CRISPR-Cas system of C. dif-
ficile to redirect the cleavage of Cas3 nuclease towards chromosomal DNA. A
self-targeting CRISPR array was delivered in the target population through
a recombinant bacteriophage converted from temperate to obligately lytic
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Figure 1.2: CRISPR-based stategies to tackle AMR. A. Comparison between ap-
proaches available to deliver CRISPR-encoding circuits in target cells: a complete exogenous system can
be transferred in order to provide the cell with a functional Cas:gRNA complex; alternatively, endogenous
Cas nuclease activity can be coupled with exogenous CRISPR arrays programmed to target resistance
genes. B. Guides RNA can be ad hoc designed to drives the activity of Cas proteins towards chromosomal
loci, leading to cell death, or plasmid sequences, leading to plasmid curing and re-sensitization of resistant
cell to antibiotic treatment. On the left, a set of different delivery vehicles repurposed for the transfer of
CRISPR-antimicrobials in target bacteria [59].

in order to improve the killing efficiency [49]. Bacteriophages are natural
bacterial predators which invade the host by the injection of their nucleic
acid. Thanks to their great species-level specificity, phages can be engi-
neered to kill specific pathogens within complex bacterial populations. To
this aim, genetic circuits carrying CRISPR technology can be inserted into
phage genomes [49] or encapsulated into phage capsids by encoding the ge-
netic circuits in phagemids vectors (plasmids designed to be packaged into
phage capsids). This approach was successfully explored by Citorik et al.
and Bikard et al.[51, 50], who engineered the Type II CRISPR-Cas9 of S.
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pyogenes to target virulence and antibiotic resistance genes carried either on
the chromosome or on the plasmids of E. coli [51] or S. aureus [50]. Both
studies entrusted the delivery of complete exogenous CRISPR-Cas9 systems
to recombinant phagemids based on φNM1 [50] or M13 [51] phages. These
two research groups studied the efficacy of this approach in in vitro cultures
and in vivo models by comparing the efficiency of CRISPR antimicrobials
to existing antibiotics. To improve the ability to discriminate between sensi-
tized and still resistant bacteria, Yosef et al. proposed a strategy to confer a
selective advantage to re-sensitized bacteria. They designed a CRISPR array
carrying a set of spacers targeting NDM1 and ctx-M-15 genes (which confer
resistance to β-lactam antibiotics), naturally present in target plasmids but
even transferred in the genome of lytic T7 phage. Only cells which had re-
ceived CRISPR system, delivered by temperate phages, destroyed plasmids
harbouring resistance genes and survived the subsequent T7 infection, thus
promoting the enrichment of antibiotic-sensitized bacteria [64]. Despite their
promising application, phage-based delivery vectors present some limitations
such as a narrow host range, the evolution of resistance in target bacteria
(e.g. through mutations in surface receptors) and challenges in regulatory
issues and manufacturing process [65].

Another strategy proposed for the delivery of CRISPR antimicrobials
harnesses bacterial conjugation, a natural mechanism evolved by bacteria
to horizontally transfer MGEs, plasmids in particular, into microbial com-
munities. In general, during a conjugation, a donor cell mobilizes a con-
jugative plasmid to a recipient cell, which acquires new genetic materials.
Self-transmissible conjugation occurs when the transfer and replication func-
tions necessary to support this mechanism, as well as the oriT sequence
(origin of transfer) from which the transfer initiates, are encoded in cis on
the conjugative plasmid; instead, a non-self-transmissible conjugation occurs
when the conjugative machinery is expressed in trans from helper plasmids
or chromosomal DNA, while the oriT sequence is carried by the mobilizable
plasmid. Recently, Hamilton et al. explored both mechanisms to develop cis
and trans conjugative systems based on IncP RK2 plasmid. Using E. coli as
donor strain, a CRISPR circuitry based on tevSpCas9 and single or multi-
plexed sgRNAs was delivered in S. enterica to successfully target essential
and non-essential genes [48]. In the same year, with the focus on MDR Gram
positive bacteria, Rodrigues et al. deployed a pheromone-responsive plasmid
(PRP) as delivery vehicle of CRISPR-machinery in E. faecalis. Since the
same plasmid encoded a bacteriocin, its uptake by resistant-recipient bacte-
ria led to degradation of plasmid-borne resistance genes (ermB, erythromycin
resistance, and tetM, tetracycline resistance) but also conferred immunity
against the toxic protein, which kills recipients that failed to acquire the en-
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gineered PRP plasmid [66]. The delivery of conjugative plasmids can also be
achieved with donor strains that provide in trans all the molecular functions
necessary for conjugation, which are encoded from genes integrated into the
chromosome. This approach was explored by Dong et al. who used E. coli
strain S17-1 to mobilize a conjugative plasmid carrying a CRISPR-Cas9 sys-
tem designed to target a plasmid-borne mcr-1 gene (colistin resistance) and
restore polymyxin susceptibility in resistant E. coli strain [67]. As demon-
strated in these research works, the major advantages of CRISPR-encoding
conjugative plasmids are their broad-host range, cellular receptor indepen-
dence and large coding capacities; on the other hand, the major limitation
is the low efficiency of conjugative transfer. All the above mentioned studies
reveal the great potential of CRISPR technology to develop sequence specific
antimicrobials, but also warn about the emergence of escaper cells that sur-
vive CRISPR targeting, as anticipated in Section 1.2. Sequencing analysis
has unveiled that these mutants can evolve different mechanisms to escape
death. In fact, CRISPR machinery can be inactivated through: transposon
insertion, whole gene deletion as well as single loss of function mutation in
Cas9 gene [50, 51, 68, 69]; spacer mutations or deletions within the CRISPR
array and transposable elements insertion in tracrRNA or sgRNA cassettes
[48, 51, 63, 68]; delivery of an already defective CRISPR systems from donor
conjugative strain or phagemid [50, 70]; mutations or deletions in the target
sequence that impede the recognition and binding of Cas9:gRNA complex
[46, 48, 70, 71, 72]. Indeed, it is known that resistance genes, especially those
harboured by plasmids, can be flanked by recombinase or transposase which
may support recombination events in the target sequence: the consequence
could be the selection of new plasmid variants or the integration of resistance
cassette into the chromosome. In a recent study, Reuter et al. demonstrated
that Cas9-induced DSBs in the chromosome of E. coli and C. rodentium
resulted in generation of escaper cells with inactivating mutations in Cas9
gene (38.7% and 42.8% ) or target sequence (61.3% and 57.2%) [70]. Since
the application of CRISPR-Cas9 systems involves the risk of generating new
variants of resistance genes, a strategy based on CRISPRi technology could
provide the optimal solution to circumvent this undesirable consequence. To
date, only few research groups have investigated this approach. The first
report on exploiting a CRISPRi system to target antibiotic resistances is
provided by Wang et al. who designed a gRNA:dCas9 repressor complex
able to reduce mecA gene expression (methicillin resistance) by 77% in S.
aureus [73]. Li et al. engineered an inducible CRISPRi to target class I inte-
gron (intI) in E. coli, a type of MGE which is involved in the dissemination
of resistance genes especially among Gram-negative bacteria. By targeting
the Pc promoter, which was present within intI and drove the expression of
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dfrB2 or sul1 cassettes (encoding trimethoprim and sulfamethoxazole resis-
tances), CRISPRi significantly alleviated the resistance to both antibiotics
as the relative IC50 (half-maximal inhibitory concentrations) were reduced
by 8 to 32 fold, respectively. It was also demonstrated that transcriptional
inhibition of intI gene contributed to reduce the HGT rate of ARGs like
aadA1 and aadB : indeed, intI integrase is responsible for the integration of
resistance gene cassettes within conjugative plasmids that can be mobilized
into recipient cells, thus encouraging the spread of resistance determinants
[74]. Later, a constitutive CRISPRi system was engineered by Reuter et. al
in order to target a plasmid-born blaOXA−48 gene, which confers resistance
to a broad range of β-lactam antibiotics, carbapenem included. By harness-
ing the conjugative machinery expressed in trans by the F plasmid, a non-
self-transmissible conjugation was employed to deliver the repressor complex
into resistant-recipient cells [70]. Together these works confirm that even
CRISPRi technology could provide an attractive platform for the design of
effective therapeutics against MDR pathogens. However, there are still some
aspects which require further investigation to properly characterize the an-
timicrobial power of a CRISPRi-based circuitry. For instance, considering
that resistance genes can be placed on bacterial virulence plasmids with dif-
ferent copy-number, the repression capability of dCas9:gRNA complex must
be demonstrated even towards highly expressed target genes. Moreover, the
multiplex capability of CRISPRi system can be explored by reprogramming
dCas9 protein to target multiple loci within the same or different genes. This
strategy could enhance repression efficiency but also expand the range of tar-
get genes. Another important aspect to consider is the rescue of escaper cells:
although dCas9 targeting is not expected to induce target mutations, a deep
characterization of survivor cells still needs to be carried out in order to in-
vestigate the evolution of inactivating mutations within CRISPRi circuitry
and prove that target sequence is preserved from any DNA modifications.
Finally, to date, the delivery of CRISPRi circuitry was addressed only in one
study [70] in which an oriTF-carrying vector was mobilized to resistant cells
by the conjugation machinery expressed in trans from F’ plasmid. Although
this system can be efficiently employed to mobilize synthetic circuits from E.
coli to closely related Enterobacteriaceae, a conjugative platform based on a
broad-host range plasmid could instead be explored to expand the range of
targeted cells.
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1.4 Project Aim

Antibiotic resistance is a global concern which threatens human health
and poses huge and multisectoral efforts to arrest the spread of MDR bacteria.
The abuse of antibiotics in clinical and agricultural sectors has been eroding
the efficacy of even broad-spectrum antibiotics, highlighting the urgent need
for novel therapeutics able to evade bacterial defence strategies. Thanks to
its programmable nature, CRISPR technology provides a highly performing
platform to address a wide range of scientific challenges as it can be repur-
posed for the design of sequence-specific antimicrobials. The flexibility of
gRNA design pilots the specificity of CRISPR-based synthetic circuits, while
their transfer into target bacteria can be achieved through different vehicles
inspired by existing natural strategies. Based on this concepts, the aim of the
PhD project is twofold: design and characterization of a CRISPRi circuitry
ad hoc programmed to inhibit the expression of resistance genes in bacte-
ria; development of a conjugation-based platform suitable for the delivery of
CRISPRi circuitry in resistant cells. The general overview of the ideal thera-
peutic treatment proposed in this project is described below: the therapy of
a patient affected by an intestinal infection can start with the oral adminis-
tration of a probiotic bacterium engineered with the CRISPRi circuitry; by
leveraging the ability of probiotics to colonize the gastrointestinal tract, the
engineered microorganism can reach the site of infection and deliver the syn-
thetic circuit encoding the CRISPRi platform to antibiotic-resistant bacteria;
cells that have received the dCas9:gRNA complex are disarmed from their
ability to resist antibiotic exposure as the inhibition of target genes restore
drug susceptibility; subsequent antibiotic administration is necessary to kill
re-sensitized bacteria (Figure 1.3). The main novel aspect of this approach is
the application of CRISPRi, instead of the CRISPR technology, to target re-
sistance genes. The above mentioned studies have unearthed the emergence
of escaper cells that survive Cas9 cleavage through target DNA modifica-
tion assisted by DNA damage repair pathways. Without damaging the DNA
molecule, CRISPRi repressor complex can instead enter the cell undisturbed
like a trojan horse, circumventing SOS response and inhibiting the expression
of ARGs. This way, CRISPRi efficacy will not be measured by its ability to
instantly kill the pathogen but to re-sensitize the cell to antibiotic treatment.
Moreover, without killing the cell, the silent strategy allows for the spread of
CRISPRi among pathogens via self-transmissible conjugation. The feasibility
evaluation of CRISPRi technology to be used as a potent antimicrobial agent
was addressed in the E. coli bacterium through the following experimental
activities that define the specific aims of this thesis work:
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• implement a CRISPRi-based platform in synthetic genetic circuits in
order to characterize repression efficiency, suitable regulatory parts,
contribution to cell load and reliable design rules towards the fine-
tuning of CRISPRi-regulated transcriptional repression;

• reprogram the characterized CRISPRi circuitry towards the bla and
tetA genes, two model ARGs that encode for ampicillin and tetracy-
cline resistances, respectively, by using single gRNAs that individually
target each resistance gene and eventually measuring their repression
efficiency;

• investigate two different guide RNA architectures (Double sgRNA Cas-
settes and CRISPRi Array) in order to explore the multi-targeting
capability of CRISPRi system and the effect on repression efficiency
caused by the sharing of intracellular resources. A comparison between
these two architectures was carried out in order to highlight design and
cloning constrains as well as suitability in target gene repression;

• address the competition between guide RNAs sharing the same limited
pool of dCas9 protein, an issue arising from the characterization of
the aforementioned circuits; fine-tuning of dCas9 expression was thus
carried out by an inducible promoter. This strategy aimed to find an
optimal dCas9 expression level by regulating the intra-cellular amount
of the common resource;

• once the CRISPRi-mediated silencing of model ARGs was confirmed,
reprogram the synthetic circuitry to target NDM1 and mcr-1 genes,
two examples of antibiotic resistances relevant in clinical settings as
they are responsible for some of the most serious HAIs. A bioinfor-
matic analysis of all known variants of NDM and mcr genes allowed
for the identification of conserved regions used as CRISPRi targets.
Once identified, guide RNA sequences were implemented as single or
double spacers in the CRISPRi Array architecture, generating 4 differ-
ent combinations of circuits to be tested in resistant bacteria;

• develop a platform for the delivery of CRISPRi circuitry to test the
full workflow including HGT and killing of a target microbe. As a first
attempt, the HGT mechanism known as non-self-transmissible conju-
gation was exploited to mobilize the engineered CRISPRi Arrays into
resistant strains, in order to restore the susceptibility to target antibi-
otics;
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• characterize the escaper cells, emerged from a background of re-sensitized
bacteria, by carrying out liquid culture assays and sequencing analysis,
in order to study the behavioural phenotype and the mutated genotype;

• finally, implement a mathematical model to simulate a CRISPR-based
therapy; by comparing DNA-targeting technologies (CRISPR/Cas9 and
CRISPRi) and delivery mechanisms (bacterial conjugation and phage
infection), the model aimed at identifying the therapeutic strategy
that, overall, could be most effective in eradicating antibiotic resis-
tance, based on simulations and integration of experimental data.

Figure 1.3: General overview of the CRISPRi-based therapy. 1. Oral adminis-
tration of a probiotic bacterium (blue) engineered with a CRISPRi circuitry programmed to target MDR
pathogens. 2. Once the site of infection (intestine) is reached, the probiotic can deliver the synthetic
circuit to target bacteria (yellow) via conjugation. 3. Trascriptional inhibition of resistance genes disarms
the cell from its ability to survive antibiotic exposure (green), whose final administration is necessary to
eradicate the bacterial infection.
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Chapter 2
CRISPRi platform circuitry 1

Compared with other genetic tool that carry out gene repression, a major
advantage of CRISPRi technology is the easy “programmability” of sgRNAs
to tune the repression of any gene of interest. In the global crisis imposed
by AMR, CRISPRi can be thus repurposed to target resistance genes in a si-
lenced and effective manner. In this chapter, the characterization of CRISPRi
repression efficiency was first addressed by evaluating the performances of a
CRISPRi-based synthetic platform programmed to target the rfp reporter
gene. This circuitry was designed and quantitatively characterized in order
to evaluate the repression capability and to investigate if an optimal bal-
ance between efficiency and metabolic load could be found. The modules
composing the CRISPRi circuitry are described in order to provide essen-
tial information about: the model circuit architecture used in this study,
the regulatory parts exploited to implement constitutive and inducible de-
vices and the main features derived from the in-vivo characterization of the
CRISPRi platform. In particular, the two main configurations in which the
circuitry was tested are described by detailing the biological parts composing
each module responsible for the constitutive or inducible expression of both
sgRNA and dCas9 protein (Section 2.1.1). Starting from these two configura-
tions, the performances of all the circuits characterized are discussed with a
particular focus on their repression efficiency and burden properties (Section
2.2.1). After finding a proper dCas9 expression level to successfully balance
repression efficiency and cell load, the developed genetic platform was ap-
plied to different case studies to demonstrate its flexibility. Such case studies
included the fixing of synthetic circuits carrying out information processing
tasks including a NOT gate with a too high repression strength (Section

1The content of this chapter is published in the article “CRISPR interference modules
as low-burden logic inverters in synthetic circuits” [75].
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2.2.2), a transcriptional cascade with high resource-consuming components,
or a NOT gate to be re-designed to add more inputs, thus generating a NOR
gate (Section 2.2.3). The tunability of the platform was addressed by modify-
ing sgRNA sequences, thus providing not only a genetic tool to be customized
for the desired application, but also approaches to guarantee its fine tuning.

2.1 In-vivo characterization

2.1.1 Circuit design

The model architecture of the circuits analysed in this chapter is described
in Figure 2.1. All circuits relied on four gene cassettes for the expression of
dCas9, sgRNA, RFP and GFP. These modules were interconnected in order
to obtain and characterize two different configurations for the CRISPRi plat-
form, both composed of two plasmids (Figure 2.2). The circuit architecture
resembled the structure of logic NOT gate in which an input-controlled gene
inverted the detectable circuit output, in this case RFP signal.

Figure 2.1: Model architecture of the CRISPRi platform circuitry. The
CRISPRi platform is made of four gene cassettes for the expression of dCas9, sgRNA, RFP and GFP.
Straight arrows represent protein-coding genes or sgRNA, curved arrows represent promoters, half ovals
represent ribosome binding sites, and T shapes represent transcriptional terminators. Thin truncated
arrows represent repression, while red and green bulbs indicate fluorescent outputs. The C, g and C:g
symbols correspond to the dCas9 protein, sgRNA molecule and their complex, respectively. Generic tran-
scriptional inputs are shown for the dCas9 and sgRNA cassettes, which may be provided by constitutive
or inducible promoters. Pconst is the J23100 promoter which drives the constitutive expression of GFP in
the cell load monitor cassette, and Ptarget is the PLtetO1 or PLlacO1 promoter.

The first configuration included (Figure 2.2 A): a high copy vector bear-
ing the target cassette under the control of the PLtetO1 or PLlacO1 promoter;
a low copy plasmid with an HSL-inducible dCas9 module and a constitu-
tive sgRNA cassette driven by one of three different promoters (J23116,
J23100 or J23119, ordered from the weakest to the strongest one) which
transcribed gPet or gPlac sgRNA. In the HSL-inducible cassette, the expres-
sion of dCas9 was placed under PLux−3A promoter, which is the wild-type
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2.1. In-vivo characterization

Figure 2.2: CRISPRi platform: two different configurations. The CRISPRi
platform comprises four gene cassettes for the expression of dCas9, sgRNA, RFP and GFP. Two main
configurations are obtained upon the interconnection of these modules. A. In the first configuration
a low copy plasmid bears an inducible-dCas9 module driven by PLux−3A promoter and a constitutive
sgRNA cassette transcribing gPtet or gPlac under the control of three different promoters of diverse
strengths (indicated as Pconst). The target cassette is placed on a high copy plasmid in which PLtetO1

or PLlacO1 (indicated as Ptarget) drives the expression of the rfp gene. B. In the second configuration,
a constitutive dCas9 cassette is placed in a medium copy plasmid under PJ23116 promoter, while a low
copy plasmid bears the target cassette downstream PLtetO1 (indicated as Ptarget) and an HSL-inducible
gRNA cassette transcribing gPtet downstream the wild-type PLux promoter. In each inducible module,
luxR is constitutively expressed and the activation of PLux is regulated by the binding of LuxR:HSL
active complex. A GFP expression module (burden monitor) driven by a constitutive promoter is also
present in low copy plasmid to monitor cell load. The C, g and C:g symbols correspond to the dCas9
protein, sgRNA molecule and their complex, respectively. Colored bulbs indicate green or red fluorescence
outputs. Curved thin arrows represent promoters, half ovals represent RBSs, colored arrows represent
coding sequences or sgRNA as indicated, truncated arrows represent transcriptional repression and also
transcriptional terminators downstream of coding sequences or sgRNAs.

Plux promoter (BBa R0062) without the last three adenine nucleotides that
are downstream of the transcription start site of the original sequence. The
second configuration (Figure 2.2 B), with an opposite structure, included: a
medium copy plasmid bearing the dCas9 module under the control of a con-
stitutive promoter (J23116 from the Anderson collection [76]) coupled with
the strong RBS BBa B0034; a low copy vector including both the target
cassette downstream PLtetO1 and an HSL-inducible sgRNA cassette driven
by the wild-type PLux promoter which transcribed gPtet. In both configu-
rations, the HSL-inducible block, placed in low-copy plasmid, was composed
of: luxR downstream the constitutive PR promoter with RBS BBa B0030;
PLux promoter upstream RBS BBa B0034 if followed by a gene cassette (Fig-
ure 2.2 A) or without RBS if followed by an sgRNA cassette (Figure 2.2 B).
The target cassette, either assembled on high or low copy plasmid, was al-
ways constitutively expressed by the PLtetO1 or PLlacO1 promoter with RBS
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BBa B0034. The HSL-inducible device driving the expression of dCas9 or
sgRNAs was properly selected not to interfere with the regulation of RFP.
Finally, a GFP expression cassette was also included in each circuit, assem-
bled in the low-copy vector, as a proxy of cell load. The complete list of all
the biological parts used to assemble the circuits obtained in this study is
reported Appendix A.2 and Table A.3, while all the final synthetic constructs
are listed in Table A.4.

2.1.2 Circuit characterization

Fluorescence and absorbance of recombinant strains were measured over
time in a microplate reader as previously described in [77]. Briefly, bacteria
from a glycerol stock were streaked on a selective LB agar plate. After an
overnight incubation at 37◦C, 0.5 ml of selective M9 supplemented medium
was inoculated with a single colony in 2−ml tubes. After a 21-h incubation
at 37◦C, 220rpm in an orbital shaker, cultures were 100-fold diluted in 200µl
in a 96-well microplate. Two microliters of HSL were added when required
to reach the desired final inducers concentration. Cultures were not placed in
the external wells of the plate to avoid intensive evaporation. The microplate
was incubated with lid in the Infinite F200Pro reader (Tecan) programmed
with the i − controlTM software to perform a kinetic cycle as follows: 15s
linear shaking (3 mm amplitude), 5s wait, absorbance (600 nm) measurement,
fluorescence measurements (gain 50 or 80), 5-min sampling time. Red and
green fluorescence signals by RFP and GFP were measured with the 535/620
and 485/540 nm filter pairs, respectively. Control wells were also included,
as described in the following Data Processing section 2.1.3, to measure the
background signals of absorbance and fluorescence, and to provide internal
control references for relative activity calculations. At least three biological
replicates, starting from different colonies, were assayed for each strain.

2.1.3 Data processing

Data analysis and graphs were carried out via GraphPad Prism 8.0.1,
Microsoft Excel and Matlab R2017b (MathWorks, Natick, MA). Raw ab-
sorbance and red fluorescence time series acquired from microplate experi-
ments were background-subtracted as reported in [77] to obtain OD600 and
RFP time series, proportional to the per-well cell density and fluorescent
protein number. Sterile medium and a non-fluorescent TOP10 culture were
used to measure absorbance and red fluorescence background, respectively.
Since a significant cell density-dependent and growth rate-dependent autoflu-
orescence was previously reported for GFP measurements with the adopted
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experimental setup [77], green fluorescence was background-subtracted via a
different procedure:

GFPauto(t) = eq+m·OD600(t) (2.1)

in which OD600 is the cell density of the culture, and m and q describe
the linear relation between ln(OD600) and GFP autofluorescence level. The m
and q coefficients are growth rate (µ)-dependent parameters. This curve was
used to estimate the green fluorescence background of a target culture, given
its OD600 at each time point. The GFPautovalue was subtracted from the raw
fluorescence of the target culture to obtain a signal proportional to the GFP
level in the whole culture. Growth rate was estimated with the following
procedure: OD600 values relatives to the exponential phase were selected
within the 0.05 < OD600< 0.18 window; through the linear regression fitting
of ln(OD600) values selected, the growth rate (µ) was obtained as the slope
of the curve.

The fluorescence outputs of recombinant strains from microplate experi-
ments were selected over time in the exponential growth phase (0.05 < OD600
< 0.18). These values were computed in terms of steady-state RFP and GFP
synthesis rates per cell (Scell RFP, and Scell GFP in arbitrary units per cell per
time unit), expressing the output of synthetic circuits and the cellular ca-
pacity indicating the load of the circuit ([78]). The outputs were computed
as:

S(t) =
dF (t)

dt
· 1

OD600

(2.2)

Scell =
Save

Save,ref

(2.3)

where F(t) is the background-subtracted fluorescence time series of RFP
or GFP and Save is the average of S(t) over the exponential phase. To nor-
malize the obtained values, Scell RFP or Scell GFP were divided by the average
Scell of a reference strain (Save,ref) constitutively expressing RFP or GFP un-
der the BBa J23101 promoter. Reference strains for RFP and GFP have the
BBa J107029 and BBa K173001 expression cassettes, respectively.
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2.2 CRISPRi to engineer low burden and tunable

synthetic circuits

2.2.1 Constitutive and inducible dCas9 or sgRNA expression

systems

CRISPR interference technology is a key resource for the design of syn-
thetic circuits encoding for complex and even finely regulated genetic pro-
grams. To this aim, rationally designed CRISPRi modules can be imple-
mented in genetic circuits suitable for the expression in a desired host. How-
ever, the design process of a gene expression platform must take into account
the influence of context-dependent sources that could affect the predictability
of the desired host organism behaviour. In this regard, one of the major un-
predictability sources is cell burden, the unnatural metabolic load caused by
the expression of heterologous genes in host cells. This is mainly caused by
the limitation of translational resources [78, 79] which may decrease upon ex-
pression of multiple, or even single, transcriptional regulators-encoding genes
[77]. Compared with the traditionally adopted transcriptional regulator pro-
teins, which could represent a source of cell load, CRISPRi modules have
a substantial advantage: as sgRNAs are only transcribed and the only ac-
tors that undergo translation are dCas9 and the target genes, a depletion in
translational resources is expected non to be observed in the CRISPRi case.

Based on these concepts, the CRISPRi circuitry must be designed to act
not only as an efficient transcriptional repressor of targeted genes but also
as a low burden device able to avoid the metabolic load that could affect the
predictable function of the synthetic circuit. A CRISPRi platform able to
meet these two main features was obtained upon the interconnection of the
functional modules described below and represented in Figure 2.1:

• dCas9 expression cassette responsible for the synthesis of the protein
under the control of a constitutive promoter, if present in medium copy
plasmid, or inducible device, if cloned in low copy vector;

• sgRNA expression cassette in which the transcription of the chimeric
guide RNA was driven either by an inducible or constitutive promoter
in a low copy plasmid;

• constitutive target expression cassette encoding for the RFP reporter
gene placed downstream the target promoter in low or high copy vector;

• constitutive GFP expression cassette in low copy plasmid (Burden mon-
itor).
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In the system described above, the expression of dCas9 and sgRNA cas-
settes led to the formation of a functional interference complex able to repress
the transcription of the reporter gene by sterically hindering the recruitment
of RNA polymerase to the target promoter. In particular, each sgRNA was
ad hoc designed to inhibit the transcriptional activity of a target promoter
cloned upstream of the rfp reporter gene encoding for a fluorescent protein.
This way, RFP signal was used as an indicator of the CRISPRi repression ef-
ficiency, while growth rate and GFP were adopted to quantify cell load, since
the GFP level was expected to decrease as a function of the metabolic load
derived from the expression of heterologous gene within the host cell. Two
configurations of the above mentioned CRISPRi platform were characterized
in order to investigate the repression efficiency and the low burden property.
The circuit scheme of these two configurations is reported in Figure 2.2. The
architecture of the first combination of circuits characterized in this study
(described in Figure 2.2 A) includes an inducible dCas9 cassette in a low-copy
plasmid and a constitutive sgRNA cassette. The inducible system adopted
for the expression of dCas9 relied on the Lux circuitry. That consists of the
PLux promoter and the LuxR protein, which acts as a transcriptional activa-
tor of the cognate promoter in presence of N-(3-oxohexanoyl)-L-homoserine
lactone (HSL). The LuxR-HSL active complex binds the lux box of the PLux

promoter, thereby activating the transcription of the downstream gene, which
is then translatd into protein. As dCas9 cassette was placed under PLux, the
presence of HSL was required to trigger the transcription of the protein. In
this study, a previously optimized variant of the PLux promoter was employed.
The new version of the promoter, referred to as PLux−3A, was obtained by re-
moving the three adenine nucleotides after the transcription start site (TSS)
of the original PLux sequence. This modification made the toxicity of the
HSL-inducible dCas9 circuit negligible at high inducer level and allowed to
investigate the effects of dCas9 over a wide range of values without signifi-
cant cell load or toxicity. On the other hand, the constitutive transcription
of two sgRNA called gPtet and gPlac was driven by weak (J23116), medium
(J23100) or strong (J23119) promoter. The two gRNAs were designed to
target the PLtetO1 or PLlacO1 promoter (BBa R0062 and BBa R0011 from the
Registry of Standard Biological Parts) that drive the expression of the rfp
reporter gene in a high-copy plasmid. A set of six circuits with the described
architecture was finally obtained and called AE-3Ad J116/J100/J119 gPtet
or gPlac. Control strains were included for each target promoter and had a
non-specific sgRNA transcribed by the J23100 medium-strength promoter,
i.e., gPtet for PLlacO1 and gPlac for PLtetO1 (see Appendix A.2 for the Cloning
protocols and Table A.4 for the complete list of constructs). Thanks to the
orthogonality of the two sgRNA binding sites, the RFP output was expected
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to be unaffected in the absence of a complementary sgRNA. This first con-
figuration enabled the study of dCas9 level-dependent repression of target
genes, in presence of sgRNAs at three different expression levels. The results
reported in Figure 2.3 showed that the configuration tested, which was in-
dicated as “sgRNA in low-copy and target in high-copy”, had a high level of
tunability. In specific, although none of the tested circuits reached the same
RFP level of their respective controls at zero induction, RFP expression was
high for HSL concentrations up to 0.1 nM and reached a repressed state for
HSL values of 1 nM. Qualitatively, the same trends were observed for both
gPtet and gPlac. The control strains with non-specific guides were not af-
fected by HSL and exhibited a high RFP expression, as expected. Growth
rate and GFP showed a slight decrease only for high dCas9 expression levels,
while no sgRNA expression-dependent burden was observed. Moreover, GFP
showed an expression peak at 1 nM of HSL, corresponding to a situation in
which RFP expression is low and dCas9 expression is not toxic. In other
words, this observation demonstrated that, under a certain dCas9 induction,
an active CRISPRi complex could alleviate the metabolic load caused by the
expression of an heterologus gene. Indeed, systematically lower GFP level
was observed for the controls compared with their respective circuits in the
same conditions with specific guides, most probably due to the higher load
caused by RFP expression.

Taken together, the results showed that none of the six tested circuits
exhibited cell load as a function of sgRNA expression strength and the re-
pression capability was extremely high for all the circuits, starting from the
1 nM inducer concentration. These results were significant not only be-
cause they demonstrated that dCas9, a potential source of cell load, could
be placed under an inducible system to obtain an optimal expression level
with minimal burden, but also because they revealed that the expression of
the dCas9:gRNA complex even from a low-copy plasmid could be sufficient
to successfully inhibit the transcription of a gene harboured by a high copy
plasmid. This is a relevant aspect to be considered in the design of synthetic
circuit reprogrammed to target genes placed on high copy vectors.

The second combination of circuits herein presented and described in
Figure 2.2 B included a constitutive dCas9 cassette coupled with and in-
ducible sgRNA module. The design of these model systems resembled the
structure of actual logic inverters in which the gene expressed in an input-
dependent fashion is the sgRNA. In these circuits, the expression of dCas9
was entrusted to a constitutive minimal burden gene cassette, constructed
and validated in a previous work [80], in which the J23116 promoter was cho-
sen to drive the dCas9 gene in a medium-copy vector. The wild-type PLux

promoter was instead used in the HSL-inducible sgRNA cassette to drive
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Figure 2.3: Characterization of a CRISPRi circuitry with inducible dCas9
and constitutive sgRNA The configuration of the CRISPRi circuitry includes an HSL-inducible
dCas9 and a constitutive sgRNA cassette under the control of three constitutive promoters of diverse
strengths (weak, medium and strong for J23116, J23100 and J23119, respectively). Two different targeting
systems (Tet and Lac) are reported: gPtet and gPlac, which repress the PLtetO1 and PLlacO1 promoters,
respectively, that drive RFP in a high copy plasmid. Each graph includes four curves: three of them
correspond to circuits with the sgRNA under the control of one constitutive promoter and the fourth
curve corresponds to a non-specific targeting control in which the medium-strength J23100 promoter
constitutively transcribes a non-targeting sgRNA: gPlac and gPtet for the PLtetO1 and PLlacO1 promoters
in the Tet and Lac systems, respectively. Characterization in terms of A. RFP, B. GFP and C. growth
rate output of the six circuits and the respective controls consistent with the configuration described. In
all the graphs, x-axis indicates HSL concentration [nM], while in y-axis data are shown as the average
RFP or GFP synthesis rate per cell or average growth rate value. Data points represent the average value
and error bars represent the standard errors of the mean of at least 3 independent experiments.

the transcription of the guide gPtet targeting the PLtetO1 promoter that ex-
pressed RFP; both sgRNA and target cassettes were cloned in the same
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low-copy plasmid downstream the burden monitor and the resulted circuit
was named AEgPtet PtetRFP. A similar circuit, called X1T and including
TetR instead of the sgRNA, was used for comparison in order to demon-
strate that CRISPRi platform can also provide a low-burden alternative to
the traditionally adopted transcriptional regulators. Indeed, in [77], it was
demonstrated that the expression of TetR in X1T preserved the designed
logic function of the synthetic circuit but also resulted in a high translational
demand which generated a relevant cell load detected through the burden
monitor. The obtained input-output data for this example of sgRNA-based
logic inverter and the relative control circuit are shown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Comparison between TetR-based and CRISPRi-based NOT
gate. The configuration of the CRISPRi-based NOT gate includes a constitutive dCas9 cassette and an
HSL-inducible sgRNA module targeting the PLtetO1 promoter upstream rfp gene. The input-controlled
guide is gPtet, with a perfect-matched sequence. X1T circuit has the same topology of the CRISPRi-based
NOT gate with TetR repressor instead of gPtet. Characterization in terms of A. RFP, B. GFP and growth
rate output. In all the graphs, x-axis indicates HSL concentration [nM], while in y-axis data are shown
as the average RFP or GFP synthesis rate per cell or average growth rate value. Data points represent
the average value and error bars represent the standard errors of the mean of at least 3 independent
experiments.

As demonstrated by the RFP output, the expression of the reporter pro-
tein in the CRISPRi-based NOT gate (simply identified as “gPtet”) was close
to the maximum level of repression already at null inducer concentration,
while the respective control circuit bearing the TetR repressor showed a grad-
ual decrease in RFP value in response to HSL increase. Therefore, these data
confirmed the repression capability of the CRISPRi circuitry but also revealed
that the repression efficiency was too high for low copy targets due to the
leakiness in the synthesis of the sgRNA. These findings were consistent with
the results derived by the characterization of a previously obtained collection
of circuits with same topology and target cassette cloned either on medium
or high-copy plasmid [80]. Again, in these circuits, the repression efficiency
was too high for medium-copy targets, while a wide repression range was
observed with high copy plasmid bearing the target cassette, demonstrating
that the output range was highly dependent on the target copy number. On
the other hand, GFP and growth rate data (Figure 2.4) confirmed the suc-
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cessful replacement of the resource consuming transcriptional regulator TetR
with the CRISPRi circuitry. In fact, if the sgRNA transcription caused no
relevant burden, the expression of the TetR-based NOT gate resulted in a
decrease of GFP level, confirming the effect on depletion in cellular resources
caused by TetR expression.

The two configurations of circuits characterized, obtained upon the in-
terconnection of constitutive and inducible dCas9 or sgRNA expression cas-
settes, resulted to be efficient in the repression of rfp gene without causing
a relevant load to the cells. However, the repression efficiency of the second
configuration described, based on constitutive dCas9 and inducible sgRNA
cassette, was too high for low copy targets, demonstrating that the CRISPRi
platform needed to be tuned in order to widen its repression range.

2.2.2 Approaches to improve CRISPRi tunability

The CRISPRi platform described in Section 2.2.1 revealed a great poten-
tial to be used as an effective transcriptional repressor with low metabolic
load. However, in case of low-copy targets, the repression capability of the
device must be optimized in order to widen the induction range and achieve
a fine-tuning of the high repression strength. To address the tunability of the
CRISPRi module, an approach based on modifications of the perfectly match-
ing gRNA sequence was exploited. Indeed, it was previously reported that al-
terations in the annealing region of the sgRNA have the potential to affect the
binding affinity between the repressor complex and target sequence and, con-
sequently, decrease the repression strength [42, 43, 81, 82, 83]. To evaluate if
this strategy could effectively improve the output range of CRISPRi modules,
the AEgPtet PtetRFP (CRISPRi-based NOT-gate described in 2.2.1) circuit
was used as a model system to investigate the effect on repression efficiency
caused by different modifications in gPtet annealing sequence. Moreover, by
comparing the RFP transfer function of the new collection of modified cir-
cuits with the one of X1T, we evaluated if the tuning of the CRISPRi module
could also resemble the input-output RFP behaviour shown by TetR. To this
aim, a library of sgRNA with non-canonical sequence was created: through
a mutagenic PCR of the template plasmid AEgPtet PtetRFP, the original
gPtet guide was engineered by combining primers RV Plux (-3A), RV Plux
AAA and FWgPtet with the desired mutated sequence. This way, RNA
guides with truncated sequence were obtained along with sgRNA harbour-
ing two mismatches in the base-paring region (see Appendix A.2.2 for the
Mutagenesis protocol adopted and Table A.2 for the list of primer used in
this study). In specific, five variants of gPtet were constructed by deleting
nucleotides at its 5’ end. The resulting guides, with the truncation of 4, 7,
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10, 11, 15 nucleotides were tested but, as reported in Figure 2.5, the resulting
NOT gates did not show the desired tuning of the repression efficiency, due
to a too low output range or too high basic activity. Interestingly, the ex-
pression of the 11-nt deleted gPtet was not tolerated by cells, which stopped
growth upon HSL addition at concentrations higher than 0.1 nM. The tox-
icity of specific guides has already been reported, although this variant did
not include any of the reported toxicity-related features [84].

Figure 2.5: Library of gPtet variants with truncated or mismatched se-
quences. gPtet variants obtained through a mutagenic PCR of the original perfectly matching guide.
A. sgRNAs with truncations and their effect on the HSL-inducible sgRNA circuit with constitutive dCas9
in MC and target in LC. All of them are transcribed with the three adenines present in the wild-type
PLux promoter. The number of deleted nucleotides at the 5’ end of the guide is reported and the bars
show the RFP output in the no induction and full induction conditions. B Characterization in terms of
RFP output of four gPtet variants with rationally designed mismatches. In the graph, x-axis indicates
HSL concentration [nM], while in y-axis data are shown as the average RFP synthesis rate per cell. C.
Screening of nine degenerate gPtet guide variants without inducer or with 500 nM of HSL. The output is
expressed as RFP/OD600. Data points and bars represent the average value, and error bars represent the
standard errors of the mean of at least 3 independent experiments. The numbers above the bars indicate
the percent repression.

Since deletions failed to provide an sgRNA candidate with the desired
affinity, the mismatch-based strategy was explored to design four new sgRNA
candidates (gPtetDM1, DM3, DM4, DM5). To achieve a gradual decrease in repres-
sion efficiency, two mismatched nucleotides were introduced from the 5’ to
the 3’ end of the sgRNA that is the region most sensitive to sequence mod-
ification because of its proximity to PAM. The rational design of internal
mismatches was also supported by the use of a free-energy based model able
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to predict the decrease in binding strength for each mutagenized sgRNA2.
Unfortunately, sgRNA with rationally designed mismatches did not exhibit
the desired transfer function of XIT because, as described in Figure 2.5, the
binding affinity was irreversibly altered by the mismatches (gPtetDM4, DM5)
or because the repression efficiency was still too high (gPtetDM1, DM3). Be-
ing unable to generate a proper diversity in repression affinity, to reach the
desired repression range with a rational approach we created and screened
a library of randomly mutagenized sgRNAs. Again, AEgPtet PtetRFP was
used as template plasmid in a mutagenic PCR perfomed with RV Plux AAA
and FWgPtet degenerate; the latter was a mix of primers containing different
substitutions of three bases along its sequence (Figure 2.5 C). Based on these
degenerate primers, a screening test was performed in order to obtain 20-nt
gPtet variants with mismatches in three specific positions of the annealing se-
quence (see Figure 2.5 C and Appendix A.2.2 for the Mutagenesis protocol).
The screening included the per-cell measurement of RFP of several strains
bearing the NOT gate with mismatched gPtet variants, among which the one
with the high output range and low basic activity trade-off, named gPtetDEG9,
was selected and sequenced. Its sequence was tgtcaatctctatcgcggat, in which
the degenerate nucleotides are written in bold type. When tested at different
HSL concentrations, the circuit with gPtetDEG9 showed a transfer function
that resembled the target one of X1T, as reported in Figure 2.6 A. More-
over, by comparing growth rate and GFP outputs of gPtetDEG9 and X1T, the
sgRNA-based NOT gate confirmed low cell load for any input value, Figure
2.6 B.

All data reported for truncated and mismatched gPtet variants were rela-
tive to guides downstream of the wild-type PLux promoter, thus including the
three adenines in the transcribed region of the sgRNA. To demonstrate that
the removal of these three nucleotides did not result in relevant changes in the
gPtetDEG9 transfer function, an identical circuit with the PLux−3A promoter
was constructed according to the protocol described in Appendix A.2.2; as
shown in Figure 2.7, a 3-mismatching nucleotide extension did not signifi-
cantly alter guide affinity and also confirmed that the PLux transcriptional
activity is not affected by this modification.

The results described in this section demonstrated that the repression
range of the CRISPRi device can be widen by altering the 20-nt targeting
sequence of the sgRNA. Although the approach based on truncated or ratio-
nally mutagenized gPtet variants failed in this case study, the same strategies

2The choice of point mutations in specific sites of the sgRNA annealing region was
supported by the use of a python script based on [58], kindly provided by Prof. H.M. Salis
(Penn State University). The tool was used to predict the relative decrease in binding
strength of altered sgRNAs compared with a perfectly matching 20-nt guide.
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Figure 2.6: Comparison between TetR-based and CRISPRi-based NOT
gate with original or mismatched sgRNA. The configuration of the CRISPRi-based NOT
gate includes a constitutive dCas9 cassette and an HSL-inducible sgRNA module targeting the PLtetO1
promoter upstream rfp gene. The input-controlled guide can be gPtet, with a perfect-matched sequence,
or gPtetDEG9, with two mismatches in the annealing region. X1T circuit has the same topology of the
CRISPRi-based NOT gate with TetR repressor instead of gPtet. A. Characterization in terms of RFP
output of the three NOT gates with gPtet, gPtetDEG9 and TetR. B. Characterization in terms of GFP
and growth rate output of gPtetDEG9 and X1T. In all the graphs, x-axis indicates HSL concentration
[nM], while in y-axis data are shown as the average RFP or GFP synthesis rate per cell or average growth
rate value. Data points represent the average value and error bars represent the standard errors of the
mean of at least 3 independent experiments.

Figure 2.7: Comparison between the gPtetDEG9 variant when expressed by
the wild-type PLux and the modified PLux−3A promoters. The configuration of the
CRISPRi-based NOT gate includes a constitutive dCas9 cassette and an HSL-inducible sgRNA module tar-
geting the PLtetO1 promoter upstream rfp gene. The input-controlled guide is gPtetDEG9 under the wilde-
type PLux or the modified PLux−3A promoter (AEgPtetDEG9 PtetRFP and AE-3AgPtetDEG9 PtetRFP
circuits, respectively). Characterization in terms of RFP output of the two circuits. In the graph, x-axis
indicates HSL concentration [nM], while in y-axis data are shown as the average RFP synthesis rate per
cell. Data points represent the average value and error bars represent the standard errors of the mean of
at least 3 independent experiments.

gave promising results in the tuning of sgRNA affinity for a previously ob-
tained collection of guide RNA targeting the PLuxH promoter in a medium
copy plasmid [75]. Here, to adjust the high repression strength of gPtet,
only the screening of a library of sgRNA harbouring random mismatches
provided the best performing guide gPtetDEG9, able to resemble the desired
input-output behaviour of the X1T circuit expressing TetR.

These findings demonstrate that reliable design rules for sgRNAs with the
desired repression efficiency must take into account different factors such as
nucleotide composition and target copy number. Moreover, while truncated
guides are easy to design and require a limited range of constructs to test their
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efficiency, the correct prediction of the mismatches identity or site specificity,
as well as the the higher number of plasmids to be screened to find a candidate
with desired properties, are still major hurdles to overcome for the mismatch-
based approach.

2.2.3 Application of tunable CRISPRi to fix a non-functional

transcriptional cascade

The architecture of the gene expression platform herein developed (Fig-
ure 2.1), the possibility to tune the CRISPRi repression efficiency and the
low burden properties of the CRISPRi modules (Section 2.2.1) are useful
features that can be together employed to build synthetic circuits able to
carry out sophisticated functions. To prove the usefulness of the developed
platform, the gPtetDEG9-based NOT gate was used to fix the behaviour of
a non-functional synthetic circuit from a collection of previously published
transcriptional cascades [77]. As anticipated in Section 2.2.1, the cell load
caused by the expression of heterologous proteins can affect, and even break,
the function of a synthetic circuit [77, 85]. In the above mentioned transcrip-
tional cascade, the main responsible of cell load was TetR protein when ex-
pressed at high levels. The considered cascade, assembled in low-copy vector,
was named X1TL and included an HSL-inducible device upstream of a TetR-
and LacI-based NOT gates with RFP as circuit output. The circuit scheme
of the cascade is represented in Figure 2.8. Instead of showing a monotoni-
cally increasing HSL-dependent output, expected from the transfer function
logic of the individual inverter blocks, the circuit exhibited an increasing and
then decreasing RFP output (Figure 2.8 B). In the same work [77], TetR
expression was confirmed as the main responsible for the unpredicatble be-
haviour observed by obtaining a variant of the circuit with a weaker RBS;
the modified circuit showed a functional output, increasing with HSL. As
an alternative to RBS variations, which do not guarantee the desired input-
output transfer function, an sgRNA-based NOT gate could be used to replace
the TetR expression cassette in the broken cascade. This approach was ex-
pected to fix the device without causing any input-dependent expression of
resource-consuming components, while maintaining the desired input-output
behaviour. Considering that gPtetDEG9 successfully resembled the RFP out-
put exhibited by TetR in X1T circuit, which represented a single-stage NOT
gate of the complete cascade, the final circuit was constructed by including an
HSL-inducible gPtetDEG9 cassette instead of TetR expression module. The
scheme of the sgRNA-based cascade is reported in Figure 2.8 A. As shown in
Figure 2.8 B, the new low-burden cascade (indicated as “CRISPRi”) had an
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Figure 2.8: Fixing of a non-functional transcriptional cascade. A. Architecture of
the non-functional cascade, including the LuxR, TetR and LacI regulators; it has HSL as input and RFP
as output, and the main source of failure was the high resource usage of the TetR module, highlighted
in light blue and indicated as the 1st stage NOT gate. This module has been replaced with gPtetDEG9-
based expression cassette, including the parts illustrated below the black arrow, and the obtained circuit
was named Final Cascade (in the graph: CRISPRi). B. Characterization, in terms of RFP output,
of the full transcriptional cascades: X1TL represents the original circuit for which an unexpected non-
monotonically increasing HSL-dependent output was reported, and CRISPRi represents the fixed cascade
with the gPtetDEG9 as repressor of the PLtetO1 promoter. C. GFP and growth rate values for the same
strains illustrated in graph B. In all the graphs, x-axis indicates HSL concentration [nM], while in y-axis
data are shown as the average RFP or GFP synthesis rate per cell or average growth rate value. Data
points represent the average value and error bars represent the standard errors of the mean of at least 3
independent experiments

about 2-fold output range and showed the expected monotonically increasing
HSL-dependent output. As expected, GFP was essentially independent from
HSL, demonstrating that sgRNA expression caused no relevant burden (Fig-
ure 2.8 C). On the other hand, the original circuit showed a GFP decrease
for high HSL values, which corresponded to high TetR expression levels. De-
spite the sgRNA-based cascade exhibited no HSL-dependent GFP or growth
rate decrease, its GFP value obtained in the no-HSL condition was slightly
lower than in the original cascade, suggesting that an additional load was
present, most probably caused by multiple plasmids in the same strain, as
previously observed in [86] and not by dCas9 expression itself. Such effect
was not observed in growth rate measurements.

The results presented in this section demonstrate that by combining a
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minimal burden constitutive dCas9 cassette, an inducible sgRNA expression
module and the mismatch-based approach is possible to build a CRISPRi
circuitry that can efficiently fix the broken quantitative behaviour of a com-
plex synthetic circuit by preserving the predicted logic function and the low
metabolic load property.

2.3 Main considerations on CRISPRi circuitry func-

tional features

Engineered microorganisms able to carry out a designed function can be
created by encoding a specific genetic program into a synthetic circuit suitable
for the expression in the host cell. However, as the expression of heterologous
genes may cause a metabolic load able to alter the function of the circuit it-
self, a gene expression platform can be considered efficient if it satisfies the
functional specifications and also shows minimal burden properties. For this
reason, as CRISPRi technology was chosen as an essential component of the
herein presented gene expression platform, we first addressed the characteri-
zation of the CRISPRi mediated transcriptional repression of the rfp target
gene as well as the effect on cell load. Two configurations of the CRISPRi
circuitry were analysed. In the first one, the constitutive expression of the
sgRNA cassette under three promoters with increasing strength was cou-
pled with an inducible dCas9 expression module. In this configuration, the
CRISPRi components and the target gene were expressed from low and high
copy plasmid, respectively. Despite the different copy number of the two plas-
mids, the dCas9:sgRNA complex efficiently inhibited the expression of the
high copy target without showing relevant cell burden. The second combi-
nation of circuits characterized had an inverted configuration as it included
a constitutive dCas9 cassette in a medium-copy plasmid and an inducible
sgRNA module in a low-copy plasmid. In this case, the CRISPRi device
showed a highly sensitive on/off response with low copy plasmids holding
the target gene, leading to a too high repression efficiency. To improve the
tunability of the system, the possibility to regulate the sgRNAs repression
strength was explored by modifying their original perfect matching sequence
with deletions or mismatched nucleotides. While the intervention based on
deletion failed to regulate the sgRNA affinity, the mismatch-based approach
provided the sgRNA gPtetDEG9 with the wider output range than the original
guide. Moreover, compared with a control circuit expressing TetR repressor
instead of an sgRNA cassette, the gPtetDEG9-based NOT gate significantly
alleviated the metabolic load caused by the high resource consuming tran-
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scriptional regulator. Finally, the broken quantitative behaviour of a three-
gene transcriptional cascade was fixed by replacing TetR with gPtetDEG9,
that efficiently restored the logic function predicted for the synthetic circuit.
Taken together, these results demonstrated that a tunable and low burden
CRISPRi platform can be engineered in synthetic circuits with predictable
functions and no relevant cell load. However, it is worth mentioning that
the tunability of the system still requires a deep understanding of sequence-
dependent effects. Indeed, although computational tools have been proposed
to support the prediction of mismatch effects, a random screening approach
was here necessary to find the sgRNA with the desired repression efficiency.

In conclusion, the results discussed in this chapter prove that the CRISPRi
platform developed could be efficiently employed to address the research
project herein presented. First of all, the CRISPRi circuitry includes func-
tional modules to drive the constitutive or inducible expression of both dCas9
and sgRNA; second, the circuitry turned out to be a tunable and low burden
device; third, the genetic platform was able to exert a strong repression effi-
ciency that was sufficient for the full inhibition of target genes in high-copy
plasmids; finally, thanks to these two main features, CRISPRi modules can
also be adopted to construct even complex genetic circuits by preserving the
designed function. Taken together, the attractive features mentioned for the
developed CRISPRi platform are suitable for the engineering of antibiotic
resistance repression devices and for the tuning of other biological processes
for different applications.
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Chapter 3
CRISPRi-mediated silencing of antibiotic

resistance genes

The CRISPRi platform developed and characterized in this study showed
great potential for the design of synthetic circuits with high repression ca-
pability of target genes. Based on these findings, the CRISPRi repressor
complex was redirected towards resistance genes by reprogramming the ge-
netic platform described in Section 2.1. In particular, taking advantage of the
easy programmability of sgRNA, the CRISPRi circuitry was ad hoc designed
to inhibit the expression of model and clinically relevant resistance genes. To
this aim, a new set of synthetic circuits was characterized with two main ge-
netic architectures: sgRNA Cassette and CRISPRi Array, both implemented
with single or double gRNAs. This way, four different combinations of cir-
cuits were obtained: single or double sgRNA Cassettes and CRISPRi Array
with one or two spacers. First, the synthetic circuitry exploited in this work is
detailed along with the description of liquid and plate culture assays used to
quantitatively characterize its performances (Section 3.1). The first feasibility
evaluation of CRISPRi technology to act as a sequence-specific antimicrobial
was addressed in a case study in which two model ARGs, bla and tetA, repre-
sented the CRISPRi targets. With this purpose, the previously characterized
sgRNA Cassette architecture was reprogrammed to individually target the
two resistances with customized gRNAs (Section 3.2.1). Subsequently, in
order to explore the multi-targeting capability of the CRISPRi system, the
architecture of double sgRNA Cassettes and CRISPRi Array were character-
ized in the transcriptional inhibition of the same model ARGs. The first one
was constructed by combining two single sgRNA Cassettes, the second one
was implemented in a synthetic architecture inspired by native CRISPR sys-
tems (Section 3.2.2). By leveraging an inducible device, the tuning of dCas9
expression level was then addressed to counteract the competition between
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gRNAs, emerged from the characterization of the above mentioned genetic
architectures (Section 3.2.3). Once the CRISPRi-mediated silencing of model
ARGs was demonstrated, a new CRISPRi circuitry was implemented with a
set of CRISPRi Arrays rationally designed to inhibit the expression of NDM-
1 and mcr-1 genes, two examples of antibiotic resistances relevant in clinical
settings (Section 3.3). The nature of escaper cells that survived the antibi-
otic treatment even in presence of an active CRISPRi circuitry was studied
through liquid assays and sequencing analysis in order to properly investi-
gate their phenotype and genotype (Section 3.4). Finally, the delivery of
CRISPRi-encoding circuits in resistant bacteria was addressed by exploiting
an HGT mechanism known as bacterial conjugation. In particular, a non-
self-transmissible platform was developed to deliver a mobilizable CRISPRi
Array targeting bla or mcr-1 gene. The performances of this platform were
characterized both in terms of conjugation and killing efficiency, two pa-
rameters that measured the frequency of the conjugative transfer and the
CRISPRi repression capability of resistance genes, respectively (Section 3.5).

3.1 In-vivo characterization

3.1.1 Circuit design

The model architecture of the circuits characterized in this chapter in-
cluded three main modules for the expression of gRNAs, dCas9 and tar-
get gene encoding for a specific antibiotic resistance (See Figure 3.1). The
gRNA module was placed in low-copy plasmid under the IPTG-inducible
PLlacO1 promoter. This module was characterized with two different archi-
tectures: sgRNA Cassette, implemented as single or double Cassettes, and
CRISPRi Array, expressing single or double spacers. Single sgRNA cassettes
transcribed only a gRNA targeting bla or tetA gene: in the first case, the
sgRNA could be gAmpRpromoter, targeting Pbla promoter placed upstream
bla gene, or gAmpRgene targeting the coding sequence of the same gene;
in the second case, the sgRNA was gtetA targeting the coding sequence of
tetA gene. A double sgRNA Cassette was obtained by cloning in tandem
gAmpRpromter- and gtetA-based single Cassette within the same low copy
plasmid. The gRNA encoded in each sgRNA Cassette was provided with
its own tracrRNA and transcriptional terminator (BBa J107201). The sec-
ond architecture, named CRISPRi Array, resembled the topology of native
CRISPR systems. An array composed of one or two spacers (30-nt) flanked
by two repeat sequences (36-nt) was placed downstream the PLlacO1 pro-
moter. At the end of each array, the transcriptional terminator BBa 1006
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was cloned. CRISPRi Arrays with single and double spacers were employed
to target bla, tetA, NDM-1 and mcr-1 genes. In case of CRISPRi Array
with single spacer, the gRNA transcribed could be: gNDM1 or gNDM2 tar-
geting two different positions within the coding sequence of NDM-1 gene.
In case of CRISPRi Array with double spacers, the gRNAs pairs could be:
gAmpRpromoter and gtetA; gNDM1 and gNDM2; gNDM1 and gmcr-1 tar-
geting the coding sequence of NDM-1 and mcr-1 genes, as indicated. The
transcriptional activity of the PLlacO1 promoter, either placed upstream of
sgRNA Cassettes and CRISPRi Array, was inhibited by the LacI repressor,
which was constitutively expressed in the lacIq locus of the E. coli TOP10 F’
strain, used as host for the characterization of these circuits. If present, the
inducer molecule IPTG bound to the LacI protein and released the tetrameric
repressor from the lac operator, allowing the transcription of genes placed un-
der PLlacO1 promoter. The dCas9 expression cassette was either constitutive
or inducible. The former was placed in a medium copy plasmid under the
control of the constitutive promoter BBa J23116 coupled with the strong
RBS BBa B0034. The latter was an HSL-inducible module placed under
the control of PLux−3A in a low copy vector along with double sgRNA Cas-
settes or CRISPRi Array. The topology of this circuit was compliant to
the one described in Section 2.1.1 and Figure 2.2 A. The target cassette,
encoding for a specific antibiotic resistance gene, was placed in endogenous
or recombinant plasmids, characterized by different copy numbers. In spe-
cific, the bla gene encoding for ampicillin resistance was under the control
of the constitutive Pbla promoter in the high copy vector I13521 belonging
to the class pSB1A2. The tetA gene, responsible for tetracycline resistance,
was expressed by the tn10 transposon placed in the endogenous low copy F’
plasmid. NDM-1 and mcr-1 genes, conferring resistance to meropenem and
colistin, were expressed from two medium copy plasmids (pGDP1 NDM-1,
Addgene n. #112883; pGDP2-mcr1, Addgene n. #118404) under the control
of Pbla and PLlacO1 promoter, respectively [87].

The three expression modules described were characterized in two main
configurations, as represented in Figure 3.1. The first configuration included
three plasmids: a low copy vector bearing the IPTG-inducible gRNA module
implemented as single/double sgRNA Cassettes or CRISPRi array; a medium
copy plasmid carrying the dCas9 module; a low or high copy plasmid bear-
ing the target cassette (bla or tetA gene). The second configuration included
two plasmid: a low copy vector bearing the IPTG-inducible gRNA module
implemented as double sgRNA Cassettes or CRISPRi array along with the
HSL-inducible dCas9 module; a low, medium or high copy vector bearing
the target cassette (bla, tetA, NDM1 and mcr-1 genes). In the first config-
uration, a functional CRISPRi complex was obtained upon addition of the
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Figure 3.1: CRISPRi circuitry to inhibit antibiotic resistances. The CRISPRi
platform comprises three gene cassettes for the expression of dCas9, gRNAs and antibiotic resistance genes.
Two main configurations are obtained upon the interconnection of these modules. A. The first configu-
ration includes three plasmids: a low copy vector holding the constitutive dCas9 cassette under PJ23116
promoter; a low or high copy plasmid encoding for the target cassette downstream a constitutive promoter
(indicated as Pres); a low copy copy plasmid bearing an IPTG-inducible gRNAs module implemented as
single/double sgRNA Cassettes or CRISPRi Array. The expression of guide RNAs, either transcribed as
sgRNA or spacer, is under the control of the LacI-regulated PLlacO1 promoter. If present, IPTG triggers
the expression of the gRNA(s) downstream of PLlacO1. B. The second configuration includes two plasmids:
a low copy vector holding both an HSL-inducible dCas9 cassette and an IPTG-inducible gRNAs module
implemented as double sgRNA Cassettes or CRISPRi Array; a low, medium or high copy vector bearing
the target cassette downstream a constitutive promoter (indicated as Pres). Straight arrows represent
protein-coding genes or sgRNA, while CRISPRi Array components are represented as rectangles if spacers
or diamonds if repeat sequences. The C, g and C:g symbols correspond to the dCas9 protein, gRNA
molecule and their complex, respectively.
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inducer molecule IPTG; otherwise, in the second configuration, both IPTG
and HSL were necessary to trigger the activity of the inducible promoters
PLlacO1 and PLux−3A placed upstream of the gRNA module and dCas9, re-
spectively. To perform conjugation assays, a new collection of circuits with
the same topology reported in Figure 3.1 B was constructed by cloning the
oriT sequence (Origin of transfer) from the pRK2 plasmid upstream of each
CRISPRi Array (not shown in the figure). A non-self transmissible conju-
gation was carried out by leveraging the conjugative machinery expressed in
trans by the pTA-Mob helper plasmid [88]. A schematic representation of
the conjugative transfer is reported in Figure 3.2 (the protocols employed to
construct the genetic circuits and the complete list of plasmids obtained in
this study are reported in Appendix A).

Figure 3.2: Scheme of a non-self transmissible conjugation. Trans-conjugative
set-up employed to perform conjugation assays. A donor cell (blue) harbours two plasmid: a low copy
vector bearing both CRISPRi circuitry (red arrow) and oriTRK2 sequence (green segment) and the helper
plasmid pTA-Mob which provides in trans all the transfer and replication functions (blue arrow) necessary
to support a non-self transmissible conjugation. The recipient strain (yellow) is represented by a cell
carrying the resistance gene (yellow arrow) within an endogenous plasmid. During a conjugation event,
the oriTRK2 sequence is recognized by the relaxase expressed in trans from pTA-Mob and a single DNA
strand of the CRISPRi encoding plasmid is mobilized towards the recipient cell through a cytoplasmic
bridge that connects the mating pair. At the end of conjugation, recipient cells become transconjugants,
bearing both the plasmid encoding the resistance gene and the one carrying the CRISPRi machinery. The
CRISPRi-mediated silencing of target gene restores antibiotic susceptibility in the resistant strain which
is killed upon exposure to the drug.

3.1.2 Circuit characterization

Liquid and Plate Culture Assays

The bacterial growth of engineered strains with CRISPRi circuitry and
relative controls was quantitative characterized through liquid culture assays,
while plate culture assays were performed only for recombinant strains clas-
sified as silenced strains. The two protocols, which share the first steps, are
described in Figure 3.3 and detailed below:
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• bacteria from glycerol stock were streaked on a selective LB agar plate
and incubated overnight at 37◦C to isolate single colonies;

• the following day, 0.5 ml of selective LB were inoculated with a single
colony in 2−ml tubes. The same colony was tested in two conditions,
ON and OFF state. In case of ON state, IPTG and HSL inducers
were added to the culture at a concentration of 200µM and 100 nM,
respectively; in case of OFF state none of the inducers was added to
the cultures. In both cases, the medium was supplemented only with
the antibiotics necessary for plasmid maintenance but not with the
final target antibiotic. Cultures were incubated overnight in an orbital
shaker at 37◦C, 220rpm. At this point, the two protocols diverged;

• in case of liquid assays, after a 20-h incubation, cultures grown in the
ON and OFF state were 100-fold diluted in 200µl in a 96-well mi-
croplate. Two microliters of HSL and IPTG were added when required
to maintain the same inducers concentration used for overnight cul-
tures, while the target antibiotic was added in a range of concentra-
tions. The microplate was incubated with lid in the Infinite F200Pro
reader (Tecan) programmed with the i − controlTM software to per-
form a kinetic cycle as follows: 5s linear shaking (3 mm amplitude), 5s
wait, absorbance (600 nm) measurement, 5-min sampling time. Cul-
tures were not placed in the external wells of the plate to avoid intensive
evaporation. The experiment lasted 24h;

• in case of plate assays, only the overnight cultures grown in the ON
state were serially diluted and 100µL plated on LB + inducers or LB
+ inducers + target antibiotic. HSL and IPTG were added to agar
plates to maintain the same inducers concentration used for overnight
cultures, while the target antibiotic was added in a single concentration.
Plates were then incubated at 37◦C overnight. Colonies were counted
the following day in order to obtain the relative CFUs.

Growth curves from liquid culture assays were obtained by processing
the absorbance acquired from microplate experiments. In specific, raw ab-
sorbance was measured over time and then background-subtracted as re-
ported in [77] to obtain an OD600 measure proportional to the per-well cell
density. Data analysis were carried out via Microsoft Excel. Using this
method, the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of each target antibi-
otics was determined along with the delay in growth recovery showed by
escaper cells (See Figure 3.5). In case of plate culture assays, the number
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3.1. In-vivo characterization

Figure 3.3: Scheme of Liquid and Plate culture assays. Bacteria engineered with
CRISPRi circuitry and relative controls are streaked on selective LB plates and grown overnight. A single
colony for each strain is cultivated in two conditions: ON state when the growth medium is supplemented
with IPTG and HSL, OFF state if the inducers are are not added; in both conditions, the target antibiotic
is absent. After an overnight incubation, bacteria cultivated in the ON and OFF state are diluted in a
96-well microplate and tested under a range of antibiotic concentrations. The multi-well is later incubated
in a plate reader to measure the absorbance of the bacterial cultures over time (Liquid assay). Bacteria
cultivated only in the ON state are serially diluted and plated on LB + inducers (- Antibiotic) or LB
+ inducers + target antibiotic (+ Antibiotic) added in a single concentration. Colonies were counted
manually and the total amount of viable cells expressed as CFU/mL (Plate assay).

of viable bacteria present in each sample was estimated by plating serial di-
lution of the overnight liquid cultures on LB agar medium and then colony
counting. The number of bacteria per milliliter (CFU/mL - colony form-
ing units) was determined by multiplying the amount of colonies detected in
the plate the respective dilution factor. This method was adopted to evalu-
ate the efficiency of the CRISPRi circuitry in inhibiting the resistance gene
by comparing the ratio of CFUs under two conditions in which the repressor
complex was always activated (ON state) and the target antibiotic was either
present or absent. The CRISPRi repression efficiency was thus estimated as:

Repression Efficiency =

(
1− CFU+AbON

CFU−AbON

)
· 100 (3.1)

where CFU+Ab refers to the total amount of cells bearing the CRISPRi
circuitry detected on agar plate in presence of both target antibiotic and
inducer molecules (ON state); CFU-Ab refers to the total amount of cells
bearing the CRISPRi circuitry detected on agar plate supplemented only with
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inducer molecules (ON state without antibiotic target selection pressure).

Characterization of CRISPRi escape mutants

Liquid assays and sequencing analysis: escaper cells that have recovered
from the antibiotic treatment at the end of the liquid culture assays were
collected and further analysed in order to characterize the genotype and the
behavioural phenotype. The experimental protocol employed is described in
Figure 3.4 and detailed below:

• bacteria that have recovered from the highest antibiotic concentration
during the first round experiment were streaked on selective LB agar
plate and incubated overnight at 37◦C;

• the following day, a single colony for each recovered culture was in-
oculated in selective LB and, after an overnight growth at 37◦C and
220rpm, the culture was used to prepare a glycerol stock, stored at
-80◦C;

• starting from the long term stocks, each escape mutant was used to run
another liquid culture assay with the same range of antibiotic concen-
trations used in the first round treatment. This method was adopted to
study the temporal dynamics of the recovered culture and test whether
it was represented by a sub-population of resistant or resilient cells;

• escaper cells from glycerol stocks were also cultivated overnight at 37◦C,
220rpm in selective LB; the following day, cells were collected to ex-
tract plasmid DNA. The latter was used to perform restriction digest,
plasmid copy number quantification and sequencing analysis with three
different primers annealing the sequences of dCas9, CRISPRi Array and
target resistance gene (see Table A.2). This method was adopted to
characterize the genotype of escape mutants with a particular focus
on CRISPRi machinery and target gene. In case of dCas9 protein,
sequencing analysis covered only the initial sequence of the respec-
tive gene (about 700bp); to verify whether large DNA arrangements
(e.g., deletions or insertions) occurred within dCas9 gene sequence, a
restriction digest was performed by leveraging HindIII enzyme which
generates two cuts within dCas9 gene.

Plasmid copy number quantification: plasmid DNA purified from recom-
binant strains was also used to carry out a plasmid copy number quantifi-
cation in case of engineered strains harbouring two plasmids: a LC vector
carrying the CRISPRi machinery and a MC vector bearing NDM-1 or mcr-1
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3.1. In-vivo characterization

Figure 3.4: Experimental protocol employed to characterize escaper cells.
Bacteria engineered with the CRISPRi circuitry, indicated as “original CRISPRi engineered strain”, are
tested according to the protocol described in Figure 3.3. Cells that survive antibiotic exposure are collected
from the 96-well microplate (yellow circle), streaked on selective plates and used to prepare a glycerol stock.
Plasmid DNA from each culture of escape mutant is purified and used to carry out restriction digest,
plasmid copy number quantification and sequencing analysis. The same clones are used to run another
liquid culture assay with the same range of antibiotic concentrations used in the first round treatment in
order to investigate the temporal dynamic.

target gene. Plasmids were quantified through fluorescence measurements
of their DNA fragments upon plasmid purification (Macherey-Nagel Plas-
mid Kit), restriction digests with the BglII enzyme (generating a single cut
within each plasmid), and 1% agarose gel electrophoresis stained with ethid-
ium bromide staining, assuming that the relative amount of all the plasmids
does not change during extraction from bacterial cultures. Gel pictures were
taken with an Imager CHEMI Premium (VWR) and the fluorescence in-
tensity of bands was analysed via ImageJ [89]. The GeneRuler 1 Kb DNA
ladder was used to assess the linearity of fluorescence intensity of bands as
a function of their length, according to the DNA amount, available from the
manufacturer, for each band.

Delay in growth recovery: in experiments with liquid culture, the speed
of recovery after exposure to target antibiotic was measured as the delay in
the time that escaper cells take to reach the OD600 value of 0.1 compared to
the delay that the same culture showed in absence of target antibiotic. This
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parameter, defined as “Delay in growth recovery”, was estimated as:

Delay in growth recovery = T0.1[Ab] − T0.1 (3.2)

where T0.1[Ab] is the time that the strain engineered with the CRISPRi cir-
cuitry in the ON state takes to reach the OD600 value of 0.1 after exposure to
a precise antibiotic concentration; T0.1 is the time that the same strain takes
to reach the OD600 value of 0.1 without antibiotic treatment (See Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.5: Method used to measure the delay in growth recovery from
growth curve data. Example of growth delay computation. On the left: growth curve data
derived from liquid culture assays. A bacterial strain, harbouring tetA gene along with a CRISPRi
circuitry targeting the same resistance, is exposed to tetracycline treatment. In the graph, temporal
series of bacterial density, measured as OD600, are shown over time. On the right: for each antibiotic
concentration, the delay in growth recovery is measured as the time taken to reach the OD value of 0.1
(orange, yellow and green curves on the left) in comparison to the growth of the same strain in absence of
antibiotic (blue curve on the left). The delay is reported as ∆t(h) and plotted as a function of tetracycline
concentrations.

Supernatant Assay: at the end of the liquid culture assay, the super-
natants from sensitive and CRISPRi engineered strains were collected by
centrifuging the cultures grown in the 96-well microplate. Three microliters
of both supernatants were dropped into the center of two different agar plates
where a sensitive strain was previously plated. The plates were incubated
at 37◦C overnight and the zone of inhibition observed the following day as
the area without bacterial growth. This method was employed to investigate
the β-lactamase-mediated degradation of ampicillin and meopenem in liquid
cultures.

Bacterial Conjugation Assay

The bacterial conjugation assay carried out in this study was optimized
by using as a starting point the general conjugation protocol provided by the
Barrick Lab [90]. A non-self-transmissible conjugation was performed in or-
der to deliver the CRISPRi circuitry from a donor strain, carrying the helper
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3.1. In-vivo characterization

plasmid pTA-Mob, to a recipient strain harbouring the target antibiotic re-
sistance gene. The conjugation assay, which is represented with a simplified
scheme in Figure 3.6, was performed as follows:

• donor and recipient strains from a glycerol stock were streaked on se-
lective LB agar plates and incubated overnight at 37◦C;

• the following day, 5 ml of selective LB was inoculated with a single
colony of each strain in 50 ml tubes. Cultures were then incubated
overnight in an orbital shaker at 37◦C, 220rpm;

• after the overnight incubation, donor and recipient strains were in sta-
tionary growth phase; to reach the exponential growth phase, both
cultures were diluted and grown to an OD600 of about 0.25. Subse-
quently, 1 mL culture was taken from each tube, gently spun down and
washed twice in PBS in order to remove residual antibiotics from donor
and recipient cell cultures. After the washing steps, the optical density
was measured and each culture was diluted or concentrated to reach
the final OD600 of 0.5. Subsequently, mating pairs were combined at
a donor to recipient ratio of 1:1 and 100µL of the mixture was plated
onto non selective LB plate that was further incubated at 37◦C. The
mating proceeded for 20h;

• the following day, the conjugation mixture was scraped up from the
agar plate and collected into a micro centrifuge tube with 1ml PBS.
Conjugation was interrupted by vortexing and washing in PBS the
mating mixture which was further diluted and 100µL spotted on agar
plates containing appropriate antibiotics to select donor, recipient and
transconjugant cells;

• after an overnight incubation at 37◦C, colonies were counted in order
to obtain the relative CFUs.

At the end of the conjugation assay, the number of CFUs was deter-
mined as previously described (see Section 3.1.2) and used to calculate two
parameters: conjugation efficiency and killing efficiency. Conjugation effi-
ciency was measured under a condition in which the CRISPRi circuitry was
not expressed (OFF state) in order to evaluate only the efficacy of the ge-
netic transfer without killing recipient cells. With this method, Conjugation
efficiency provided an indication about the amount of cells transformed in
transconjugants relative to total recipient cells and was estimated as follows:

Conjugation Efficiency =
CFUtransOFF

CFUrecip

· 100 (3.3)
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where CFUtrans refers to the total amount of transconjugant cells detected
on agar plate in presence of target antibiotic and absence of inducer molecules
(OFF state); CFUrecip refers to the total amount of recipient cells detected
on a selective agar plate.

Killing efficiency was investigated under two conditions in which target
antibiotic was always present and the CRISPRi circuitry was either expressed
(ON state) or not (OFF state) in order to evaluate the repression capability
of the CRISPRi-based conjugative platform. This parameter was the ratio
between transconjugant cells with induced CRISPRi and transconjugant cells
with repressed CRISPRi and was estimated as:

Killing Efficiency =

(
1− CFUtransON

CFUtransOFF

)
· 100 (3.4)

where CFUtransON refers to the total amount of transconjugant cells
detected on agar plate in presence of both target antibiotic and inducer
molecules (ON state); CFUtransOFF refers to the total amount of transconju-
gant cells detected on agar plate in presence of target antibiotic and absence
of inducer molecules. It is worth mentioning that the CRISPRi-mediated re-
pression was not measured for all the recipient cells harbouring the resistance
gene but only for those that have acquired the CRISPRi machinery through
the conjugative transfer.

Figure 3.6: Scheme of the bacterial conjugation assay. Donor and Recipient strains
are cultivated overnight in 50ml tubes and subsequently diluted to reach the exponential growth phase;
1ml culture from both tube is washed in PBS and concentrated to an OD600 of 0.5. The mating pair is
combined at a donor to recipient ratio of 1:1 and the mixture spotted on non selective LB plate. After a
20-h incubation at 37◦C, the conjugation mixture is collected, serially diluted and plated on selective LB
plates to distinguish donor (blue), recipient (yellow) and transconjugant cells in the OFF and ON state
(green).
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3.2 Silencing of antibiotic resistances in model sys-

tems

The CRISPRi circuitry was first programmed to inhibit the expression
of bla and tetA, two model ARGs that confer resistance to the antibiotics
ampicillin and tetracycline, respectively. To this aim, customized gRNAs
were implemented in two genetic architectures: sgRNA Cassette (used to
test gRNAs individually and in combination) and CRISPRi Array (used to
test gRNAs in combination). The CRISPRi platform was characterized by
exploiting both configurations described in Figure 3.1 as the expression of
gRNAs was coupled with a constitutive (Section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2) or inducible
dCas9 module (Section 3.2.3).

3.2.1 Bla and tetA genes repression via single sgRNA Cas-

settes

A proof of concept of the CRISPRi-mediated silencing of resistance genes
was achieved in a model system in which bla and tetA represented the final
target genes. Bacteria harbouring these two ARGs are able to survive the
antimicrobial action of ampicillin and tetracycline, respectively. Ampicillin
is a bactericidal antibiotic derived from the penicillin group and belonging to
the class of β lactam antibiotics; the latter inhibits the bacterial cell wall syn-
thesis by irreversible binding the transpeptidase enzyme, which is necessary
to build the peptidoglycan. This way, ampicillin definitively compromises
cell wall integrity, which ultimately leads to cell lysis. In resistant bacteria,
the bla gene encodes for a β lactamase enzyme which is secreted into the
periplasm where it acts by hydrolyzing the β-lactam ring of ampicillin, thus
inactivating the antibiotic [91]. Tetracyline, belonging to the tetracyclines
family of compounds, is a bacteriostatic antibiotic that inhibits the bacte-
rial protein synthesis; the molecule binds to the 30S ribosomal subunit and,
by preventing the attachment of aminoacyl-tRNAs, blocks the translational
process of mRNAs. Bacteria resistant to tetracyline express tetA gene which
encodes for a membrane-bound efflux pump that active exports the drug out-
side the cell, thus preventing the increasing of intracellular amount [92]. The
CRISPRi platform designed to inhibit the expression of bla and tetA genes
was consistent with the one described in Figure 3.1 A. The target module
was placed under a constitutive promoter in high copy vector (I3521) in case
of bla gene or low copy plasmid (F’ episome) in case of tetA gene.

To test the feasibility of CRISPRi-mediated inhibition of AMR, the mod-
ules responsible for the expression of dCas9 and sgRNA were cloned in a two-
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plasmid system: the dCas9 cassette was placed downstream of a constitutive
promoter (in medium-copy vector) while the gRNA module was driven by the
IPTG-inducible PLlacO1 promoter (low-copy vector). The architecture of sin-
gle sgRNA Cassette was first exploited to implement a gRNA module which
transcribed a customized sgRNA to target bla or tetA gene. In particular, the
trascriptional inhibiton of bla gene was studied with two sgRNAs targeting
either the coding sequence (gAmpRgene) or the promoter region (gAmpRpro-
moter), while only a gRNA targeting the coding sequence of tetA gene was
implemented within the sgRNA Cassette (gtetA). The CRISPRi-mediated
repression of these model resistances was in vivo characterized through an
experimental set-up that employed three main clones, described below and
represented in Figure 3.7:

• sensitive strain, which was susceptible to antibiotic exposure as the
plasmid carrying the resistance gene was absent;

• resistant strain, which was resistant to antibiotic treatment as the plas-
mid bearing the resistance gene was present along with a CRISPRi cir-
cuitry expressing a non-specific gRNA unable to inhibit the expression
of target gene;

• silenced strain, which was expected to be susceptible to antibiotic ex-
posure as the plasmid holding the resistance gene was present along
with a functional CRISPRi circuitry.

Figure 3.7: Experimental set-up exploited to characterize CRISPRi effi-
ciency with single sgRNA Cassettes. The experimental set-up employed to perform in
vivo experiments is composed of three clones: sensitive strain, susceptible to antibiotic exposure; resistant
strain, able to survive antibiotic treatment as the resistance gene is present (indicated as Ab target) and
not inhibited by CRISPRi circuitry; silenced strain, in which a functional CRISPRi complex restores an-
tibiotic susceptibility by inhibiting the expression of the resistance gene. In silenced strain, the CRISPRi
platform has an architecture consistent with the one described in Figure 3.1 A. Green arrows represent
IPTG-inducible gRNA modules implemented as single sgRNA Cassette; yellow arrows indicate constitu-
tive dCas9 expression module; red arrows represent the target cassette encoding for an antibiotic resistance
gene placed on high (bla gene) or low copy vector (tetA gene).

In the described experimental set-up, the bacterial growth of sensitive
and resistant strains was first characterized with microplate liquid assays in
order to determine the Minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of target
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antibiotics (ampicillin and tetracyline); this preliminary step was crucial to
define a window of antibiotic concentrations suitable for the characteriza-
tion of the sensitive strain. To this aim, the experimental protocol described
in Section 3.1.2 was exploited. Briefly, all strains were cultivated overnight
in a medium supplemented only with the inducer molecule IPTG; the fol-
lowing day, cultures were diluted in a 96-well microplate and treated with
a range of ampicillin or tetracycline concentrations, by maintaining IPTG
in the growth medium. This experimental condition, defined as ON state,
was also carried out in absence of inducer (OFF state). For each target an-
tibiotic, it was expected to find a very low MIC in sensitive strain; a MIC
higher than the current antibiotic concentration adopted for plasmid main-
tainance in resistant strain; a MIC comprised between the other two values
in case of silenced strain. The characterization of CRISPRi-mediated repres-
sion of bla gene was carried out by employing TOP10 F’ as sensitive strain;
TOP10 F’ co-transformed with J116dCas9, I13521 (harbouring bla gene) and
gtetA (non-specific gRNA) as resistant strain; TOP10 F’ co-transformed with
J116dCas9, I13521 and gAmpRpromoter/gAmpR gene (specific gRNAs) as
silenced strain (see Table A.4 for the complete list of constructs obtained in
this study). The MIC of each strain was determined by analysing the growth
curves in the ON/OFF states and under a range of ampicillin concentrations.
As shown in Figure 3.8, data were consistent with the expected outcomes.

Indeed, if sensitive strain was high susceptible to antibiotic exposure, re-
sistant strain survived even the highest ampicillin concentration tested, with-
out showing relevant growth defects. Either in the ON or OFF state, the MIC
values determined for sensitive and resistant strains were [AMP=10µg/ml]
and [AMP>5000µg/ml], respectively. The behaviour shown by resistant
strain confirmed that, even in presence of a complete CRISPRi circuitry,
the non-specific guide gtetA was unable to interfere with bla gene expres-
sion that provided the clone with the ability to degrade the antibiotic. On
the other hand, by comparing ON and OFF experimental conditions, silenced
strains clearly showed the effect on bacterial growth derived from bla gene re-
pression. Both silenced strains, harbouring gAmpRpromoter or gAmpRgene
single sgRNA Cassette, revealed the effect of a basal activity of PLlacO1 pro-
moter in the OFF state. Indeed, a delay in bacterial growth could be ob-
served at the highest ampicillin concentration as a little amount of CRISPRi
repressor complex was already active in inhibiting bla gene expression. This
delay could not be observed in the resistant strain. The ON state was fully
achieved upon IPTG induction: in this condition, gAmpRpromoter showed
a repression efficiency higher than the one exhibited by gAmpRgene as only
the CRISPRi complex targeting the promoter sequence restored a complete
susceptibility to ampicillin with a MIC value of [AMP=5000µg/ml]. Nev-
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Figure 3.8: CRISPRi-mediated repression of bla gene with single sgRNA
Cassette. Growth curve data derived from liquid culture assays. The CRISPRi circuitry includes
an IPTG-inducible single sgRNA Cassette coupled with a constitutive dCas9 module. In each graph,
temporal series of bacterial density, measured as OD600, are shown over time. At t=0, sensitive, resistant
and silenced strain (expressing gAmpR promoter or gAmpR gene) are treated with a range of ampicillin
concentrations either in the OFF A. or ON B. state. Growth curves are representative of a single experiment
from a set of three independent biological replicates that did not show significant variations in the observed
trends.

ertheless, the CRISPRi repression efficiency could also be measured as a
function of the delay in growth recovery that both silenced strains showed
upon drug exposure (See Section 3.1.2). As reported in Figure 3.8 B, a sub-
population of silenced clones recovered after 8-9h from time zero when bac-
teria were inoculated into microplate. Survivor cells could be represented by
resistant clones, which have increased their capability to withstand antibiotic
treatment, or resilient cells, that have recovered from the initial disturbance
thanks to a community response. Resilience is a phenomenon that can be
explained by detailing the bacterial response that occurs in case of treat-
ment with β-lactam antibiotics, such as ampicillin [93]. In resistant cells,
β-lactamase (bla) anchored in the bacterial periplasm degrades ampicillin
that diffuses across the outer membrane, preserving the cell from the lethal
effect of the drug. If bla gene expression is inhibited (CRISPRi ON) and a
sufficient amount of ampicillin is administered, a sub-population of cells is
killed, resulting in an initial decline of bacterial density. As long as the antibi-
otic acts against re-sensitized bacteria, β-lactamase is released in the growth
medium because of cell lysis. If a sufficient amount of enzyme is released
from killed cells, residual ampicillin is degraded in time for individual clones
to recover and proliferate. To prove this hypothesis, a supernatant assay was
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performed as described in Section 3.1.2. As expected, the supernatant from
silenced strains did not contain enough ampicillin to inhibit the growth of a
sensitive strain compared with the supernatant collected from the TOP10 F’
control culture, which produced the expected inhibition zone on LB plate. As
this particular phenomenon occurs, the delay in growth recovery exhibited by
silenced strains provided an indication of CRISPRi efficiency and was thus
measured as described in Section 3.1.2. Results are shown in Figure 3.9 and
demonstrated a correlation between the increasing in antibiotic concentration
and the delay in the time taken by sensitive strains to reach the OD value
of 0.1 compared to the same non treated strains. The efficiency of CRISPRi
circuitry to restore antibiotic susceptibility in silenced strains was also evalu-
ated through plate culture assays performed as described in Section 3.1.2. By
comparing the ratio of CFUs under two conditions in which ampicillin was ei-
ther absent or added at a concentration of 100µg/ml, the stronger repression
efficiency of gAmpRpromoter over gAmpRgene was again demonstrated. In
particular, as shown in Figure 3.9, gAmpRpromoter effectively re-sensitized
almost the entire bacterial population to ampicillin treatment with the same
ampicillin concentration used for selection of recombinant strains. Compared
to liquid culture, this result could be interpreted as a snapshot at time zero
of bacterial response: in liquid medium, the secreted β-lactamase was well
distributed and supported the rescue of resilient cells during the overnight
culture in microplate; this advantage was absent in solid medium during the
selection of survivor cells, most probably due to the spatial separation of in-
dividual colonies on LB plate. The experimental set-up described in Figure
3.7 was also adopted to characterize the CRISPRi-mediated silencing of tetA.
The protocol described in Section 3.1.2 was carried out by employing the fol-
lowing three clones: TOP10 as sensitive strain; TOP10 F’ co-transformed
with J116dCas9 and gAmpRgene (non-specific gRNA) as resistant strain;
TOP10 F’ co-transformed with J116dCas9 and gtetA (specific gRNA) as
silenced strain. This time, the resistance gene was harboured by F’ epi-
some, present in the host cell. The MIC of each strain was determined by
analysing the growth curves in the ON/OFF states and under a range of
tetracycline concentrations. Data are reported in Figure 3.10. As expected,
sensitive strain was highly susceptible to tetracycline and the MIC value
determined was [TETRA=10µg/ml] either in the ON or OFF state. The re-
sponse of resistant strain highlighted that tetracycline concentrations grater
than 20µg/ml significantly affected bacterial growth; as previously observed,
a MIC value could not be determined and IPTG induction did not alter the
outcome. In silenced strain, targeting tetA coding sequence in both ON/OFF
states determined a consistent reduction in bacterial growth, which resulted
in a MIC value of [TETRA=100µg/ml] in presence of IPTG. This result
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Figure 3.9: CRISPRi-mediated repression of bla and tetA gene with single
sgRNA Cassette: growth delays and plate assays. A. Delays in growth recovery
measured from liquid culture assays. The CRISPRi circuitry includes an IPTG-inducible single sgRNA
Cassette coupled with a constitutive dCas9 module. CRISPRi repression efficiency of single sgRNA
Cassette is measured as the delay in the time taken to reach the OD value of 0.1 in comparison to the
growth of the same strain in absence of antibiotic. In each graph, the delay is reported as ∆t(h) and
plotted as a function of ampicillin concentrations (graph on the left) or tetracycline concentrations (graph
on the right). Data points represent the average value measured for each antibiotic concentration. B.
CRISPRi repression efficiency of single sgRNA Cassettes in plate culture assays. Silenced strains are
selected on LB + IPTG or LB + IPTG + ampicillin /tetracycline to calculate the ratio of survivor cells
to total non-treated bacteria and the relative CRISPRi repression efficiency. Error bars represent the
standard errors of the mean of at least 3 independent experiments.

can be explained by considering two aspects: first, PLlacO1 promoter leakage
resulted in a little amount of CRISPRi repressor complex already capable of
inhibiting tetA gene expression even in the OFF state; second, the target gene
was placed on F’ episome, which is a low copy plasmid present in 1-2 copies
per cell [94]. As observed with ampicillin, increasing tetracycline concentra-
tions resulted in a delayed growth for resistant and silenced strains. Again,
this phenomenon can be explained by detailing the bacterial response that
occurs upon tetracycline treatment. The native tet resistance mechanism is
based on two proteins, TetR and TetA: TetR is a transcriptional repressor
that inhibits tetA expression in absence of tetracycline. If present, tetracy-
cline diffuses across the cell membrane and binds TetR, thus triggering the
expression of both tetA and tetR: the former actively exports antibiotic out
of the cells, the latter maintains tetA expression under a potential toxic level
and contributes to reducing the tetracycline intracellular amount by seques-
tering the molecule. In silenced strain, tetA expression was inhibited by the
CRISPRi repressor complex, but TetR protein could still maintain its role
in reducing the amount of antibiotic molecules available to kill the cell [95].
The delay in growth recovery exhibited by silenced strain was thus used as
a mean to measure CRISPRi repression efficiency for tetracycline and could
be due to antibiotic sequestration or mutations occurring in the CRISPRi
system. Data are reported in Figure 3.9 A and clearly demonstrated that
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Figure 3.10: CRISPRi-mediated repression of tetA gene with single sgRNA
Cassette. Growth curve data derived from liquid culture assays. The CRISPRi circuitry includes
an IPTG-inducible single sgRNA Cassette coupled with a constitutive dCas9 module. In each graph,
temporal series of bacterial density, measured as OD600, are shown over time. At t=0, sensitive, resistant
and silenced strain (expressing gtetA) are treated with a range of tetracycline concentrations either in
the OFF A. or ON B. state. Growth curves are representative of a single experiment from a set of three
independent biological replicates that did not show significant variations in the observed trends.

the time needed for population recovery increased as a function of antibiotic
concentration. Results from plate culture assays are reported in Figure 3.9 B.
By comparing the ratio of CFUs under two conditions in which tetracycline
was either absent or added at a concentration of 15µg/ml, the strong repres-
sion efficiency of the gtetA-based CRISPRi circuitry was confirmed. Indeed,
almost the entire bacterial population was re-sensitized to tetracycline at the
same concentration used for selection of TOP10 F’ clones.
The results described in this section are extremely promising as they prove
that the CRISPRi platform can be efficiently employed in the trascriptional
repression of resistance genes. This case study highlighted that even target
genes placed in high copy plasmid can be efficiently repressed, thus providing
an encouraging result towards the treatment of highly expressed resistance
genes. On the other hand, as already reported in the literature, the location
of the target site may significantly affects repression efficiency, as demon-
strated by the targeting of bla gene coding sequence. With regard to tetA
gene, a higher repression level was detected, probably due to the low copy
number of the target plasmid; the latter unearthed the leakage activity of
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PLlacO1 promoter, thus preventing a clear differentiation between ON and
OFF state. The designed systems were able to fully inhibit bacterial growth
for 24h, i.e., a MIC could be established. Nonetheless, at intermediate an-
tibiotic concentrations growth recovery was observed, probably due to the
specific AMR mechanisms of the two model systems used or to mutations
breaking the silencing capability of the CRISPRi system. The role of escape
mutants will be in-depth characterized below when dealing with clinically
relevant antibiotics.

3.2.2 Bla and tetA genes repression via double sgRNA Cas-

settes and CRISPRi Array

Once the efficiency of the CRISPRi circuitry based on single sgRNA
Cassettes was demonstrated, two new synthetic circuits suitable for multi-
targeting were developed. This step was addressed as the possibility to tar-
get multiple genes or different loci within the same gene is a crucial point
in the design of CRISPRi-based systems with enhanced performances and
it can also represent the only solution in case of MDR pathogens. To this
aim, two different gRNAs were implemented as sgRNAs or CRISPR spac-
ers within the same vector. The resulted circuits were indicated as “double
sgRNA Cassettes” and “CRISPRi Array”, respectively (see Figure 3.1). The
main differences between these two architectures regarded dimension and
processing mechanism. As detailed in Section 3.1.1, each sgRNA Cassette
was provided with its own regulatory parts, thus the final length of a double
sgRNA module was ∼ 1Kb. The structure of CRISPRi Array resembled the
one of native CRISPR systems, in which multiple guides (called “spacers”)
can be expressed under the control of a single promoter and terminator. This
meant that, with the same guides transcribed, a CRISPRi Array with two
spacers reached a final length of ∼ 0.4Kb. Furthermore, if each sgRNA was
expressed as a crRNA:tracrRNA complex (thanks to the synthetic tetra-loop
connecting the two parts), CRISPRi Array encoded for a single tracrRNA
shared among transcribed guides. Regarding processing mechanism, unlike
sgRNA Cassette, the expression and processing of gRNAs from CRISPRi Ar-
ray depends on Cas9, tracrRNA and RNAse III (see Section 1.2 for a detailed
description of CRISPR Array maturation process).

With the purpose to target bla and tetA genes, gAmpRpromoter and
gtetA were expressed using the above mentioned architectures and placed
in low copy vectors; gAmpR Promoter was preferred to gAmpR gene due
to its higher repression efficiency. The resulting circuits were named gAm-
pRpromoter gtetA Cassettes and Array gAmpRpromoter gtetA (see Table
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A.4 for the complete list of constructs). The transcriptional regulatory ele-
ments were the same for both designs: an IPTG-inducible PLlacO1 upstream
the gRNA expression module in LC plasmid; a dCas9 cassette in MC vector
under the control of BBa J23116 constitutive promoter; bla and tetA target
genes in HC (I3521) and LC (F’ episome) plasmids, respectively. The result-
ing expression system had an architecture consistent with the one described
in Figure 3.1 A, in which the three main modules were placed in different
vectors. The mentioned plasmids were first co-transformed in the TOP10 F’
E. coli strain and than characterized with the protocol reported in Section
3.1.2. To separately evaluate the CRISPRi-mediated silencing of bla and
tetA genes, ampicillin and tetracycline were administered individually; this
way, it was possible to investigate the contribution of each guide in the re-
pression of the respective target gene. The E. coli strains engineered with
single sgRNA Cassettes were employed as controls in order to evaluate the
effect on repression efficiency caused by the sharing of intracellular resources.
Results obtained from liquid culture assays are shown in Figure 3.11 (only
results from the ON state are shown). Growth curve data revealed a re-

Figure 3.11: CRISPRi-mediated repression of bla and tetA genes with
double sgRNA Cassettes and CRISPRi Array. On the left, schematic representation
of double sgRNA Cassettes A. and CRISPRi Array B. inducible modules. ON the right, growth curve data
derived from liquid culture assays. The CRISPRi circuitry includes the IPTG-inducible double sgRNA
Cassettes or CRISPRi Array coupled with a constitutive dCas9 module. In each graph, temporal series
of bacterial density, measured as OD600, are shown over time. Silenced strains expressing both double
sgRNA Cassettes A. or CRISPRi Array B. are treated with a range of ampicillin concentrations (first
column) or tetracycline concentrations (second column). Growth curves are representative of a single
experiment from a set of three independent biological replicates that did not show significant variations
in the observed trends.

duction in repression efficiency with both architectures compared to single
sgRNA Cassettes (see Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.10). Neither double sgRNA
Cassettes nor CRISPRi Array restored a complete susceptibility to ampicillin
or tetracycline, as a MIC value could not be determined for both antibiotics.
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This observation could be explained by considering that the repression effi-
ciency may be affected by gRNAs competition for the same pool of dCas9
protein. Indeed, dCas9 is a common resource and, even if the number of
gRNAs was increased, the transcriptional level of the shared protein was
not modified. Compared with circuits encoding for single sgRNA, a lower
amount of gRNA:dCa9 complex can thus bind target sequences, resulting
in a reduction of repression efficiency. In order to compare more accurately
the performances of the two architectures, the speed of recovery of survivor
cells upon exposure to both ampicillin and tetracycline was analysed. As
shown in Figure 3.12 A, even delays in growth recovery measured from liq-
uid assays did not show significant differences between the optimized designs
and highlighted that a gRNA module implemented as single sgRNA Cassette
was the best strategy to achieve the highest repression efficiency. Moreover,

Figure 3.12: CRISPRi-mediated repression of bla and tetA genes with
double sgRNA Cassettes and CRISPRi Array: delay in growth recovery
and plate assays. A. Delays in growth recovery measured from liquid culture assays. The CRISPRi
circuitry includes an IPTG-inducible single/double sgRNA Cassette or CRISPRi Array coupled with a
constitutive dCas9 module. CRISPRi repression efficiency is measured as the delay in the time taken to
reach the OD value of 0.1 in comparison to the growth of the same strain in absence of antibiotic. Data
points represent the average value measured for each antibiotic concentration. In each graph, the delay
is reported as ∆t(h) and plotted as a function of ampicillin concentrations (first column) or tetracycline
concentrations (second column). Data points represent the average value measured for each antibiotic
concentration. B. CRISPRi repression efficiency of single/double sgRNA Cassette and CRISPRi Array
in plate culture assays. Silenced strains are selected on LB + IPTG or LB + IPTG + ampicillin (first
column) or tetracycline (second column) to calculate the ratio of survivor cells to total non-treated bacteria
and the relative CRISPRi repression efficiency. Error bars represent the standard errors of the mean of at
least 3 independent experiments.

the comparison between double sgRNA Cassettes and CRISPRi Array was
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investigated by performing plate culture assays. Data are shown in Figure
3.12. To separately evaluate the CRISPRi-mediated silencing of bla and tetA
genes, liquid culture grown overnight in presence of IPTG (ON state) were
plated on LB solid medium supplemented only with IPTG or IPTG + target
antibiotic; the latter was added at a fixed concentration of [AMP=100µg/ml]
or [TETRA=15µg/ml]. As in liquid assays, this strategy was employed to
investigate the contribution of each guide in the repression of the respec-
tive target gene. Making a comparison with the results obtained with single
sgRNA cassettes, a consistent reduction in repression efficiency could be ob-
served with both double Cassettes and Array in case of ampicillin resistance;
none of the two architectures restored a complete susceptibility to the an-
tibiotic, even though double Cassettes showed a higher repression efficiency
than CRISPRi Array. In case of tetracycline resistance, no relevant differ-
ences could be observed between the two designs characterized as almost the
entire bacterial population was effectively re-sensitized to tetracycline with
double Cassettes and CRISPRi Array. It is worth mentioning that this re-
sult was due to the low copy number of F’ plasmid carrying tetA gene. The
results described in this section demonstrated that the CRISPRi circuitry
can be expanded with additional gRNA modules in order to leveraging its
multi-targeting capability. However, as a consequence of gRNAs competition
for dCas9 protein, a general reduction in repression strength was observed
for both target genes. This is a critical aspect to consider as it could limit
the application of CRISPRi circuitry in case of multiple gene repression. To
counteract competition and optimize the performances of the CRISPRi plat-
form, a tuning of dCas9 expression was carried out and will be detailed in
the following section.

3.2.3 Inducible dCas9 with double sgRNA Cassettes and CRISPRi

Array

Considering the results described in Section 3.2.2 and assuming that a
limitation in intracellular resources was the main responsible for the reduced
repression efficiency exhibited by gAmpRpromoter gtetA Cassettes and Ar-
ray, the competition effect was addressed by tuning the intracellular amount
of dCas9 protein. This strategy was implemented by replacing the original
constitutive dCas9 module with an inducible expression cassette, with the
final purpose to find an optimal expression level for target gene repression.
The HSL-inducible dCas9 cassette described in Section 2.2 was thus em-
ployed, as the functional and minimal burden properties had already been
demonstrated. The resulting CRISPRi platform was consistent with the one
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described in Figure 3.1 B, in which an IPTG-inducible gRNA module and
an HSL-inducible dCas9 cassette were placed on the same low copy vector.
Both architectures for gRNA expression were maintained and the resulted
circuits named AE-3Ad gAmpRpromoter gtetA Cassettes and AE-3Ad Array
gAmpRpromoter gtetA. As the two main components of CRISPRi repres-
sor complex were placed under inducible devices (PLlacO1 upstream gRNA
module and PLux−3A upstream dCas9 cassette), both IPTG and HSL were
required to trigger the expression of the CRISPRi circuitry. The described
expression system was completed by a second plasmid holding the target
cassette represented by bla or tetA placed in HC and LC vector, respec-
tively (see Figure 3.1 B). For this set of experiments, the E. coli TOP10 F’
strain was thus co-transformed with: AE-3Ad gAmpRpromoter gtetA Cas-
settes/Array + I13521. The protocol described in Section 3.1.2 was carried
out by modifying some steps. First, the CRISPRi repression efficiency was
characterized only through liquid assays. Second, the bacterial growth of
the engineered strains was studied only in the ON state: as for previously
experiments, IPTG was present in the growth medium at a fixed concen-
tration [IPTG=500µM ], while HSL was added at 5 different concentrations
maintained from the overnight culture to the experiment in the 96-well mi-
croplate. The strategy to couple an increasing concentration of HSL to a
fixed amount of IPTG had the purpose to identify an HSL concentration able
to bring the dCas9 expression level towards an optimal repression strength.
dCas9 toxicity was monitored by characterizing the bacterial growth of the
CRISPRi engineered strain under the same conditions (IPTG fixed + a range
of HSL concentrations) but without administering target antibiotics, which
were added individually to separately evaluate the CRISPRi-mediated silenc-
ing of bla and tetA. This way, once the antibiotic concentration was fixed,
a set of 5 growth curves was obtained for each HSL value included in the
tested window. Due to the large number of growth curve data derived from
this experimental set-up, the results are shown in Figure 3.13 as delays in
growth recovery upon exposure to ampicillin or tetracycline. Data revealed
that, among the concentrations tested, [HSL=10nM] was the optimal solu-
tion to improve CRISPRi repression efficiency with both architectures. The
control strain confirmed the absence of any dCas9 toxicity when treated with
the same HSL concentration and in absence of target antibiotics (data not
shown). Nonetheless, since the optimal HSL concentration was not the high-
est one tested, it is worth noting that the decreased repression efficiency for
high induction levels was unexpected and might be due to overexpression
issues beyond the scope of this work. The most promising results could be
observed in case of tetracycline treatment as a complete susceptibility to the
antibiotic was restored with a MIC value of [TETRA=100µg/ml], also ob-
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served with single sgRNA Cassette. On the other hand, targeting bla with
the new circuitry did not restore a complete susceptibility to ampicillin for
the same concentration ranges tested previously, thus impeding to establish a
MIC value also after the tuning of dCa9 expression. In this regard, it is worth
mentioning that ampicillin resistance was expressed from a HC vector rather
than a LC one like tetracycline resistance, thus a greater amount of repressor
complex was needed to inhibit all the available intracellular targets. How-
ever, compered with the previously characterized platform with constitutive
dCas9, a major improvement can be observed in terms of delay in growth re-
covery which resulted increased under ampicillin concentrations greater than
100µg/ml. The improvement achieved with the tuning of dCas9 expression
level is highlighted in Figure 3.14, in which a comparison between the two
CRISPRi platforms is represented through growth curve data. In case of
CRISPRi circuitry with inducible dCas9 cassettes, only growth curves rela-
tive to [HSL=10nM] concentration are shown for both genetic architectures
targeting bla or tetA before and after dCas9 tuning.

Figure 3.13: CRISPRi-mediated repression of bla and tetA genes with
double sgRNA Cassettes or CRISPRi Array and inducible dCas9: delay in
growth recovery. Delays in growth recovery measured from liquid culture assays. The CRISPRi
circuitry includes the IPTG-inducible double sgRNA Cassettes or CRISPRi Array coupled with a HSL-
inducible dCas9 module. CRISPRi repression efficiency is measured as the delay in the time taken to reach
the OD value of 0.1, under a fixed HSL concentration, in comparison to the growth of the same strain in
absence of antibiotic. In each graph, the delay is reported as ∆t(h) and plotted as a function of ampicillin
concentrations (first column) or tetracycline concentrations (second column). Data points represent the
average value measured for each antibiotic concentration and error bars represent the standard errors of
the mean of at least 3 independent experiments.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison between CRISPRi-mediated repression of bla
and tetA genes with constitutive or inducible dCas9 module. Growth curve
data derived from liquid culture assays. A. The CRISPRi circuitry includes the IPTG-inducible double
sgRNA Cassettes or CRISPRi Array coupled with a constitutive dCas9 module. B. The CRISPRi circuitry
includes the IPTG-inducible double sgRNA Cassettes or CRISPRi Array coupled with a HSL-inducible
dCas9 module. In each graph, temporal series of bacterial density, measured as OD600, are shown over
time. Silenced strains expressing both double sgRNA Cassettes or CRISPRi Array are treated with a
range of ampicillin concentrations (on the left) or tetracycline concentrations (on the right). Growth
curves are representative of a single experiment from a set of three independent biological replicates that
did not show significant variations in the observed trends.

Two main considerations derived from the results described in this sec-
tion. First, the repression efficiency of the CRISPRi circuitry was preserved
even in the second configuration (Figure 3.1 B) in which the same plas-
mid carried both dCas9 expression cassette and gRNA module, either imple-
mented as double sgRNA Cassettes or CRISPRi Array. This is an important
aspect to consider as the final goal of the research project is to develop a
CRISPRi platform encoded in a single conjugative vector suitable for the
delivery in resistant bacteria. Second, by exploiting an inducible device, an
optimal expression level for dCas9 protein was found, although the competi-
tion effect was not completely solved.
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3.3 Silencing of antibiotic resistances relevant in

clinical settings

Once a proof of concept of the CRISPRi-mediated silencing of resistance
genes was achieved in the model system, the efficiency of the developed plat-
form was investigated in a clinically relevant case study. To this aim, the
genetic architecture based on CRISPRi Array was reprogrammed to target
NDM-1 and mcr-1 genes which confer resistance to meropenem and colistin,
respectively. These two antibiotics are extremely relevant in clinical settings
as they represent an example of last resort drugs employed only in case of
severe MDR infections.

3.3.1 NDM1 and mcr-1 genes repression via CRISPRi Array

The most life-threatening AMR-associated infections are caused by the
dissemination, especially in clinical settings, of MDR pathogens able to with-
stand even the treatment with broad spectrum drugs. An example of last re-
sort antibiotics used in these therapeutic treatments is provided by meropenem
and colistin. Meropenem is an ultra-broad spectrum β-lactam antibiotic be-
longing to the family of carbapenem compounds. The molecule acts by in-
hibiting the bacterial cell wall synthesis and, to date, it is one of the main
antimicrobial agents used to treat severe infections caused by both Gram-
positive and Gram-negative bacteria. The resistance to this antibiotic is
conferred by NDM gene (New Delhi metallo-β-lactamase) encoding for a β-
lactamase enzyme able to hydrolyze a broad range of antibiotics including
carbapenems, cephalosporins and penicillins. Moreover, NDM belongs to a
family of MBLs (metallo-β-lactamase) enzymes that are largely distributed
among carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae (CRE), able to survive in
presence of clinically relevant concentrations of carbapenems [96]. CRE have
also been classified as critical priority pathogens by WHO. Colistin is an
antimicrobial peptide belonging to the family of polymyxins. The molecule
acts by binding to lipids on the cell cytoplasmic membrane of Gram-negative
bacteria thus disrupting cell wall integrity. To date, despite its adverse ef-
fects, colistin remains one of the last alternative for the treatment of MDR
Gram-negative pathogens. The resistance to this antibiotic is conferred by
mcr, encoding for a phosphoethanolamine transferase which acts by adding a
phosphoethanolamine to lipid A, thus interfering with the binding of colistin
to cell membrane [97]. A major concern with these resistance mechanisms
is the possibility to isolate pathogens holding both resistance genes. Indeed,
in clinical settings, CRE can be treated with colistin, which remains a key
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resource in the therapeutic arsenal used against MDR pathogens. However,
in latest years, an increasing number of CRE infections have been caused
by pathogens that have also acquired resistance to colistin, thus reducing
its efficacy as monotherapy treatment. As a result, a dual-therapy combing
both meropenem and colistin is needed to treat this type of infections with
high mortality risk [96, 98]. The CRISPRi platform developed to inhibit the
expression of these two genes employed the genetic architecture of CRISPRi
Array. The design process was supported by a bioinformatic analysis of all the
known variants of NDM and mcr genes to select a conserved region suitable
as CRISPRi target. Sequences of NDM and mcr variants were retrieved from
the online database CARD (Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance Database)
and used to perform a multiple sequence alignment with Clustal Omega.
With this approach, two conserved target regions were selected within the
28 variants of NDM, while a single conserved sequence was identified within
the 9 variants belonging to the first class of mcr [99, 100, 101, 102]. Once
identified, gRNAs sequences were implemented in four different combinations
of CRISPRi Arrays to target resistant bacteria (See section 3.1.1 for a de-
tailed description of the circuitry). In particular, to inhibit the expression
of NDM-1 gene, two different gRNAs (gNDM-1 and gNDM-2) targeting ad-
jacent regions within the gene coding sequence were characterized as single
or double spacers. The resulting Arrays were classified as: Array NDM1,
Array NDM2 and Array NDM1-NDM2. The latter combination, which in-
cluded two guides targeting the same gene, was characterized for two main
reasons: evaluate if an increase in repression efficiency could be achieved by
targeting adjacent loci within the same CDS; verify if the multi-targeting
based strategy could be employed to address the risk of mutations that may
occur in the target region by increasing the number of repressible sequences.
To implement a pair of gRNAs within the CRISPRi Array, a tail-to tail ori-
entation was employed in order to avoid the potential steric hindrance caused
by two proximal dCas9 proteins bound to the same DNA. To inhibit the ex-
pression of mcr-1, a single gRNA named gmcr1 was employed and cloned in
tandem with gNDM1 within the same array, called Array NDM1-mcr1; this
strategy was employed to obtain a final construct suitable for the simulta-
neous repression of both genes. The resulting CRISPRi platform comprised
two plasmids and was consistent with the one described in Figure 3.1 B: a
MC vector which carried the target cassette represented by NDM-1 or mcr-1
gene; a LC plasmid bearing both a HSL-inducible dCas9 cassette and an
IPTG-inducible CRISPRi Array module (to give an example, the complete
name of the resulting LC vector was AE-3AdArray NDM1 but, henceforth,
it will be simply identified as Array NDM1). The experimental set-up de-
scribed in Figure 3.15 was adopted to characterize the CRISPRi-mediated
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silencing of NDM-1 and mcr-1.

Figure 3.15: Experimental set-up exploited to characterize the CRISPRi-
mediated repression of NDM-1 and mcr-1 genes. The experimental set-up em-
ployed to perform in vivo experiments is composed of three clones: sensitive strain, susceptible to antibiotic
exposure; resistant strain, able to survive antibiotic treatment as the resistance gene (indicated as Ab tar-
get) is present in a MC vector; silenced strain, in which a functional CRISPRi complex restores antibiotic
susceptibility by inhibiting the expression of the resistance gene. In silenced strain, the CRISPRi platform
has an architecture consistent with the one described in Figure 3.1 B. The green arrow represents the
IPTG-inducible gRNA module implemented as CRISPRi Array with single or double spacers; the yellow
arrow indicates the HSL-inducible dCas9 cassette; red arrows represent the target cassette encoding for
NDM-1 or mcr-1 resistance genes.

The bacterial growth of sensitive and resistant strains was first charac-
terized in micro-plate liquid assays in order to determine the MIC of tar-
get antibiotics (meropenem and colistin); this preliminary step was crucial
to define a window of antibiotic concentrations suitable for the character-
ization of sensitive strains. Once a MIC value for both antibiotics in the
two control strains was identified, the protocol described in Section 3.1.2
was performed. In particular, the MIC of each strain was determined by
analysing the growth curves in the ON/OFF states and under a range of
meropenem or colistin concentrations. However, only the results relative to
the ON condition are described in this section as they are more relevant for
final considerations. The set of three clones employed to characterize the
CRISPRi-mediated silencing of NDM1 gene included: TOP10 F’ as sensitive
strain; TOP10 F’ co-transformed with pGDP1 NDM1-1 as resistant strain;
TOP10 F’ co-transformed with one of the four Arrays designed to target
NDM-1 + pGDP1 NDM1-1 as silenced strain. The results obtained from
liquid culture assays are shown in Figure 3.16. The results were consistent
with the expected outcomes as the sensitive strain was highly susceptible
to antibiotic exposure, while the resistant strain withstood even the high-
est meropenem concentration tested, without showing relevant growth de-
fects. The MIC value determined for sensitive strain was [MERO=1µg/ml].
On the other hand, silenced strains clearly showed the effect on bacterial
growth derived from NDM-1 gene repression. In particular, except for Ar-
ray NDM2, the MIC value determined for the other combinations tested was
[MERO=200µg/ml]. The lower repression efficiency exhibited by gNDM2
(for which no MIC could be established) was supposed to be dependent on
the location of the target region that was more distant from the start codon
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Figure 3.16: CRISPRi-mediated repression of NDM-1 gene with
CRISPRi Arrays. Growth curve data derived from liquid culture assays. The CRISPRi circuitry
includes an IPTG-inducible CRISPRi Array coupled with a HSL-inducible dCas9 module. In each graph,
temporal series of bacterial density, measured as OD600, are shown over time. At t=0, sensitive, resistant
and silenced strain (expressing 4 different combinations of Arrays targeting NDM-1 gene) are treated
with a range of meropenem concentrations in the ON state. Growth curves are representative of a single
experiment from a set of three independent biological replicates that did not show significant variations
in the observed trends.

than gNDM1 targeting sequence (see Appendix A.2.3 for more information
about gRNAs design). This observation was coherent with data reported
in the literature as a strong correlation between CRISPRi repression effi-
ciency and distance from promoter region has already been demonstrated
[43]. Results also revealed that targeting the resistance gene with a pair of
gRNAs did not significantly increase the repression efficiency compared to
a single spacer Array (Array NDM1-NDM2 vs Array NDM1), probably due
to a combination of effects such as gRNA competition and low performances
of gNDM2. Moreover, an interesting result derived from the comparison be-
tween Array NDM1 and Array NDM1-mcr1, which included a non-specific
gRNA. Although in this configuration dCas9 is a shared resource, the com-
petition between gNDM1 and gmcr1 did not result in a decrease of repression
efficiency, as meropenem susceptibility was restored with both circuits and
under the same MIC value. A common aspect shared with the CRISPRi-
mediated repression of model ARGs is the delayed growth observed under
sub-inhibitory concentrations of meropenem. This phenomenon was investi-
gated more accurately by measuring the delay in growth recovery exhibited
by all sensitive strains upon exposure to the drug. To this aim, growth
curve data derived from liquid culture assays were processed as described in
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Section 3.1.2. Results are shown in Figure 3.17. Even the analysis of de-

Figure 3.17: CRISPRi-mediated repression of NDM-1 gene with
CRISPRi Arrays: growth delays and plate assays. A. Delays in growth recovery
measured from liquid culture assays. The CRISPRi circuitry includes an IPTG-inducible CRISPRi Array
coupled with a HSL-inducible dCas9 module. CRISPRi repression efficiency of 4 different combinations
of CRISPRi Arrays is measured as the delay in the time taken to reach the OD value of 0.1 in compar-
ison to the growth of the same strains in absence of antibiotic. In each graph, the delay is reported as
∆t(h) and plotted as a function of meropenem concentrations. Data points represent the average value
measured for each antibiotic concentration. B. CRISPRi repression efficiency of 4 different combinations
of CRISPRi Arrays in plate culture assays. Silenced strains are selected on LB + IPTG + HSL or LB +
IPTG + HSL + meropenem to calculate the ratio of survivor cells to total non-treated bacteria and the
relative CRISPRi repression efficiency. Error bars represent the standard errors of the mean of at least 3
independent experiments.

layed growth confirmed no relevant differences between repression efficiency
of single or double spacer Arrays; on the other hand, for the same antibi-
otic concentrations, the Array encoding the non-specific guide gmcr1 showed
a slight decrease in repression strength which could not be appreciated by
the determination of MIC value from liquid assays. It is also worth men-
tioning that the population of survivor cells that recovered after the initial
antibiotic administration could be represented by resistant or resilient cells,
as observed with ampicillin treatment. Indeed, like bla, NDM-1 encoded for
a β-lactamase that can be released in the growth medium because of cell
lysis. If a sufficient amount of enzyme is released from killed cells, residual
meropenem can be degraded over time for individual clones to recover and
proliferate. Consequently, a delay in growth recovery is observed with in-
creasing meropenem concentrations. To prove this hypothesis, a supernatant
assay was performed as described in Section 3.1.2. As expected, the super-
natant from silenced strain expressing Array NDM1 did not contain enough
meropenem to inhibit the growth of a sensitive strain compared to the su-
pernatant collected from TOP10 F’ culture, which produced the expected
inhibition zone on LB plate (data not shown). The efficiency of CRISPRi
circuitry to restore antibiotic susceptibility was also evaluated through plate
culture assays performed as described in Section 3.1.2. By comparing the
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ratio of CFUs under two conditions in which meropenem was either absent
or added at a concentration of [64µg/ml], as reported in [103], the high
repression efficiency of all the combinations of CRISPRi Arrays was again
demonstrated. As shown in Figure 3.17 B, targeting NDM-1 with a CRISPRi
Array encoding for single or double spacers effective re-sensitized almost the
entire bacterial population to meropenem treatment with a MIC value of
[MERO=64µg/ml]; in plate culture assays, differences in repression efficiency
dependent on competition effect or target site location were thus overcome by
the strong repression capability of the CRISPRi circuitry. This result could
be interpreted as a snapshot at time zero of bacterial response. Indeed, com-
pared to liquid culture where the secreted β-lactamase was well distributed
in the growth medium and could support the rescue of resilient cells, in plate
assays this advantage was absent during the selection of survivor cells. The
experimental set-up described in Figure 3.15 was also adopted to characterize
the CRISPRi-mediated silencing of mcr-1 gene. The protocol described in
Section 3.1.2 was carried out by employing the following three clones: TOP10
F’ as sensitive strain; TOP10 F’ co-transformed with pGDP2 mcr-1 as re-
sistant strain; TOP10 F’ co-transformed with Array NDM1-mcr1 + pGDP2
mcr-1 as silenced strain. All the results obtained from liquid and plate cul-
ture assays are shown in Figure 3.18. As expected, growth curve data showed
that the sensitive strain was highly susceptible to antibiotic exposure with a
MIC value of [COLIS=1µg/ml]; on the other hand, resistant strain could not
grow in presence of colistin concentrations grater than 8µg/ml thus the MIC
value was fixed at [COLIS=20µg/ml]. This result clearly demonstrated the
potent antimicrobial effect of this antibiotic even towards resistant strains. In
silenced strain, the CRISPRi-mediated repression of mcr-1 gene resulted in a
MIC value of [COLIS=4µg/ml] and a consistent delay in growth recovery was
also detected for lower antibiotic concentrations. Even in this case, the rescue
of survivor cells was accurately investigated by measuring the delayed growth
for each concentrations of colistin included in the tested window (Figure 3.18
B). A strong correlation between the increasing in antibiotic concentration
and the delay in the time taken to reach the fixed OD value was observed even
in this case study, confirming that the CRISPRi repression efficiency could
also be measured as a function of the delay in growth recovery exhibited by
silenced strains upon antibiotic exposure. Results derived from plate culture
assays were also extremely promising. By comparing the ratio of CFUs under
two conditions in which colistin was either absent or added at a concentration
of 1µg/ml, the high repression efficiency of the CRISPRi circuitry was again
demonstrated. As shown in Figure 3.18 C, targeting mcr-1 with a CRISPRi
Array encoding for gmcr1 along with a non specific gRNA (gNDM1) effec-
tive re-sensitized almost the entire bacterial population to colistin treatment
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Figure 3.18: CRISPRi-mediated repression of mcr-1 gene with CRISPRi
Array: growth curves, growth delays and plate assays. A. Growth curve data
derived from liquid culture assays. The CRISPRi circuitry includes an IPTG-inducible CRISPRi Array
coupled with a HSL-inducible dCas9 module. In each graph, temporal series of bacterial density, measured
as OD600, are shown over time. At t=0, sensitive, resistant and silenced strain (expressing Array NDM1-
mcr1) are treated with a range of colistin concentrations in the ON state. Growth curves are representative
of a single experiment from a set of three independent biological replicates that did not show significant
variations in the observed trends. B. Delays in growth recovery measured from liquid culture assays.
CRISPRi repression efficiency of CRISPRi Array NDM1-mcr1 is measured as the delay in the time taken
to reach the OD value of 0.1 in comparison to the growth of the same strain in absence of antibiotic. In
each graph, the delay is reported as ∆t(h) and plotted as a function of colistin concentrations. Data points
represent the average value measured for each antibiotic concentration. C. CRISPRi repression efficiency in
plate culture assays. Silenced strains are selected on LB + IPTG + HSL or LB + IPTG + HSL + colistin
to calculate the ratio of survivor cells to total non-treated bacteria and the relative CRISPRi repression
efficiency. Error bars represent the standard errors of the mean of at least 3 independent experiments.

with a concentration of [COLIS=1µg/ml]. As observed in the previous case
studies, CRISPRi repression efficiency in plate assays resulted in an almost
complete cell killing for antibiotic concentrations lower than the MIC value
determined in liquid culture; this phenomenon must be investigated more ac-
curately in order to highlight if a dependence on the type of growth medium
could explain the different behaviour of survivor cells. Being the plate assays
a means of providing snapshot data at the initial inoculum time, a possible
explanation is the emergence of escape mutants that become enriched in the
liquid culture but correspond to a few survivor colonies in plate assays.

In this Section, high-impact results have been presented. First, it was
demonstrated that the CRISPRi platform herein developed can be efficiently
employed to inhibit the expression of clinically relevant resistance genes.
Compared with resistant strains, a reduction of MIC value for both target
antibiotics, meropenem and colistin, was determined in liquid culture assays
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for silenced strains. The analysis of growth delay, as well as the measurement
of repression efficiency from plate assays, revealed that a CRISPRi Array en-
coding double spacers, both targeting NDM-1 or NDM-1 and mcr-1, did
not suffer the competition effect derived from the expression of two gRNAs.
This was an important result as it demonstrated that the multi-targeting ca-
pability of CRISPRi circuitry could be efficiently employed as its repression
strength was not altered by the competition effect.

3.4 Analysis of escaper cells

The CRISPRi platform herein developed was programmed to target four
different resistance genes: bla, tetA, NDM-1 and mcr-1. For each case study,
the results from liquid assays revealed that a sub-population of cells recovered
from a background of re-sensitized bacteria upon the exposure to target an-
tibiotics. The rescue of survivor cells, defined as “escapers”, was accurately
investigated with different methods. First, the delayed growth of silenced
strains at the end of microplate assays was measured through the method
describe in Section 3.1.2; results obtained from this analysis, along with those
derived from supernatant assays, are discussed in Section 3.2. To better un-
derstand the nature of escaper cells and distinguish between resistant or
resilient phenotype, cells that have recovered from the first round treatment
were collected and re-exposed to the same range of target antibiotic concen-
trations according to the protocol described in Section 3.1.2. This analysis
was particularly indicated to study the effect of CRISPRi repression on bla
and NDM-1 gene as, in both cases, the resistance mechanism is dependent
on an enzyme that degraded β-lactam antibiotics (the effect on antibiotic
degradation was proven with supernatant assays described in previous Sec-
tion). This analysis was based on the assumption that the temporal dynamic
of resilient cells after second round treatment must resemble the one observed
upon the first administration of target antibiotic, as the rescue of resilient
cells is only dependent on the β-lactamase-mediated degradation of resid-
ual drug. If, as a consequence of the antibiotic treatment, a population of
mutants with increased tolerance is selected, a different response to drug
exposure is expected to emerge from the analysis of time courses. Results
included also the analysis of mcr-1 escapers and are shown in Figure 3.19,
in which some representative growth curve data are reported. Data revealed
that, in some cases, the recovery of escaper cells was due to the selection of a
sub-population of resilient cells (e.g., see Array NDM1 in Figure 3.19), which
was an observation consistent with the expected activity of β-lactamases se-
creted by killed cells [93]. In the remaining cases, the bacterial response
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resulted in an increased MIC value as well as in a reduced delay in growth
recovery, as expected from the selection of resistant mutants with increased
tolerance.

Figure 3.19: Escaper analysis after first and second round treatment with
target antibiotics. Growth curve data derived from liquid culture assays. Silenced strains with
CRISPRi circuitry in the ON state are treated with a range of target antibiotic concentrations. A. First
round treatment of original clones never exposed to target antibiotic. B. Second round treatment of
escaper cells that have recovered after antibiotic exposure in first round experiments. In each graph,
temporal series of bacterial density, measured as OD600, are shown over time. At t=0, silenced strains
(expressing CRISPRi circuitry with the architectures of sgRNA Cassette or Array) are treated with a
range of ampicillin (column on the left), meropenem (columns in the centre) or colistin (column on the
right) concentrations.

To study more carefully the behaviour of cells that survived the treatment
with meropenem and colistin, three escaper colonies from different experi-
ments were isolated and characterized after exposure to a single antibiotic
concentration. This procedure was employed to test whether the phenotype
of a resistant or resilient cell was conserved among different experiments. Re-
sistant strains as well as original silenced strains were included in the same
test. At the end of the liquid assay, the measurement of delayed growth
was expected to produce a similar result when comparing resilient escapers
with original silenced strains and resistant escapers with Resistant strains.
Results are shown in Figure 3.20.

In two out of three cases, escaper cells emerged from the CRISPRi-
mediated silencing of NDM-1 gene through Array-NDM1 and -NDM1-NDM2
were represented by a sub-population of resilient cells. Array NDM1-mcr1
was the only exception as a population of resistant escapers was isolated in
three out of three cases. The same phenotype was also exhibited by escaper
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Figure 3.20: Escaper analysis via liquid assays, DNA sequencing and re-
striction digest. On the left, delays in growth recovery measured from liquid culture assays. Three
different escaper colonies for each CRISPRi Array targeting NDM-1 or mcr-1 gene are isolated from first
round experiments and characterized along with resistant and original silenced strains in a second round
experiment with a single antibiotic concentration. CRISPRi repression efficiency is measured as the delay
in the time taken to reach the OD value of 0.1 in comparison to the growth of the same strains in absence
of antibiotic. In the graph, the delay is reported as ∆t(h). On the right, plasmid DNA purified from
escaper cells is analysed via sequencing analysis and restriction enzymes digestion. Results are reported in
four different tables and each table refers to a single escaper strain expressing a specific CRISPRi Array.
Results for single colonies are reported in rows, while the site covered by sequencing analysis or verified
through restriction digest is reported in columns. Green boxes indicate unaltered sequences, while red
boxes indicate mutated sequences bearing nucleotide mutations or DNA arrangements.

cells emerged from the CRISPRi-mediated silencing of mcr-1 gene. To more
accurately investigate the nature of escaper cells, the DNA regions assumed
to be susceptible to nucleotide mutations were studied through sequencing
analysis. In particular, the sequences of dCas9, Array and target gene were
analysed to investigate whether the resistant phenotype of escaper cells could
be dependent on mutations within CRISPRi circuitry or target sequence.
Plasmids purified from escapers were also analysed via restriction enzymes
digestion to identify large rearrangements within the CRISPRi-encoding cir-
cuit (not detectable via DNA sequencing) or an increase in the copy number
of the plasmid bearing the resistance gene. To this aim, the protocol de-
scribed in Section 3.1.2 was performed with the same set of escaper clones
(three for each construct) characterized with liquid assays. Results are shown
in Figure 3.20. In the majority of cases, the phenotype observed in liquid
assays was correlated with the genotype resulted from sequencing analysis.
Indeed, cells identified as resistant escapers showed a mutation within the
CRISPRi Array sequence, in which the deletion of single or double spacers
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was detected. In case of Array NDM1-mcr1 targeting NDM-1 gene, although
sequencing analysis did not show nucleotide mutations within the considered
sequences, restriction enzymes digestion revealed the presence of an insertion
within the dCas9 expression module, thus justifying the observed resistant
phenotype. Finally, compared to original engineered strains never exposed
to target antibiotic, no significant variation in the copy number of plasmid
carrying the resistance gene was detected.

The results described in this section are extremely interesting because,
through the analysis of escaper cells, two different bacterial antibiotic re-
sponses were deep characterized: resistance and resilience. Moreover, ex-
cept in one case, the majority of escaper cells showed a resilient or resistant
phenotype that was consistent with results derived from sequencing analy-
sis. Finally, the most relevant aspect highlighted in this study concerns the
identification of loss of function mutations only within the CRISPRi Array
sequence, while no alterations in the target gene were detected. This as-
pect is of great importance as it proves that a silencing strategy based on
CRISPRi technology has the potential to preserve target DNA from the risk
of generating new variants of resistance genes.

3.5 Full workflow: conjugation of CRISPRi devices

and silencing of resistance genes

To date, the major challenge in the therapeutic deployment of CRISPR-
based antimicrobials is the need to develop an efficient delivery strategy to
mobilize synthetic circuits in target bacteria. Different transfer mechanisms,
even inspired by existing natural strategies, have already been exploited to
address this goal (Section 1.3). In this work, a synthetic platform based
on bacterial conjugation was developed and characterized. First, the main
features required by a conjugative system were studied in depth in order to
design a mobilizable vector well suited for the delivery of the CRISPRi-
encoding circuits previously characterized. A detailed description of the
CRISPRi conjugative platform is provided in Section 3.5.1. Second, the con-
jugation between donor and resistant recipient strains was performed with
an optimized experimental protocol that led the quantitative characterization
of the conjugative transfer, using the conjugation efficiency index. Finally,
the designed conjugative platform was successfully employed to mobilize the
CRISPRi repressor complex in recipient bacteria harbouring bla (ampicillin
resistance) or mcr-1 (colistin resistance) gene and the transcriptional repres-
sion of both resistances was determined through the killing efficiency index
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(Sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3).

3.5.1 CRISPRi-based conjugative platform

Along with transformation and transduction, bacterial conjugation is a
widespread HGT mechanism that provides plasticity to bacterial genome
but is also involved in the dissemination of antibiotic resistances in micro-
bial communities. Conjugative transfer is a phenomenon that occurs when a
bacterial species, identified as donor strain, transfers DNA to a recipient bac-
terium in close contact. In case of Gram-negative bacteria, a bridge named
conjugative pilus establishes a direct contact between the mating pair and
allows transfer of genetic material, usually plasmid DNA, from donor to re-
cipient cell. In Gram-positive bacteria, the conjugation occurs when a donor
cell first responds to the presence of pheromones released by recipient cell
and then starts to synthesize aggregation substances that allow the contact
between the plasmid-bearing and plasmid-free cell. The set of genes respon-
sible for the conjugative transfer are grouped in two main operons, mpf and
dtr, that ensure mating pair formation and DNA processing and mobilization.
When these genes are encoded by an autonomous conjugative plasmid, a self-
transmissible conjugation occurs and all recipient cells that have received the
plasmid became potential donors in subsequent rounds of conjugation. If the
conjugative machinery is expressed in trans from helper plasmids or chromo-
somal DNA, a non-self-transmissible conjugation occurs and recipient cells
that have received the mobilizable plasmid cannot become donors as they
lack the transfer and replication functions needed to support a subsequent
round of conjugation. With both mechanisms, autonomous conjugative and
mobilizable plasmids contain a DNA sequence, named oriT (origin of trans-
fer) which is recognized by the molecular machinery responsible for the DNA
transfer. In this study, a non-self-transmissible conjugation was performed
in order to deliver a mobilizable plasmid encoding for the CRISPRi circuitry
to resistant recipient cells. To this aim, a trans-conjugative platform was de-
veloped by employing two vectors: the helper plasmid pTA-Mob [88], which
provided all the HGT functions needed in a conjugation, and a mobilizable
vector carrying both the CRISPRi circuitry and the oriT from RK2 plasmid
recognized by the molecular machinery expressed in trans from pTA-Mob.
Indeed, as a derivative of RK2, pTA-Mob is a broad-host-range plasmid that
allows the use of several bacterial hosts as donors for conjugation of oriTRK2-
carrying vectors. A detailed scheme of a non-self-transmissible conjugation
is provided in Figure 3.2. To construct this experimental set-up, pTA-Mob
was kindly provided by Prof. Rahmi Lale (NTNU, Norway), while the oriT
sequence was first amplified from RK2 plasmid and then cloned in AE-3Ad
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Arrays vectors designed to target bla and mcr-1 gene. As the complete nu-
cleotide sequence of RK2 was not available on the main biological on line
databases, a detailed bioinformatic analysis on previous works was carried
out in order to identify the oriT sequence from the used primers and select
only a functional region lacking undesirable promoter sequences. In the fol-
lowing two sections, results regarding the conjugative transfer of CRISPRi
Arrays targeting bla and mcr-1 gene are shown.

3.5.2 Conjugative transfer of CRISPRi Array to target bla

gene

The conjugative transfer of CRISPRi circuitry was first addressed by em-
ploying a model system in which the donor strain harboured a mobilizable
CRISPRi circuitry targeting bla and the recipient strain carried the target
gene conferring ampicillin resistance. In detail, the conjugative system stud-
ied was composed of the following mating pair:

• E. coli DH10B co-transformed with oriT AE-3AdArray gAmpRpromoter
gtetA + pTA-Mob, which represented the donor strain;

• E. coli TOP10 F’ transformed with I3521 plasmid carrying bla target
gene as recipient strain.

As discussed in the previous section, this experimental set-up was ex-
ploited to perform a non-self-transmissible conjugation. In donor strain,
pTA-Mob helper plasmid mobilized oriT AE-3AdArray gAmpRpromoter gtetA
vector (henceforth simply Array Amp-tet) towards the recipient strain. At
the end of the conjugation, a new population of cells defined as transcon-
jugant was selected. In this case study, each transconjugant cell harboured
both Array Amp-tet and I3521 plasmids. As the repression efficiency of the
CRISPRi Array targeting the promoter placed upstream of bla was previ-
ously demonstrated (see Section 3.2), the same synthetic circuit was employed
to construct a CRISPRi-based mobilizable vector, carrying the oriTRK2 se-
quence, constructed according to the protocol described in Appendix A.2.
Since the final architecture of CRISPRi circuitry was consistent with the
one described in Figure 3.1 B, the expression of the repressor complex was
activated only upon the addition of two inducers molecules: IPTG, which
triggered the activity of PLlacO1 promoter placed upstream CRISPRi Array
module; HSL which activated the expression of dCas9 cassette under PLux−3A

promoter. Taking advantage of this inducible system, the conjugative transfer
of CRISPRi circuitry was studied in the OFF and ON state: the former was
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needed to evaluate the efficiency of the conjugative transfer without compro-
mising the growth of transconjugants; the latter was used to characterize the
CRISPRi-mediated killing of resistant strain upon exposure to target antibi-
otic. Indeed, it was expected that the expression of bla gene was not inhibited
by the gRNA:dCas9 complex in the OFF state, thus transconjugants could
withstand the treatment with ampicillin. In the ON state, thus in presence
of inducer molecules, an active repressor complex was assembled in resistant
cells in which the CRISPRi-mediated silencing of bla restored antibiotic sus-
ceptibility. Before evaluating its killing efficiency, the conjugative transfer
of CRISPRi circuitry was studied in the OFF state in order to verify that
an efficient genetic transfer could be carried out in our experimental set-up.
The performances of the conjugative platform were quantitatively character-
ized by determining the conjugation efficiency parameter, which provided an
indication about the amount of cells transformed in transconjugants relative
to total recipient cells. To this purpose, a conjugation experiment was per-
formed with the mating pair described at the beginning of this paragraph
and by selecting transconjugants on LB plates supplemented with chloram-
phenicol (Array Amp-tet vector) and ampicillin (I13521 vector), according
to the expected outcome (the complete list of inducers, antibiotics and the
relative concentrations used in each assay are reported in Appendix A.1).
Starting from a general protocol [90], the conjugation assay was optimized
by modifying the following parameters:

• OD value at which donor and recipient cells were combined before con-
jugation;

• bacterial growth phase of both donor and recipient cells (stationary or
exponential);

• dimension of the conjugation mixture spotted on non selective plate.

The first parameter was studied in order to evaluate if, by varying bac-
terial density, the efficiency of conjugative transfer could be improved. By
employing the same mating pair, the conjugation was carried out in two dif-
ferent conditions: in the first one, the mating pair was combined at an OD
value of 0.5; in the second one, liquid cultures of both donor and recipients
were diluted to an OD value of 0.15 and combined in a conjugation mixture
before the mating. As shown in Figure 3.21, results revealed that the effi-
ciency of the genetic transfer depended on the “OD value parameter” as, by
employing diluted cultures (OD=0.15), the conjugation efficiency was sub-
stantially decreased, probably due to a reduced cell to cell contact in the
mating mixture. The second parameter investigated in this study was the
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bacterial growth phase. It is known that the growth of a bacterial culture in
“a close system” (batch culture) can be divided in the following phases: lag
phase, during which the number of viable cells is not substantially increased;
log phase, in which an exponential increase in the number of bacterial cells is
observed; stationary phase, during which bacterial density reaches a plateau
as the rate of cell division equals the rate of cell death; decline phase, in
which a rapid decrease in the number of viable cells is registered due to the
depletion in nutritional resources. As conjugation is a resource-consuming
process that depends on the employment of different molecular machineries,
it was expected that the conjugative transfer reached the best performance
during log phase, when the cellular fitness is at the highest level. To test this
hypothesis, the conjugation was carried out with the same mating pair but
in two different conditions: in the first one, saturated cultures of donor and
recipient cells in stationary phase were combined in the mating mixture; in
the second one, the same liquid cultures were diluted and incubated again to
reach the exponential growth phase and then combined in the conjugation
mixture. In each condition, the OD value was varied (OD=0.2 - 0.5 - 1) in
order to study the combined effect of both parameters on conjugation effi-
ciency. Data revealed that the best result was achieved by combining donor
and recipient cells in stationary phase at an OD value of 0.5. However, a
complete analysis of the results suggested that, for different OD values, the
conjugation efficiency obtained by employing cells in exponential phase re-
sulted in a more stable range of values than the one observed in stationary
phase. For this reason, the following conjugation assays were carried out
with bacterial cultures in exponential growth phase. This experiment also
demonstrated that the highest OD value among those tested (OD=1) did
not increase conjugation efficiency but could even reduce it by two orders of
magnitude. The last parameter considered in this study was the dimension
of the conjugation mixture spotted onto the LB plate before the mating.
Since bacterial growth is dependent on the presence of nutritional resources
in the growth medium, we investigate whether a higher access to nutrients
could improve the conjugative capability of the mating strains. To investi-
gate this aspect, the distribution area of the conjugation mixture spotted on
the solid medium was increased, thus enabling the access to nutrients to as
many cells as possible. The conjugation was thus carried out with the same
mating pair but varying the dimension of the spot containing the conjugation
mixture. As it was a pilot test, the area of the spot containing the cultures
was not measured and will be generically indicated as “regular” (spotted and
then incubated) or “increased” (spotted, spread to enlarge the cultured area,
and then incubated) if its size was comparable to or greater than the one
obtained in previous conjugations. For this experiment, donor and recipi-
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ent cells in exponential growth phase were combined at an OD value of 0.5.
The comparison between the two conditions highlighted that an increased
distribution area of the mating mixture did not substantially improve conju-
gation efficiency. Overall, the results described so far prove that CRISPRi

Figure 3.21: Optimization of the conjugation protocol in a model case study.
A model conjugative system is composed of two actors: a donor strain, harbouring both pTA-Mob helper
plasmid and a mobilizable CRISPRi circuit targeting bla gene; a recipient strain, carrying the target
gene conferring ampicillin resistance. At the end of the conjugation, transconjugants are selected on
LB + CM + AMP and recipients on LB + AMP. In each graph, conjugation efficiency is reported as
the ratio of transconjugants to the total amount of recipient cells. On the left, conjugation efficiency
measured by combining the mating pair at two different OD values before conjugation. In the centre,
conjugation efficiency measured by combining the mating pair in two different growth phases. On the
right, conjugation efficiency measured by combining the mating pair in a conjugation mixture having a
distribution area comparable (regular) or greater (increased) than the one usually obtained.

circuitry can be delivered in resistant recipient cells through bacterial con-
jugation. By leveraging the trans-conjugative platform herein developed, a
conjugation efficiency ranging from 3x10−3 to 1x10−5 was achieved by com-
paring all the tested conditions. Although the conjugation frequency is low
in absolute terms, the values obtained were consistent with those reported
in a scientific work where a conjugative platform based on pTA-Mob helper
plasmid reached a conjugation efficiency ranging from 1x10−3 to 1x10−5 [48].
This observation demonstrated that the interventions carried out to opti-
mize the conjugation assay were suitable to reach a result consistent with
previously reported data. The optimized conjugation protocol is reported in
Section 3.1.2. Once a proof of concept of the CRISPRi conjugative trans-
fer was achieved and the conjugation protocol was properly optimized, the
repression efficiency of the mobilizable circuit targeting bla was investigated
by performing new conjugation assays. While conjugation efficiency was
studied by maintaining the circuitry in the OFF state, the ON state was
needed to assay the CRISPRi-mediated silencing of target gene. To this aim,
killing efficiency was investigated under two conditions in which target an-
tibiotic was always present at a concentration of [AMP= 1000µg/ml] and
the CRISPRi circuitry was either expressed (ON state) or not (OFF state).
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Indeed, as ampicillin was needed to select transconjugant cells from the con-
jugation mixture, only the presence or absence of inducer molecules (OFF vs
ON state) led the possibility to discriminate between susceptible bacteria and
still resistant ones. This way, the repression capability of the CRISPRi-based
conjugative platform was estimated as the ratio between transconjugant cells
with induced CRISPRi and transconjugant cells with repressed CRISPRi (see
Section 3.1.2). From an experimental point of view, a complete active state
was reached by adding IPTG and HSL in the growth medium. Moreover,
as the dynamic of gene expression depended on the inducer molecules used,
the selection of transconjugants was carried out by exploiting two experi-
mental conditions: in the first one, the induction of CRISPRi circuitry was
achieved by adding the inducers in the solid growth medium used to select
transconjugants at the end of the conjugation assay (induction and selec-
tion at the same time in solid medium); in the second condition, the mating
mixture scraped-up from LB plate was first inoculated in liquid medium
supplemented with IPTG + HSL in absence of ampicillin and, after 1h incu-
bation at 37◦C, the culture with CRISPRi machinery activated was plated
on selective plates containing the same inducer molecules (induction in liquid
medium before selection in solid medium). The first experimental condition
was based on the assumption that the simultaneous administration of induc-
ers and target antibiotic was sufficient to activate the repressor complex in
time to restore antibiotic susceptibilty in transconjugant cells; otherwise, if
the dynamics of gene expression required a longer time window for CRISPRi
to reach an effective active state, than the best result would be achieved
with the second experimental condition. As shown in Figure 3.22, almost
the entire recipient population that have received the CRISPRi circuitry was
effectively re-sensitized to ampicillin, with no relevant differences between the
two experimental conditions analysed; this aspect was particularly advanta-
geous as it demonstrated that a pre-incubation of mating mixture in liquid
medium supplemented with inducers could be avoided in order to simplify
an assay that resulted already functional with the first experimental set-up
(induction and selection at the same time in solid medium). The results
described in this section are extremely promising as they demonstrate that
the complete workflow, including conjugative transfer and target gene re-
pression, can be successfully reached in resistant bacteria. Indeed, although
the efficiency of the genetic transfer was relatively low but consistent with
previously reported data, almost the entire target population that received
the CRISPRi circuitry was re-sensitized to ampicillin treatment. Moreover,
the experimental protocol developed to investigate the dynamics of gene ex-
pression revealed that the selection of survivor transconjugants in the ON
state could be performed by simultaneously administering inducers and tar-
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Figure 3.22: Conjugative transfer of CRISPRi circuitry to inhibit the ex-
pression of bla gene. The conjugative system is composed of two actors: a donor strain, har-
bouring both pTA-Mob helper plasmid and a mobilizable CRISPRi circuit targeting bla gene; a recipient
strain, carrying the target gene conferring ampicillin resistance. At the end of the conjugation, transcon-
jugants are selected under two conditions: the OFF state, by employing LB plates supplemented with CM
+ AMP; the ON state, by employing LB plates supplemented with CM + AMP + inducers. In the graph,
killing efficiency is reported as the ratio of transconjugants detected in the ON state to transconjugants
detected in the OFF state. At the end of the overnight incubation, transconjugants are selected from the
mating mixture by exploiting two experimental conditions: in the first one (blue bar) inducer molecules
and target antibiotic are added simultaneously on solid medium; in the second one (orange bar), inducers
are added before selection during a pre-incubation in liquid medium.

get antibiotic in solid medium; this meant that the dynamics of CRISPRi
expression was relatively fast and did not require a longer induction window
to reach a functional active state. Based on these findings, the CRISPRi-
conjugative platform was programmed to target a population of resistant
bacteria harbouring mcr-1 gene, which confers resistance to colistin, in or-
der to provide a demonstration of full HGT-killing workflow in a clinically
relevant case study.

3.5.3 Conjugative transfer of CRISPRi Array to target mcr-1

gene

The results derived from the characterization of a model conjugative
system (Section 3.5.2) proved that the genetic platform herein developed,
based on a trans-conjugative set-up, could be efficiently employed to deliver
CRISPRi-based antimicrobials in resistant bacteria. Moreover, as the tran-
scriptional inhibition of target gene was confirmed with encouraging results,
the performances of the conjugative platform, both in terms of conjugation
and killing efficiency, were investigated in a clinically relevant case study.
This time, the population of resistant bacteria was represented by an E. coli
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strain harbouring mcr-1 gene which confers resistance to colistin, a broad-
spectrum antibiotic used as last resort drug only in case of severe MDR
infections. On the other hand, the donor strain was engineered with a mo-
bilizable CRISPRi circuitry ad hoc designed to target mcr-1 gene. In detail,
the conjugative system studied was composed of the following mating pair:

• E. coli DH10B co-transformed with oriT AE-3AdArray NDM1 mcr1 +
pTA-Mob, which represented the donor strain;

• E. coli DH5α with the recombinant plasmid pGDP2 mcr-1 carrying the
target gene as recipient strain.

As discussed in the previous section, this experimental set-up was ex-
ploited to perform a non-self-transmissible conjugation. In donor strain,
pTA-Mob helper plasmid mobilized oriT AE-3AdArray NDM1 mcr1 vector
(henceforth simply Array NDM1-mcr1) towards the recipient strain engi-
neered with pGDP2 mcr-1 carrying colistin resistance. A the end of the conju-
gation, the population of transconjugants selected harboured both Array NDM1-
mcr1 and pGDP2 mcr-1 plasmids. As the repression efficiency of the CRISPRi
Array targeting mcr-1 gene was previously demonstrated (see Section 3.3),
the same synthetic circuit was employed to construct a CRISPRi-based mo-
bilizable vector. The latter, carrying the oriTRK2 sequence, was constructed
according to the protocol described in Appendix A.2. The final architecture
of the CRISPRi circuitry was consistent with the one described in Figure 3.1
B, in which the expression of both dCas9 and gRNA modules was under the
control of a HSL- and IPTG-inducible devices, respectively. This meant that
the expression of the repressor complex was activated only upon addition
of both inducer molecules. By leveraging this functional feature, the con-
jugative transfer and the subsequent CRISPRi-mediated repression of mcr-1
gene were investigated in the OFF state to calculate conjugation efficiency
and either in the OFF and ON state to calculate killing efficiency. Once the
conjugation assay was optimized, the definitive protocol reported in Section
3.1.2 was performed in order to first confirm the conjugative transfer of the
CRISPRi circuitry in recipient cells and second to verify if the activation on
the repressor complex in transconjugants could effectively re-sensitize resis-
tant strain to colistin treatment. The conjugation assay was thus carried
out by combining donor and recipient cells in exponential growth phase at
an OD value of 0.5 and by selecting transconjugants on LB plates supple-
mented with chloramphenicol + [colistin= 1µg/ml] or chloramphenicol +
[colistin= 1µg/ml] + inducers to discriminate between OFF and ON state,
respectively (the complete list of inducers, antibiotics and the relative con-
centrations used in each assay are reported in Appendix A.1). Conjugation
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and killing efficiencies were calculated as described in Section 3.1.2. Even
in this case study, the performances of CRISPRi circuitry were extremely
promising. The ratio between transconjugants in the OFF state to total re-
cipient cells resulted in a conjugation efficiency of 0.19%, a value that was
consistent with the results showed in the previous section; the ratio between
transconjugants in the ON to transconjugants in the OFF state resulted in a
Killing efficiency of 99.58%, which again demonstrated that almost the entire
target population that had received the CRISPRi circuitry was effectively re-
sensitized to colistin treatment. Although these preliminary results must be
confirmed in order to obtain a robust validation of the CRISPRi-based con-
jugative platform, they already highlight some aspects that require a deeper
characterization. To give an example, even if the high repression capability
of the CRISPRi circuitry was demonstrated in both case studies (ampicillin
and colistin resistances), the leakage in the activity of the repressor complex
in absence of inducer molecules must be taken into account. Indeed, dur-
ing the selection of transconjugant cells, a complete discrimination between
ON and OFF state could not be achieved due to the basal activity of the
inducible platform. For this reason, an optimized strategy for the selection
of transconjugants must be developed. For example, in case of resistant bac-
teria harbouring mcr-1 gene, the selection of transconjugants in the OFF
state could be carried out by employing LB plates supplemented with chlo-
ramphenicol and kanamycin, instead of colistin. Indeed, on the recombinant
vector carrying mcr-1 gene, a marker cassette encoding for kanamycin resis-
tance is also present. This strategy could be useful not only to circumvent
the leakage in the activity of CRISPRi circuitry, but also to properly calcu-
late the conjugation efficiency, that can be under-estimated due to the basal
activity of the repressor complex. The same strategy could not be applied
in case of resistant bacteria harbouring bla gene as the backbone of I13521
plasmid does not contain other marker cassettes. The described issue is rel-
evant for characterization purposes, in which the OFF state is important,
while a final application of such circuits will have the CRISPRi circuitry in
ON state.

3.6 Main considerations on CRISPRi-based silenc-

ing of resistance genes and bacterial conjuga-

tion as delivery strategy

The first scientific challenge addressed in the research project herein pre-
sented was the design and characterization of a CRISPRi circuitry to restore
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antibiotic susceptibility in resistant bacteria. By harnessing the highly flexi-
ble nature of CRISPR technology, the genetic platform described in Section
2.1 was reprogrammed in order to target a set of genes classified as model
or clinically relevant resistances. To this aim, an efficient CRISPRi plat-
form was implemented in synthetic circuits by exploiting two main genetic
architectures: sgRNA Cassette, expressing single or double sgRNAs, and
CRISPRi Array, carrying one or two spacers. A proof of concept of the
CRISPRi-mediated antimicrobial action was achieved in a model case study
in which bla and tetA, conferring resistance to ampicillin and tetracycline,
represented the final targets. The CRISPRi mediated silencing of model
resistances revealed that even targets in high copy plasmids could be effi-
ciently repressed, but also confirmed that the location of the target site could
strongly affect repression strength. Moreover, a leakage in PLlacO1 promoter
activity emerged from tetA gene repression, highlighting that a small amount
of CRISPRi repressor complex was already present in the OFF state. The
architectures designed to explore the multi-targeting capability of CRISPRi
circuitry, double sgRNA Cassettes and CRISPRi Array, demonstrated that
two ARGs can be repressed simultaneously, but also showed a reduction in
repression efficiency compared to single Cassettes. As this result was sup-
posed to be caused by a competition between gRNAs for the shared pool
of dCas9 protein, an HSL-inducible device was placed upstream dCa9 gene
in order to achieve a gradual increase in its intracellular amount (the same
inducible module characterized in Section 2.1 was here re-used). This strat-
egy contributed to find an optimal expression that maximized the repression
efficiency, but it did not completely solve the competition effect. Once the
CRISPRi-mediated silencing of model ARGs was demonstrated, the genetic
architecture based on CRISPRi Array was reprogrammed to target NDM-1
and mcr-1 genes that confer resistance to meropenem and colistin, an exam-
ple of multi-spectrum antibiotics used as last resort drugs in case of severe
MDR infections. To this aim, a set of four different CRISPRi Arrays, en-
coding for single or double spacers, were ad hoc designed and characterized
with the same quantitative assays. Even in this case study, the activation
of CRISPRi circuitry efficiently restored antibiotic susceptibility in resistant
strains. In particular, by comparing the repression efficiencies of CRISPRi
Arrays carrying single or double spacers targeting NDM-1 gene, no relevant
differences were observed, demonstrating that even a properly designed sin-
gle gRNA could be sufficient to guarantee an high transcriptional repression.
Moreover, despite the presence of a non-specific gRNA, the CRISPRi Array
designed to inhibit mcr-1 gene contributed to effectively kill the population
of resistant cells upon colistin treatment. To investigate the nature of escaper
cells, able to recover from the background of re-sensitized bacteria after drug
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administration, liquid assays, sequencing analysis and restriction enzymes
digest were carried out. Two different bacterial antibiotic responses were
identified and classified as resistant or resilient phenotype. Growth profiles
of survivor cells, re-exposed to a second round treatment with the target an-
tibiotic, were studied in order to distinguish between resistant and resilient
populations. Data from liquid cultures were consistent with sequencing anal-
ysis results; indeed, the resistant phenotype exhibited by some escaper cells
was due to the presence of nucleotide mutations within the CRISPRi Array
or genetic rearrangements within dCas9 expression module, while the tar-
get sequence was always intact. This result is encouraging as it proves that
CRISPRi technology could represent a valid and safe alternative to CRISPR-
Cas9 system in the treatment of MDR bacteria. Once the characterization
of all the synthetic circuits mentioned was completed, the second research
challenge was addressed: development of a conjugative platform to support
the delivery of CRISPRi circuitry in resistant bacteria. To this aim, a trans-
conjugative system was implemented in donor strains to perform a non-self-
transmissible conjugation with resistant recipient cells. In the trans set-up,
the conjugative machinery was expressed by the helper plasmid pTA-Mob,
while the CRISPRi circuitry was placed on a different plasmid carrying the
oriTRK2 sequence. Starting from a general protocol, the conjugation assay
was optimized by varying three main parameters regarding cellular density,
bacterial growth phase and distribution area of the mating mixture spot-
ted on LB plate. This study was performed by employing a mating pair
composed of a donor strain carrying a mobilizable CRISPRi Array target-
ing bla and a recipient strain harbouring the target gene. In this model
conjugative system, the genetic transfer was quantitative characterized with
the CRISPRi circuitry in the OFF state and through conjugation efficiency,
which resulted in a range of values consistent with those reported in the lit-
erature. Once the delivery of the CRISPRi circuitry was demonstrated, the
repression efficiency of the mobilizable platform was investigated in resistant
bacteria harbouring bla or mcr-1 genes. In both cases, almost the entire
transconjugant population was efficiently re-sensitized to the treatment with
ampicillin or colistin. From these preliminary results, some important con-
siderations can be highlighted. First, if on the one hand bacterial conjugation
provides an interesting strategy to mobilize synthetic circuits in target bac-
teria, on the other hand the low efficiency of the conjugative transfer could
represent a substantial bottle-neck in the development of a meaningful deliv-
ery platform in clinical context. Second, the high repression capability of the
CRISPRi circuitry was demonstrated by the almost complete re-sensitization
of target bacteria to both antibiotics used as testbed. However, due to the
basal activity of the CRISPRi circuitry in absence of inducer molecules, an
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optimized strategy to discriminate between ON and OFF state should be
further adopted to confirm the quantitative results of conjugation efficiency.
Finally, although the conjugative transfer was performed with an efficiency
comparable to the one reported in the literature, some interventions could be
explored in order to increase the conjugation frequency. In this regard, three
main approaches can be mentioned. The ratio between donor and recipient
cells could be unbalanced with the purpose to increase the amount of donors
in the mating mixture; with this approach, a greater number of recipients is
expected to be involved in the conjugative transfer. An alternative strategy
is based on the deployment of a self-transmissible vector: in this case, all the
cells that have received the plasmid become potential donors in subsequent
rounds of conjugation and it could contribute to amplify the dissemination of
the CRISPRi circuitry. As last resource, the conjugation could be performed
with a narrow-host range helper plasmid, in order to investigate whether the
efficiency of the conjugative transfer could be enhanced by restricting the
window of recipient strains.
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Chapter 4
Mathematical modelling of CRISPR-based therapy

to treat AMR infections

The biological background described in Section 1.1 provides an alarm-
ing picture about the health crisis imposed by AMR on global scale. To
counteract the dissemination of MDR pathogens and preserve the efficacy of
last-resort antibiotics, an extended spectrum of strategies has already been
explored. However, the in-vitro studies needed to develop novel therapies
can be guided and even improved through the mathematical modelling of
the desired experimental set-up. This approach aims at generating realistic
predictions about the final therapeutic outcome. Although a mathemati-
cal model may never be a complete representation of the complex biological
word, it could at least provides useful information about the key variables
affecting the output of the considered process. With regard to microbial com-
munities, several models have already been implemented to describe bacte-
rial growth, interactions between individuals competing for shared resources,
horizontal gene transfer mechanisms like bacterial conjugation and bacteria-
phage interactions, all of which are relevant to the new therapeutic strategies
described in this thesis. In this chapter, to simulate the effect of a CRISPR-
based therapy on the eradication of MDR bacteria, a mathematical model
was developed by exploiting the mentioned studies. In particular, the model
aimed at predicting the performances of a CRISPR-based therapy by com-
paring two different delivery strategies, bacterial conjugation and phage in-
fection, and two DNA targeting mechanisms, CRISPR-Cas9 and CRISPRi
technologies. First, a deep analysis of the literature was required to inves-
tigate the molecular mechanisms involved in each considered strategy and
to retrieve a collection of models used to describe the underlying processes
(Section 4.1.1). The model architecture was then defined through the follow-
ing stages: the growth of bacterial cultures was modeled by considering the
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interaction among different cells in a microbial community and the competi-
tion for shared nutritional resources (Section 4.1.2); the delivery of CRISPR
encoding circuits was simulated with either bacterial conjugation and phage
infection (Section 4.1.3); the Cas9-mediated cleavage or the transcriptonal in-
hibition of resistance genes was modeled along with the bacterial response to
both targeting technologies (Section 4.1.4). Once the structure was defined,
a set of specific parameters was retrieved from the literature or estimated
from previously published data in order to properly simulate the desired sce-
nario (Section 4.1.5). Then, all the above mentioned biological processes were
included in the final model, implemented with Matlab (Section 4.2). Each
therapeutic treatment was simulated by comparing delivery and targeting
mechanisms; with this approach, a specific quantitative index was used to
evaluate which scenario, among those proposed, minimized the concentra-
tion of resistant bacteria, thus resulting in the theoretically best therapeutic
solution to tackle AMR (Section 4.3). Finally, to investigate whether the
model was able to predict the results obtained from in vitro and in vivo
experiments, a comparison between model predictions and previously pub-
lished experimental data, or new experimental data described in this thesis,
was carried out (Section 4.4).

4.1 Model definition

In this section, once a general overview on model implementation was
provided, all the parts composing its architecture are individually described.
Subsequently, the set of values used to parametrize the model is reported
along with the methods used to estimate some of them from experimental
data. Finally, the complete model is presented with the support of detailed
schemes.

4.1.1 General overview on model implementation

The mathematical model developed in this study aims to simulate a non
traditional therapy of AMR-associated infections in which an engineered pro-
biotic bacterium is employed as a vehicle for the in situ delivery of CRISPR
antimicrobial agents programmed to kill resistant pathogens. In particu-
lar, through model simulations, different scenarios were compared: delivery
of CRISPR circuitry via two transfer mechanisms, bacterial conjugation or
phage infection; targeting of resistance genes with CRISPR-Cas9 (henceforth
CRISPRcut) or CRISPRi technology. Model implementation required a deep
analysis of the literature in order to identify the models that, in a quanti-
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tative way, best represented the proposed case study. Throughout years,
several mathematical models have been proposed to describe bacterial physi-
ology and the interaction among different members of a microbial community.
From these studies, it emerged that the modelling of bacterial population be-
haviour must account for at least two aspects: spatial distribution of cells in
the environment; different physiological states in which individual members
of the same community can be due to the biological noise arising from in-
trinsic and extrinsic components (stochasticity in cellular processes). In our
case study, the microbial population has an explicit spatial structure since it
colonizes the intestine, where bacteria form communities called biofilms (ag-
gregates of cells and extracellular polymeric matrix). Moreover, it has been
observed that biofilms are heterogeneous community in which localized cell
behaviours are determined by the spatial structure inherent to the population
(versus well mixed-culture), which generates gradient of nutrients and gases
[104]. To properly describe such a complex biological environment, where
each cell is modeled as an individual entity with a specific spacial localiza-
tion, individual-based models (IbMs) have been proposed [105]. However,
as these models are significantly complex and computationally demanding,
we started to simulate the desired scenario by implementing a determinis-
tic model. As a result, the model always generates the same result under a
given set of initial conditions and parameters. Moreover, the one proposed
is a population-based model in which a microbial community composed of
identical individuals is exposed to same events and described with a single
equation: this way, the dynamic evolution of the entire population is de-
scribed, rather than that of a single cell. The model was implemented with a
set of ordinary differential equations (ODE) that describe the dynamic evolu-
tion of bacterial density for each considered population. Each state variable
represents a physiological condition of a given species (probiotics, pathogens,
phages), e.g., untreated pathogens, bacteria that received the CRISPR cir-
cuitry from the donor probiotics, or pathogens that have been successfully
re-sensitized. To describe the dynamics of the entire system, the model was
divided into three macro-areas:

• bacterial growth;

• transfer mechanisms for the delivery of CRISPR circuitry;

• CRISPR-mediated inhibition/degradation of target genes and response
of pathogenic bacteria.

Once all these biological processes were individually modelled, the equations
were assembled to simulate all the considered scenarios.
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4.1.2 Bacterial growth

First, the basic equation describing the growth of a bacterial population
in a batch culture was defined. Second, the modelling of bacterial growth in
a dynamic system was addressed in order to obtain a more realist representa-
tion of the herein proposed case study: therapeutic treatment of a microbial
community that colonizes the human intestine. With this purpose, each bio-
logical scenario was simulated in a laboratory device named chemostat [54].

In a batch culture, also defined as a “close system” in which nutrients
are not added and waste not removed, the bacterial growth can be conven-
tionally divided in four key stages: lag phase, an adaptation period during
which the growth is slow due to the low amount of actively growing cells;
exponential phase, in which bacterial growth follows an exponential increase
due to nutrient abundance and free available space; stationary phase, during
which bacterial density reaches a plateau as resources become limited and
lead to a decrease in population growth; decline phase, in which the num-
ber of viable cells rapidly falls due to the depletion in nutritional resources
and the accumulation of metabolic waste. The basic equation describing the
bacterial growth curve is reported below [106]:

dx

dt
= λ · x (4.1)

where x is bacterial density expressed as number of individual cells per
unit of volume in a culture [#/ml], t is time [h] and λ represents the growth
rate [h−1]. This equation describes the dependence of bacterial growth on
cell density and growth rate. Growth rate is a parameter that refers to the
number of divisions per cell in a given time. This value can be considered
constant only in case of unlimited nutrients and space. However, considering
a batch culture with limited resources, the bacterial population consumes
nutrients and grows by occupying the available space until the stationary
phase is reached. At this point, growth rate is null as the rate of cell division
equals the rate of cell death. This behaviour can be mathematically described
with the Monod equation [107]:

dx

dt
= λmax ·

(
N

KS +N

)
· x

dN

dt
= −1

ε
· λmax ·

(
N

KS +N

)
· x

(4.2)

where

λ(N) = λmax ·
(

N

KS +N

)
(4.3)
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In the Monod equation, λmax is the maximum growth rate that the bacte-
rial culture can reach, N represents nutrients concentration [µg/ml] and K S

is the half-saturation constant that represents the concentration of nutrients
at which the rate is half the maximum. Both λmax and K S can be measured
experimentally. The system also includes a second differential equation to
model nutrients dynamics, in which ε is a yield constant reflecting the con-
version of nutrients to organism, i.e. the amount of nutrients consumed per
cell [µg/#]. It could be determined as follows:

ε =
mass of the organism formed

mass of the substrate used
(4.4)

As already mentioned, the exponential growth is followed by a stationary
phase caused by depletion in nutrients, accumulation of waste products and
lack of physical space. As in this phase the number of viable cells equals the
number of dying cells, the growth curve assumes a sigmoidal shape. Once the
system of equations describing the bacterial growth in a batch culture with
limited resources and space was defined, the mathematical modelling of an
open and continuously changing system was addressed in order to simulate
the desired scenario in a more realistic way. Indeed, as the human intestine
represents the ecological habitat where the therapeutic treatment takes pace,
the flux of nutrients in input as well as the removal of waste in output must
be considered. To simulate this environment, the equation system describing
the bacterial grow in a chemostat was employed [55]. The chemostat, also
defined as a continuous-culture device, is an “open system” in which fresh
nutrients are constantly supplied, while exhausted medium (containing both
nutrients and cells) is removed at the same rate. Even in this case, although
nutrients are supplied in a continuous flux, the stationary phase is reached
as the positive contribution of bacterial growth is balanced by the negative
contribution of washout. Two variables are thus added to the differential
equations system: the concentration of nutrients supplied in input, N in, and
the rate of nutrient exchange defined as washout rate w [h−1]. With this
approach, the portion of bacteria removed in output is subtracted to the
total amount of cells growing in the chemostat, while the concentration of
nutrients is balanced by the flux of fresh medium provided in input and the
flux of exhausted medium subtracted in output.

dx

dt
= λmax ·

(
N

KS +N

)
· x− w · x

dN

dt
= −1

ε
· λmax ·

(
N

KS +N

)
· x+ w ·Nin − w ·N

(4.5)
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This equations system was refined by adding the contributions of DNA
delivery and CRISPR-induced response in target bacteria, both modeled
in the following sections. Overall, the scenario described in model simu-
lations evolves through the following stages: a bacterial culture of resistant
pathogens in stationary phase grows in the chemostat (representing the hu-
man intestine), under the aforementioned conditions (nutrients supplied in
input and waste removed in output); at t=0, a population of probiotics en-
gineered with CRISPR circuitry is added to the chemostat. The synthetic
circuit is delivered to target bacteria (either through bacterial conjugation or
phage infection) and antibiotic resistance genes can be degraded (CRISPR-
cut) or transcriptionally inhibited (CRISPRi). Through model simulations,
the evolution of the microbial communities colonizing the same habitat was
followed over time in order to investigate the final outcome derived by the
CRISPR-based therapy.

4.1.3 Delivery strategies: bacterial conjugation and phage in-

fection

Although different transfer mechanisms have already been explored to de-
liver CRISPR-encoding circuits within a microbial population, in this work
the investigation was focused on bacterial conjugation and phage infection.
Bacterial conjugation, that has already been described in Sections 1.3 and
3.5.1, is a widespread HGT mechanism that allows the lateral gene transfer
of genetic material, usually plasmid DNA, from a donor to a recipient cell,
by harnessing a cytoplasmic bridge that establishes a cell to cell contact.
Phage infection is an event that naturally occurs when a virus named bacte-
riophage, or simply phage, injects its nucleic acid into a bacterial cell. This
can result in cell death, in case of virulent phages, or genomic integration, in
case of temperate phages. The former produce a lytic cycle that kills the cell
upon the release of a new progeny of phage particles assembled within the
host; the latter initiate a lysogenic cycle by integrating their nucleic acid in
the host genome, in which the phage remains in a dormant state (prophage)
without killing its host. By leveraging their ability to infect a bacterial cell
in a species- or even strain-specific manner, phages have already been en-
gineered for several therapeutic purposes [108]. Considering the potential
application of both transfer mechanisms, the therapeutic treatment herein
proposed starts with the oral administration of probiotic bacteria engineered
with a CRISPR circuitry either encoded on conjugative plasmid, delivered
via bacterial conjugation, or engineered phages, released by the population of
probiotics at the site of infection (human intestine). Both delivery strategies
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were modeled by considering the time delays through which a cell naturally
evolves during a biological process. To meet this requirement, a transit com-
partment model was implemented [109], i.e., a mathematical approximation
which enables the representation of the time delays in a systems avoiding
the use of time-delayed differential equation systems. Generally, mathemat-
ical models used in the literature to describe bacterial cultures assume that
an event (e.g., bacterial replication, transcriptional events) occurs simultane-
ously for the entire population/state of the system without considering the
heterogeneity, which naturally arises in biology. For example, considering a
bacterial population for which an enzymatic pathway causing bacterial death
in 1 hour was been activated, if all the bacteria die in exactly 1 hour, the
mathematical function that describes this phenomenon will be the step func-
tion, which is not an appropriate representation of reality. In fact, the real
behaviour is less homogeneous, in which many bacteria die in 1 hour and the
remaining cells die slower or faster, dying after or before 1 hour, respectively.
The middle compartments within the transit compartment model used in this
case study describe this time-latency behaviour: the bacterial population is
divided based on the single bacteria evolution states, of which the last state
is the dead state and the backward transition is avoided. The transition
between different states is regulated by kinetic constants. The differential
equation system that describes the transition among the states was written
as follows: 

dx1

dt
= −k · x1

dx2

dt
= +k · x1 − k · x2

dxn
dt

= +k · xn−1 − k · xn
dxn + 1

dt
= +k · xn − k · xn+1

(4.6)

Where n is the number of transit compartments used to model the overall
delay, xi (i=1,. . . ,n+1) is the bacterial concentration in every evolution state
and k is the transit rate between the compartments, computed as:

k =
n+ 1

τ
(4.7)

The Equations 4.1.3 can be graphically modeled as follows:
Every circle and arrow in Figure (4.1) represent a differential equation

and the rate of transition among the states, respectively. The bold arrow
represents the initial bacterial concentration of probiotics and the last thin
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Figure 4.1: Scheme of a transit compartment model. The scheme represents the
transition between different physiological states. Each state is identified by a circle connected to the others
with a thin arrow that represents the rate of transition between states. Bold arrow represents the initial
concentration of probiotic bacteria.

arrow represent the rate of bacterial death. Based on the number of compart-
ments n, the mathematical model that describes the bacterial concentration
changes between a first-order dynamic function (n=0) to the step function
(n->∞). To properly model the considered biological processes, it was nec-
essary to choose n high enough to model the latency effect of bacterial death
and low enough not to overload the computation costs of the simulations.
This time latency approximation was used to model the bacterial conjuga-
tion and to describe the release of phage particles from probiotic bacteria via
a delayed but smooth dynamics.

The first scenario considered is the delivery via bacterial conjugation. In
this case, probiotics and pathogens colonize together the chemostat and each
microbial population grows with a rate dependent on its nutrient consump-
tion: the competition for shared nutritional resources in a mixed population
is the first example of microbial interaction. By co-existing in the same habi-
tat, both populations reach an equilibrium in which the species with the
highest growth rate overcome other bacteria by consuming the majority of
nutrients and by occupying the largest portion of space. The contribution
of probiotics in nutrient consumption was thus included in the differential
equations system reported below:



dT

dt
= λT,max ·

(
N

KT,S +N

)
· T − w · T

dP

dt
= λP,max ·

(
N

KP,S +N

)
· P − w · P

dN

dt
= −

λT,max

εT
·
(

N

KT,S +N

)
· T −

λP,max

εP
·
(

N

KP,S +N

)
· P + w · (Nin −N)

(4.8)

where T and P represent target pathogens and probiotic bacteria, respec-
tively; the parameters λmax, ε and KS are specific for the bacterial population
considered, thus they generally differ between pathogens and probiotics. Bac-
terial conjugation can be described by mass-action kinetics between donor
and recipient cells; during a conjugation, donors mobilize a copy of plasmid to
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recipients which become transconjugants, whereas donor become temporarily
exhausted cells. In fact, after a first round of conjugation, a lag time occurs
before trasnsconjugant and donor cells can become or return active donors,
respectively. In our system, donors are probiotics engineered with CRISPR
circuitry, recipients are target resistant pathogens and transconjugants are
represented by pathogens that, once received the conjugative plasmid, can
mobilize the same to other target bacteria. In more detail, the conjuga-
tion simulated in our scenario involves the contribution of all the following
bacterial populations:

• donor probiotics (PD), engineered probiotic bacteria that, upon oral
administration, reach the site of infection (human intestine) where they
can deliver the CRISPR circuitry to target pathogens via bacterial
conjugation;

• exhausted donors (PL), probiotics that, after a first conjugation cycle,
cannot initiate a second conjugative transfer before a lag time tL has
been occurred;

• target pathogens (T), target recipient bacteria that have not yet re-
ceived the plasmid carrying the CRISPR circuitry;

• pathogens in latent state (TR), target bacteria which have received the
plasmid carrying the CRISPR circuitry and that can become them-
selves donors after a lag time tR required to express the conjugative
machinery;

• donor pathogens (TD), target pathogens that act as donor cells in the
delivery of the CRISPR circuitry to the population of resistant bac-
teria; in donor pathogens, CRISPR complex is already active in the
degradation/inhibition of antibiotic resistances;

• exhausted pathogens (TL), target pathogens that have delivered the
CRISPR circuitry and, after a lag time tL, can perform a second round
of conjugation; also in this case, CRISPR-mediated targeting of resis-
tances is already active.

This scenario is described by the differential equations system reported
below [56]:
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dT

dt
= −γ · T · TD − γ · T · PD

dTR

dt
= +γ · T · TD + γ · T · PD − latR · TR

dTD

dt
= −γ · T · TD + latR · TR+ latL · TL

dTL

dt
= +γ · T · TD − latL · TL

dPD

dt
= −γ · T · PD + latL · PL

dPL

dt
= +γ · T · PD − latL · PL

(4.9)

where γ is the conjugation rate, while latL,R is the rate of exhausted
cells becoming active donors, derived as latL,R = τR,L

−1 (in this example,
contributions of bacterial growth, washout and nutrients consumption are not
added to point out the equations system describing bacterial conjugation). A
schematic representation of the states a cell can assume during the described
conjugation steps is shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Compartment model of bacterial conjugation. Probiotics engineered
with CRISPR circuitry (bold arrow and PD circle) are administered to a culture of target resistant
pathogens (T) growing in a chemostat environment. Once the plasmid carrying CRISPR system is received
via conjugation (TR), target bacteria can become themselves donors (TD) at rate latR. Once a first round
of conjugation is completed, probiotics and target bacteria become exhausted donors (PL and TL); after
a lag time, probiotics and pathogens return active donors at rate latL.

As anticipated, bacterial conjugation is described via a mass-action model
in which the mating between recipient and donor cell allows the transition
to a state in which both species are temporarily inactive; at the end of a lag
time τR,L during which conjugation does not occur, probiotics and pathogens
can become active donors. The conjugation rate is described as a second
order kinetics, as the event occurs between two species and its frequency
depends on the relative concentration of both populations involved in the
conugative transfer; in this case, the unit of measurement used is [ml/# · h].
Conversely, the rates latR, L describe a first order kinetics with the unit of
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measurement h−1, as the event occurs in a bacterium with an average lag
time τ : this is an example of biological process that can be described with a
transit compartment model. Rather than using a single state to model the
lag time, several intermediate compartments can be added to describe the
outcome of a biological process in a more realistic way. The resulting scheme,
in which n intermediate compartments are added, is reported in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Transit compartment model of bacterial conjugation. Probiotics
engineered with CRISPR circuitry (bold arrow and PD circle) are administered to a culture of target
resistant pathogens (T) growing in a chemostat environment. Once the plasmid carrying the CRISPR
system is received via conjugation (TR), target bacteria can become themselves donors (TD) at the end of
a lag phase represented by several intermediate compartments through which the transition occurs at rate
latR. Once a first round of conjugation is completed, probiotics and target bacteria become exhausted
donors (PL and TL); after a lag time represented by several intermediate compartments (PL/TR n+1),
probiotics and pathogens return active donors at rate latL.

The differential equations system describing a bacterial conjugation mod-
eled with a transit compartment model is reported below.
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dT

dt
= −γ · T · TD − γ · T · PD

dTR1

dt
= +γ · T · TD + γ · T · PD − latR · TR1

dTRi

dt
= +latR · TRi−1 − latR · TRi

dTRn+1

dt
= +latR · TRn − latR · TRn+1

dTD

dt
= +latR · TRn+1 − γ · T · TD + latL + TLn+1

dTL1

dt
= +γ · T · TD − latL · TL1

dTLi

dt
= +latL · TLi−1 − latL · TLi

dTLn+1

dt
= +latL · TLn − latL · TLn+1

dPD

dt
= −γ · T · PD + latL · PLn+1

dPL1

dt
= +γ · T · PD − latL · PL1

dPLi

dt
= +latL · PLi−1 − latL · PLi

dPLn+1

dt
= +latL · PLn − latL · PLn+1

(4.10)

In this case, the rate latR,L is computed as follows:

latR,L =
n+ 1

τR,L

(4.11)

The second delivery strategy considered in this study is phage infection.
Even in this case, the bacteria-phage interaction is modeled with a system of
differential equations describing the following scenario: once they reach the
site of infection, probiotics release a population of engineered phages via cell
lysis; upon adsorption to target cell surface (attachment of a phage particle
on cell membrane depends on the presence of specific receptors on the host
surface), the nucleic acid within the phage particle, encoding for CRISPR
machinery, is injected into the host cell in which antibiotic resistances can
be cleaved (CRISPRcut) or inhibited (CRISPRi). The dynamic of bacteria-
phage interaction, including the release from probiotics upon cell lysis and
the adsorption on cell surface, is described with the equation system reported
below [57]:
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dT

dt
= −δ · T · F

dTR

dt
= +δ · T · F − bs · T (t− τ) · F (t− τ)

dF

dt
= −δ · T · F + bs · T (t− τ) · F (t− τ)

(4.12)

where F identifies the population of free phages expressed as individuals
per milliliter [#/ml]; TR represents infected pathogens in a temporarily la-
tent state; δ is the adsorption rate (described with a second order kinetics
and expressed as [ml/(# ·h)]); bs is the burst size, a parameter that identifies
the number of phage particles released from a bacterium due to cell lysis; τ
is the time required by the phage progeny to complete a lytic cycle. In the
simulated scenario, the release of phage particles from probiotics is due to a
bacterial lysis induced by a synthetic circuit carrying a sense-logic-actuation
module (the latter is expressed from a recombinant plasmid harboured by
donor probiotics; this genetic module, is responsible for the probiotic lysis
upon sensing an endogenous stimulus at the site of infection), then phages
are not assumed to be lytic for the target pathogen. The described dynamics
was further refined as follows: delays were modeled by adding intermediate
compartments to the equations; upon phage infection, a lag time was intro-
duced as it naturally occurs before the expression of CRISPR machinery in
target cells. A schematic representation of this scenario is reported in Figure
4.4.

Figure 4.4: Transit compartment model of phage infection. Probiotics engineered
with CRISPR circuitry (bold arrow and P circle) are administered to a culture of target resistant pathogens
(T) growing in a chemostat environment. Probiotics evolve through several intermediate states at rate
latP (n+1 compartments) before releasing (bs) the progeny of phage particles (F). Once the plasmid
carrying CRISPR circuitry is received via phage infection (TR), target bacteria evolve with a lag time
(n+1 compartments) towards the final state (TI) at rate latR; in this final state, antibiotic resistance
genes can be degraded (CRISPRcut) or inhibited (CRISPRi).

The states a cell can assume during phage infection are described with
the following differential equations system.
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dP1

dt
= −latP · P1

dPi

dt
= +latP · Pi−1 − latP · Pi

dPn+1

dt
= +latP · Pn − latP · Pn+1

dF

dt
= +bs · latP · Pn+1 − δ · F · T

dT

dt
= −δ · F · T

dTR1

dt
= +δ · F · T − latR · TR1

dTRi

dt
= +latR · TRi−1 − latR · TRi

dTRn+1

dt
= +latR · TRn − latR · TRn+1

dTI

dt
= +latR · TRn+1

(4.13)

The probiotic bacterium P evolves through several intermediate states (rep-
resented by n+1 compartments) until the final lysis; at this point, phages F
are released at the infection site where the adsorption to target cell surface
allows the delivery of CRISPR machinery within the host cell; once infected,
target pathogens TR evolves through several intermediate states (represented
by n+1 compartments) until the activation of CRISPR circuitry; in this fi-
nal state, identified as TI, antibiotic resistances can be degraded or inhibited
depending on the employed targeting technologies. The transition between
intermediate states occurs at rate latP, R that were computed by employing
the lag times τP and τR.

4.1.4 CRISPR-induced response in target bacteria

To properly investigate the therapeutic outcome of a CRISPR-based ther-
apy, the bacterial response induced by the transfer and subsequent antimi-
crobial activity of the synthetic circuitry must be taken into account. To this
regard, it is known that the uptake of exogenous DNA via HGT mechanisms
(transformation, conjugation and transduction) can trigger the SOS response
within the recipient cell. SOS is a bacterial stress response induced by the
accumulation of single strand DNA (ssDNA) in response of exogenous DNA
uptake or DNA damage (either due to physical and chemical agents). If an
SOS response occurs, a set of gene involved in DNA replication and repair
are activated, i.e. high and low-fidelity repair mechanisms like error-prone
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translesion DNA polymerases. Moreover, the expression of low-fidelity poly-
merase is responsible for a transient increase in the mutation rate, which
promotes the evolution of genetic diversity within a microbial population.
This adaptive strategy provides microorganisms with the ability to withstand
stressful environmental conditions but, in pathogenic bacteria, it could also
represent a way to evolve new variants of resistance genes [110, 39]. Consid-
ering a CRISPR-based therapy, which acts as a sequence-specific antimicro-
bial, a mutation within the target DNA sequence could definitively impede
the binding of CRISPR complex, thus inactivating its role in the degrada-
tion (CRISPRcut) or transcriptional inhibition (CRISPRi) of antibiotic re-
sistances. In the literature, the transition from pathogens with original and
mutated resistance genes is described with a first-order mutation rate [111].
In our model, was also included the possibility that spontaneous mutations
can evolve within the genetic module encoding for the CRISPR circuitry,
thus altering the sequence of gRNA or Cas9 gene. Due to these events, the
antimicrobial activity of CRISPR system is compromised and resistant bac-
teria can preserve their ability to survive antibiotic treatment. This scenario
was modeled with a set of compartments that describe the transition of the
bacterial populations between different states. The nomenclature used in the
scheme reported in Figure 4.5 is detailed below.

• T: pathogen without mutations in target gene;

• M: pathogen that has evolved mutations in target gene impeding CRISPR
targeting;

• x: plasmid carrying a functional CRISPR circuitry;

• y: plasmid carrying a defective CRISPR circuitry where a loss of func-
tion mutation has evolved;

• Tx: pathogen harbouring a functional CRISPR system;

• Mx: pathogen with mutated target gene harbouring a functional CRISPR
circuitry;

• Ty: pathogen harbouring a defective CRISPR system;

• My: pathogen with mutated target gene harbouring a defective CRISPR
circuitry;

• mutM: basal mutation rate of target bacterial genome [h−1] multiplied
by the number NR of functional resistance copies (each copy of target
gene can evolve a mutation and become immune to CRISPR targeting);
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• muty: basal mutation rate of plasmid carrying CRISPR circuitry.

Figure 4.5: Compartment model of basal mutations. The evolution of spontaneous
mutations within the genome of a target resistant pathogen or in the plasmid carrying the CRISPR cir-
cuitry is described with a compartment model where each compartment (represented as a circle) identifies
a specific physiological state. The complete nomenclature is reported in the main text.

Among all the combinations listed above, only Tx can become susceptible
to the antibiotic treatment as a functional CRISPR circuitry can target the
sequence of the resistance gene not altered by spontaneous mutations. In all
the remaining conditions, represented by bacteria that have not received the
CRISPR system yet (T, M) or that have evolved one of the aforementioned
mutations (Mx, Ty, My), resistance genes are still expressed and can provide
immunity against antibiotic therapy. Starting from these considerations, a
fundamental assumption is here introduced: even a single functional copy
of the resistance gene, not susceptible to CRISPR targeting, is sufficient to
provide antibiotic immunity to target cells. Usually, as the basal mutations
rate is very low, this phenomenon is not expected to significantly affect the
efficiency of the therapeutic treatment. However, as described below, some
exceptions exist and can interfere with the final outcome of a CRISPR-based
therapy. If we consider a target pathogen in the state identified as Tx, i.e.
in a condition where a plasmid carrying a functional CRISPR circuitry has
already been delivered and a sufficient lag time has occurred to express the
synthetic circuit, the subsequent state to be implemented is the bacterial re-
sponse induced by CRISPR targeting of resistance genes. Since mathematical
models describing this phenomenon have not been found in the literature, ex-
perimental data derived from several research works were collected in order
to retrieve or derive a set of parameters needed to parametrize the mathe-
matical model (see Section 4.1.5). Starting from CRISPRi technology, only
the transcripional inhibition of resistance genes was simulated. Indeed, as al-
ready mentioned, dCas9:gRNA complex can inhibit the expression of target
genes without causing DNA damage, thus circumventing SOS response and
preserving the original DNA sequence. As reported in a biophysical model
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describing the Cas9-based binding of target genes [58], the dynamic through
which CRISPR-Cas9 complex acts is much faster than the ones already de-
scribed for other biological processes. Based on this consideration, the follow-
ing assumption is introduced: dCas9-based binding or Cas9-based cleavage
of target genes always follows a first-order kinetics whatever the number of
antibiotic resistances. This hypothesis is considered plausible as the speed of
CRISPR-based binding or cleavage is two orders of magnitude higher then
other dynamics included in the system. This means that, if in a simulated
scenario CRISPRi technology is employed as targeting mechanism and NR
is the number of resistances within a single pathogen, the inhibition of a tar-
get gene will proceed in a single stage during which dCas9:gRNA complex
binds all copies of the resistance gene. In this context, the transition between
different states was modeled with the inhibition rate rinib [h−1]. Therefore,
considering a scenario where a population of target pathogens is in the Tx
state (i.e. NR resistance are intact and still functional) and spontaneous
mutations can evolve, the resulting scheme is reported in Figure 4.6. In this
scheme, Txr0 (represented with a green circle) identifies a target pathogen in
which all copies of the resistance gene were successfully inhibited, resulting
in a complete restoring of antibiotic susceptibility.

Figure 4.6: Compartment model describing the CRISPRi-based targeting
of resistance genes. The evolution of spontaneous mutations within the genome of a target resistant
pathogen or in the plasmid carrying the CRISPRi circuitry is described with a compartment model where
each compartment (represented as a circle) identifies a specific physiological state. Green circle represents
a pathogen in which all available resistances are inhibited. The complete nomenclature is reported in the
main text.

The differential equations system describing the scheme in Figure 4.6, is
reported below.
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dTx

dt
= −(rinib +mutM ·NR+muty) · Tx

dTxr0

dt
= +rinib · Tx− (mutM ·NR+muty) · Txr0

dTy

dt
= +muty · Tx+muty · Txr0 −mutM ·NR · Ty

dMx

dt
= +mutM ·NR · Tx+mutM ·NR · Txr0 −muty ·Mx

dMy

dt
= +mutM ·NR · Ty +muty ·Mx

(4.14)

However, it is worth noting that even a pathogen in the Txr0 state is
not definitively re-sensitized to antibiotic treatment as both target gene or
CRISPRi circuitry could evolve spontaneous mutations that can compromise
targeting efficiency.

If we consider a CRISPRcut-based therapy of MDR pathogens, the simu-
lated scenario changes significantly due to the induction of an SOS response
within the target cell. Indeed, as Cas9 cleavage produces ssDNA, repair
mechanisms such as homologous recombination are activated to fix the bro-
ken nucleotide sequence. Through this pathway, the original sequence could
be efficiently restored if an intact homologous template is still available (not
all copies of target gene are cut). Otherwise, the DSB could be repaired by
leveraging micro-homologies spread through bacterial genome, resulting in
a mutated version of the original gene (insertions or deletions within target
sequence; for a more detailed explanation see also Section 1.2 and Figure
1.1). Considering this aspect, the homologous recombination rate rHR was
introduced in the system of differential equations by discriminating between
the probability to achieve a correct or incorrect repair of damaged DNA: the
former was defined as pcor, the latter as perr = 1-pcor. Moreover, to properly
simulate the bacterial response induced by Cas9 cleavage (represented with
the rate r cut), the location of target gene must be considered. Indeed, resis-
tance genes can be placed at high or low copies on plasmid or chromosome,
respectively. Depending on their position, the final outcome changes: in case
of a plasmid-borne resistance, if the DSB is not repaired, the Cas9 cleavage
results in plasmid curing (described with the degradation rate rdeg) without
compromising cellular viability, but restoring antibiotic susceptibility (eradi-
cation of MDR pathogens is completed only upon antibiotic administration);
in case of chromosome-borne resistance, if the damaged DNA is not repaired
timely to enable the rescue of the cell, the enzymatic cascade responsible for
cell death is triggered. Also this last condition is reached with the rate rdeg,
which describes the dynamic through which a cleaved DNA evolves from a
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state where it could be still repaired to a state in which the molecule is defini-
tively compromised. This scenario is described with the scheme reported in
Figure 4.7. Green circles represent target bacteria re-sensitized to antibiotic
therapy. In this case, Txr0 identifies a transient state in which all copies of
resistance gene are cut, but HR can still occur to repair cleaved DNA. How-
ever, as the degradation rate is 7 orders of magnitude higher than the HR
rate, Txr0 is a labile state that quickly evolves towards bacterial death (in
case of chromosome-borne resistance) or tx condition, in which all plasmids
carrying antibiotic resistances are degraded, thus an HR-dependent repair
of target DNA is no longer possible. Indeed, as shown in figure, this condi-
tion is still represented with a green circle as, even a mutation in CRISPRi
circuitry, is unable to restore antibiotic susceptibility (Ty). The differential
equations system describing this scenario is reported below and also includes
the variable pcut: if pcut=1, then target bacteria evolve to Tx state due to
the degradation of all copies of resistance gene; if pcut=0, then Cas9 cleavage
of chromosomal DNA induces cell death. The complete list of parameters,
along with the methods used to estimate their values, are described in Section
4.1.5.

Figure 4.7: Compartment model describing the CRISPRcut-based target-
ing of resistance genes. The evolution of spontaneous mutations within the genome of a target
resistant pathogen or in the plasmid carrying the CRISPRi circuitry is described with a compartment
model where each compartment (represented as a circle) identifies a specific physiological state. Green
circles represent pathogens in which antibiotic susceptibility is restored. The complete nomenclature is
reported in the main text.
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dTx

dt
= −(rcut +mutM ·NR+muty) · Tx+ rHR · pcor · Txr0

dTxr0

dt
= +rcut · Tx− rHR · Txr0 − rdeg · Txr0

dTy

dt
= +muty · Tx−mutM ·NR · Ty

dMx

dt
= +mutM ·NR · Tx+ rHR · perr · Txr0 −muty ·Mx

dMy

dt
= +mutM ·NR · Ty +muty ·Mx

dtx

dt
= +rdeg · pcut · Txr0 −muty · tx

dty

dt
= +muty · tx

(4.15)

4.1.5 Model Parameters

The majority of parameters used to implement the mathematical model
herein presented was retrieved from the literature, by leveraging the large
number of biological models and experimental data that are already available.
The value of each parameter, along with the relative reference from which
the same was retrieved or derived, is reported in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Model parameters List of parameters values used to implement the mathematical
model. For each parameter reported in the first column, the unit of measurement, the relative value and
the reference from which the same was retrieved are shown.

Parameter Unit of measurement Value Reference
Chemostat

Nin µg/ml 100 [112]

w h−1
0.2
0.3

[0.2;0.45]

[112]
[113]
[114]

Bacterial growth rate

λmax h−1

0.86
0.7
0.7

[0.01;0.6]
[0.2;0.8]

[111]
[112]
[113]
[115]
[116]

Ks µg/ml 5 [112]
ε µg/# 2 · 10−6 [112]

Bacterial conjugation

Continue on next page...
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Table 4.1...continued from previous page
Parameter Unit of measurement Value Reference

γ ml/# · h
3 · 10−8

6 · 10−5

6 · 10−7

[56]
[117]
[118]

τL h
0.5

[0.08; 0.5]
[56]
[117]

τR h
1.5

[0.57; 1.66]
[56]
[117]

Phage infection

δ ml/# · h

10−7

[10−9; 10−7]
3 · 10−7

[4 · 10−10; 2 · 10−8]
10−6

6.24 · 10−8

10−9

2 · 10−7

[42]
[112]
[113]
[114]
[119]
[120]
[121]
[122]

bs

1.55
100
80

[ 12 ; 60 ]
[ 50 ; 150 ]

98
58
100

[111]
[112]
[113]
[114]
[119]
[120]
[121]
[122]

τP h

0.09
0.5
0.6

[ 0.3 ; 1.3 ]
0.5
0.5

[111]
[112]
[113]
[114]
[120]
[121]

τR h
the same of τR
in conjugation

CRISPR and DNA repair
rcut / rinib h−1 150 Derived from [83]

rHR h−1 10−6 Derived from [123]
pcor [ 0.5 ; 0.99] Derived from [46]
perr [ 0.01 ; 0.5 ] Derived from [46]
rdeg h−1 10 Derived from [124]

DNA mutation

mutM/ muty h−1

10−5

8 · 10−8

10−6

[4.1 · 10−10; 6.9 · 10−10]

[111]
[113]
[122]
[125]

As shown in Table 4.1, the only variables not available in the literature regarded the
CRISPR-based targeting mechanism and the SOS response induced by DNA cleavage in
target cells. These parameters were thus estimated from in vitro experiments performed
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by other research groups.
In particular, to estimate the cleavage and inhibition rate of the CRISPR system, a

model describing the in vitro experiment carried out by Sternberg et al. [83] was ad hoc
implemented. The considered experiment aimed at investigating whether the binding of
Cas9:gRNA complex to DNA products could prevent subsequent rounds of cleavage. In
particular, the rate and yield of product formation upon Cas9 cleavage was measured with
a plasmid assay in which an equimolar mixture of [Cas9:gRNA] was incubated with 25 nM
of target DNA. Assuming that the amount of CRISPR complex exceeds the one of target
DNA (in agreement with this case study), the relation between intact and cleaved DNA
can be written as follows:

DNAi + CAS
r→ DNAt + CAS (4.16)

where DNAi, DNAt and CAS represent the relative nanomolar concentrations of intact
DNA, cleaved DNA and Cas9:gRNA complex, respectively, while r indicates the cleavage
rate (in this context, as the system evolves with a fast dynamics, DNA binding and cleavage
are considered simultaneous events). Starting from this relation, the graph reported in
Figure 4.8 is described via the following expression, derived from the kinetic model above:

DNAt(t) = DNAi(0) · (1− er·CAS·t) (4.17)

Since the concentration of Cas9 protein affects the speed of reaction, the cleavage rate
r is expressed as [1/(s · nM)]. Considering a constant expression of the CRISPR complex
within the cell and assuming that the proposed experiment is a good representation of in
vivo behaviour, the cleavage rate included in the final model was derived as follows:

rcut = r · CAS (4.18)

where rcut is the constant rate used to obtain the best approximation of experimental
data through a fitting process.

Figure 4.8: DNA cleavage assay. Cleavage yield of 25 nM plasmid DNA obtained by varying
the molar ratios of Cas9:gRNA complex [83] .

The degradation rate of target DNA was derived by the research work of Kulka et al.
[124]. In this study, the mazEF -dependent genetic program responsible for bacterial cell
death was analysed. mazEF is a toxin-antitoxin module found in the chromosome of many
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bacterial species and consists of two adjacent genes, mazE and mazF, transcribed by the
same promoter P2: mazF encodes for a stable toxin, while mazE encodes for an unsta-
ble antitoxin that in vivo is partially degraded by the ATP-dependent protease ClpPA.
In case of normal physiological conditions, mazE inhibits the lethal effect of mazF. If a
stressful condition occurs, e.g. a DNA damage induced by a double-strand break, the
transcriptional activity of P2 promoter decreases, thus resulting in a reduction of the in-
tracellular level of both proteins. However, the amount of mazE is further reduced due to
the ClpPA-mediated degradation. As a consequence, the toxic effect of mazF is no longer
hampered by mazE and the genetic program responsible for cell death can initiate. This
scenario could be a good representation of the SOS-induced bacterial response that arises
in target cells upon Cas9 cleavage of resistance genes. In the same study, to investigate
more accurately the role of mazEF as a stress-induced suicide module, the described phys-
iological condition was mimicked by cloning mazF and mazE genes under two inducible
promoters. With this approach, the time required to trigger cell death upon mazEF in-
duction was estimated. Data presented in the aforementioned article were used to set a
biological plausible variation range for the degradation rate parameter rdeg, which was
computed as the reciprocal of the time constant for which 99% of cells have been killed by
the induced-activated system.

To estimate the rate of homologous recombination, the work conducted by Huang et al.
was exploited [123]. In particular, by considering the Cas9 cleavage of a chromosome-borne
target gene, the value was computed as the ratio between killed and total bacteria (chromo-
some degradation usually results in cell death). As described in Section 1.2, HR pathway
can repair a DSB by leveraging an homologous intact template or micro-homologies along
the damaged DNA. In the study conducted by Huang et al., the consequences of HR-
mediated repair were investigated in E. coli. In more detail, by programming CRISPR-
Cas9 system to target the lacZ gene, the HR-dependent recombination frequency was
estimated by providing an exogenous template ad hoc designed to be inserted in the same
locus (successful HR-based repair results in the integration of the exogenous template
within LacZ gene). To properly capture experimental data and estimate the HR rate,
a differential equations system was implemented as reported below along with a scheme
describing the consequences of Cas9 cleavage on double strand DNA (Figure 4.9).

Figure 4.9: Scheme of DNA cleavage and repair via HR. The Cas9-mediated
cleavage of a target gene generates a DSB at rate rcut; cleaved DNA could be definitively degraded at
rate rdeg or repaired via HR at rate rHR.
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dDNAi

dt
= −rcut ·DNAi

dDNAt

dt
= +rcut ·DNAi − rHR ·DNAt − rdeg ·DNAt

dDNAr

dt
= +rHR ·DNAt

(4.19)

The homologous recombination rate was computed from the steady-state solution of
the equations system reported above by fixing the value of the parameters rcut and rdeg
(See Table 4.1). The resulting expression is:

rHR = rdeg · 10−7 (4.20)

Considering Cas9 cleavage of a target gene, it is worth noting that HR pathway may
repair a DSB by restoring the original DNA sequence or by introducing large nucleotide
deletions if the recombination occurs with adjacent or even distant homologous sequences.
To estimate the probability that a DSB can be repaired in a correct or incorrect way via
HR, the research work conducted by Bikard et al. [46] was harnessed as a source of exper-
imental data. This study demonstrated that DNA damage can be tolerated when Cas9
cleavage is inefficient: indeed, if not all copies of the target gene are cut simultaneously,
HR pathway may support the repair of the damaged DNA with an intact homologous tem-
plate (e.g. with sister chromosomes). This event results in a continuous cycle of cleavage
and repair which leads to a constitutive SOS response within the cell. To more accurately
investigate this aspect, in [46] CRISPR-Cas9 circuitry was programmed to target differ-
ent positions spread throughout the E. coli chromosome. Among those performed, the
following experiment was considered to determine the desired parameters. Two different
positions within lacZ gene, lacZ1 and lacZ2, were chosen as CRISPR targets (Figure 4.10)
in order to investigate the dependence of targeting efficiency from DNA sequence. As

Figure 4.10: Blue-white screening of E. coli cells engineered with a
CRISPR-Cas9 circuitry targeting lacZ gene. A CRISPR circuitry targeting the
chromosome-borne lacZ gene is characterized in E. coli cells that constitutively express Cas9 protein.
The targeting efficiency of LacZ1 and lacZ2 gRNAs, targeting two different positions within lacZ, is de-
termined by counting the number of viable cells, further discriminated as blue colonies (still functional
lacZ) or white colonies (inactivated lacZ). First bar refers to a guide less control [46].
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the target sequences were integrated into the chromosome, CRISPR targeting efficiency
was evaluated by counting the number of colony survived after Cas9 cleavage. Moreover,
by leveraging a blue-white screening, the phenotype of survivors cells was determined in
presence of X-gal. This screening relies on the activity of a β-galactosidase, encoded by
LacZ gene, which can hydrolyzes X-gal resulting in the production of a blue pigment. This
particular screening allowed to discriminate between cells where the HR-mediated repair
of target gene efficiently restored the original sequence of LacZ, blue colonies, and cells
where an alteration within target DNA (deletions) impeded the expression of a functional
β-galactosidase (white colonies). As shown in Figure 4.10, targeting two adjacent loci
within the same gene can result in different outcomes. Indeed, in case of LacZ1 site, the
number of colonies that showed a blue phenotype (original sequence efficiently repaired)
overcome the number of white colonies (deletion within target DNA) by 2-fold; other-
wise, in case of lacZ2 site, the number of viable cells was significantly reduced and the
probabilities to obtain a correct or incorrect HR-dependent repair were equal.

4.1.6 Final Model

All the individual biological processes described in previous sections were combined
to capture the desired experimental set-up. All the therapeutic scenarios, composing the
final model, were thus simulated by including the following sections:

• bacterial growth within the chemostat, a continuous-culture device in which nutri-
ents are supplied in input and waste removed in output (washout);

• delivery of CRISPR circuitry to a population of resistant pathogens via bacterial
conjugation or phage infection;

• bacterial response induced by the CRISPR targeting of resistance genes.

The following schemes, in which the contribution of each biological process is modelled,
describe the 4 different scenarios analysed in this study.
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4.2 Model implementation

The model was implemented through the software Matlab R2019b. To solve the system
of differential equations, the ode15s routine was employed.

Model simulations were carried out using a time span of 20 hours in order to visualize
in the resulting graphs the complete temporal dynamics of each considered scenario; the
only exceptions were represented by the reactions describing the evolution of spontaneous
mutations that required a longer simulation to reach the steady state, and a particular
scenario in which the CRISPRcut technology was programmed to target a chromosome-
borne resistance gene (discussed in the following section). Depending on the presence of
commensal bacteria, initial conditions were set as described below.

• Scenario in absence of commensals

– Pathogens: 1.9 · 107 bacteria/ml

– Probiotics: 5 · 106 bacteria/ml

– Nutrients: 2 µg/ml

– Nin: 40 µg/ml

• Scenario in presence of commensals

– Pathogens: 2 · 107 bacteria/ml

– Probiotics: 5 · 106 bacteria/ml

– Commensals: 8 · 107 bacteria/ml

– Nutrients: 2 µg/ml

– Nin: 200 µg/ml

Commensal bacteria are a population of non-pathogenic microbes that inhabit our
organism and also represent an essential component of the gut microbiota. A differential
equation system describing their growth dynamics and nutrient consumption was added
to the model in order to simulate the interaction and the competition for nutritional
resources among all the microbial communities included in each studied scenario. In
model simulations, as commensals were not involved in bacterial conjugation or phage
infection, only the contributions of bacterial growth, washout and nutrient competition
were considered. At the end of the simulations, the number of resistant bacteria was
computed as a quantitative index that allowed to identify the best therapeutic treatment
of MDR pathogens among those compared.

4.3 Delivery of CRISPR/CRISPRi-based antimi-

crobials through phage infection or bacterial

conjugation

In this section, the results generated by model simulations are discussed. A set of
biological scenarios is first defined and then each comparison is individually described in
order to highlight the theoretical strengths and weaknesses of the therapeutic treatments.
Finally, to evaluate model performances, results predicted in silico are compared with
experimental data provided by other research works and in this thesis.
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4.3. Delivery of CRISPR/CRISPRi-based antimicrobials through phage infection or
bacterial conjugation

4.3.1 Comparison between targeting strategies and delivery

systems

With the purpose to investigate which targeting strategies (CRISPRcut vs CRISPRi)
and delivery systems (bacterial conjugation vs phage infection) could provide the most ef-
fective therapeutic treatment of MDR pathogens, the comparison between the simulations
were programmed by setting the same initial conditions and parameters. As described in
the following sections, five different scenarios were simulated:

• comparison between targeting technologies (CRISPRi and CRISPRcut on plasmid
or chromosomal DNA) and delivery through phage infection in absence of commen-
sal bacteria. The aim was to investigate how the pathogen response, induced by
two different targeting strategies, affected the final result;

• comparison between targeting technologies (CRISPRi and CRISPRcut on plasmid
or chromosomal DNA) and delivery through phage infection in presence of com-
mensal bacteria. This time, as another microbial community was present, the aim
was to investigate how the interaction between commensal and pathogenic bacteria
could affect the final result;

• comparison between delivery mechanisms (bacterial conjugation and phage infec-
tion) by employing CRISPRi technology in presence of commensal bacteria. The
purpose was to identify the most effective delivery strategy between those proposed;

• comparison between delivery mechanisms (bacterial conjugation and phage infec-
tion) by employing a CRISPRcut circuitry programmed to target bacterial chro-
mosome. This scenario was simulated in order to investigate how Cas9-mediated
degradation of chromosomal DNA and subsequent death of pathogenic bacteria
could affect the final result;

• comparison between self and non-self-transmissible conjugation in presence of com-
mensal bacteria. The aim was to explore the result derived from the dissemination
of CRISPR circuitry through a conjugative transfer performed with autonomous
conjugative plasmids (even pathogenic bacteria could become donor in subsequent
round of conjugations) or with mobilizable vectors (only probiotics acted as donor
cells).

The graphs presented in the following sections show the results of all the transitions
among different states modeled in the four schemes reported in Section 4.1.6, describing
the dynamic evolution of target bacteria from the initial state of resistant pathogens (R)
to the final state of susceptible bacteria (S). In particular, the population of re-sensitized
pathogens was computed by considering all the green states reported in the schemes,
while the population of resistant bacteria was represented by the residual cells in which
the CRISPR circuitry was not delivered or did not efficiently interfere in the expression
of resistance genes (mutations within target sequence or CRISPR module). To give an
example, if we consider the scheme describing the scenario in which CRISPRcut technology
is delivered through phage infection, R and S were computed as follows:

R = T +M + TRy + TRx+MRx+MRy + Ty + Tx+Mx+My (4.21)

S = Tx r0 + tx+ ty (4.22)

Finally, bacterial density of probiotic and commensal bacteria is identified with P and
C, respectively.
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CRISPR-based targeting technologies and delivery with phage infection

The first comparison between CRISPRcut and CRISPRi technologies was performed
in order to investigate whether the targeting mechanism could affect the final amount of
resistant bacteria at the end of the simulation, by maintaining phage infection as the only
delivery strategy. It is worth noting that the location of target gene has a crucial role
to properly simulate the therapeutic outcome. Indeed, as already mentioned, resistance
genes can be placed on plasmids or on the bacterial chromosome. In case of CRISPRi
technology, the transcriptional inhibition of resistance genes, either integrated into plasmid
or chromosome, always re-establishes the susceptibility of resistant strains to antibiotics.
In case of CRISPRcut technology, depending on the location of the target sequence, the
therapeutic outcome can be different: Cas9 cleavage of chromosomal loci induces the
activation of an enzymatic cascade that ultimately results in bacterial cell death, thus
antibiotic administration is not needed to complete the therapeutic treatment; otherwise,
if the resistances are placed on plasmids, Cas9 cleavage results in plasmid curing which does
not kill the cell but disarms it from the ability to withstand antibiotic treatment, which is
subsequently administered in order to complete the eradication of the bacterial infection.
For this reason, it was necessary to discriminate between two conditions where CRISPRcut
is programmed to target resistance genes placed on plasmid or chromosome, and then
both conditions were compared to CRISPRi outcome. Starting with the simulation of a
scenario in which resistance genes are expressed from plasmid DNA, no relevant differences
emerge from the comparison between CRISPRi (Figure 4.15) and CRISPRcut (Figure 4.16)
technologies.

Considered scenario Resistant bacteria at 20h
Phage infection - CRISPRi 41.7 bacteria/ml
Phage infection - CRISPRcut on plasmid 22.9 bacteria/ml

Indeed, both targeting strategies are extremely efficient as the target gene is quickly
silenced or degraded. As shown in the figures above, after one hour from the administra-
tion of probiotics at time t=0h, the bacterial density of resistant pathogens (R) begins
to decrease, while the one of susceptible bacteria (S) increases. After 4 hours, almost
all pathogens are effectively re-sensitized to antibiotics. The only difference between the
two targeting strategies emerges from the graph in semi-logarithmic scale: in case of
CRISPRi, target bacteria that survive antibiotic treatment show a slight increase after
about 10 hours. This observation could be explained by considering the CRISPRi-based
molecular mechanism: dCas9:gRNA complex inhibits target gene without damaging the
DNA molecule, thus the resistance determinant is always present; a mutation within the
target sequence or the CRISPRi circuitry can compromise targeting efficiency, thus pre-
serving pathogens from the re-sensitization to antibiotic treatment. The same outcome is
not observed in case CRISPRcut technology. Indeed, although the sequence of target gene
could be mutated as a consequence of HR-mediated repair, the process evolves with a very
fast dynamics, thus pathogens cannot activate repair pathways timely to impede DNA
degradation (all copies of resistance gene are cut simultaneously). In this scenario, resis-
tant pathogens are represented by cells in which the target gene or the CRISPR circuitry
was mutated before Cas9 cleavage. As a consequence, the amount of resistant bacteria at
the end of the simulation is higher in case of CRISPRi technology even if, compared to the
total number of bacteria, the population of pathogens is significantly reduced with both
targeting strategies. Different results are obtained when the simulated scenario describes
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bacterial conjugation

Figure 4.15: Simulation of a CRISPRi-based therapy to target antibiotic
resistances: delivery via phage infection. Probiotic bacteria engineered with CRISPRi
circuitry are added to a culture of resistant pathogens growing in a chemostat environment. CRISPRi
circuitry is delivered via phage infection in absence of commensal microbes. In the graph, bacterial density
is plotted over time (the inset refers to the same simulation but with semi-logarithmic scale on the y axis).
S: susceptible cells; R: resistant pathogens; P: probiotics.

Figure 4.16: Simulation of a CRISPRcut-based therapy to target plasmid-
borne resistances: delivery via phage infection. Probiotic bacteria engineered with
CRISPRcut technology are added to a culture of resistant pathogens growing in a chemostat environment.
CRISPRcut circuitry is delivered via phage infection in absence of commensal microbes. In the graph,
bacterial density is plotted over time (the inset refers to the same simulation but with semi-logarithmic
scale on the y axis). S: susceptible cells; R: resistant pathogens; P: probiotics.

the Cas9 cleavage of resistance genes integrated into the bacterial chromosome (Figure
4.17). This is the only condition in which 20 hours of simulation are not sufficient to reach
a steady state; this observation also led to the introduction of a community of commensal
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bacteria, as described in the following comparisons. In the considered scenario, once engi-
neered phages are released from probiotics, the population of target pathogens is infected
and the CRISPR circuitry can be expressed. In resistant cells, the Cas9:gRNA complex
cleaves the chromosome-borne target gene, thus enabling the transition from resistant to
susceptible state. Once this condition was achieved, the pathogen can evolve in two dif-
ferent ways as a consequence of the DNA damage: on the one hand, the DSB could be
repaired via HR; on the other hand, cell fate can resolve in bacterial death if the DNA
sequence is not efficiently repaired. However, as the degradation rate is seven orders of
magnitude higher than the HR rate, bacterial death overcomes the survival of still resistant
cells. As shown in Figure 4.17, a main difference with previous results, is that a transition
from resistant to susceptible state cannot be clearly appreciated in resistant bacteria; in-
deed, the susceptibility state is so fast that, in few minutes, it evolves towards bacterial
death. However, after 8 hours, bacterial density shows an exponential increase, encouraged
by the absence of other microorganisms that can compete for nutritional resources (see
the inset with semi-logarithmic scale on the y axis). In more detail, although the popula-
tion of pathogens is successfully infected with phages that have delivered the CRISPRcut
circuitry, some cells can evade Cas9 cleavage due to the evolution of mutations within the
target gene or the synthetic circuitry. This way, at the end of the infection cycle, the
majority of re-sensitized bacteria die while a little amount of resistant cells survive and
proliferate. Starting from these considerations, the scenario within the chemostat changes:
after 8 hours, a culture of resistant pathogens is provided with a continuous flux of nutri-
ents without any form of competition with other bacterial communities. As a consequence,
resistant cells can grow exponentially and, after 40 hours, reach a steady state. After 20
hours from the administration of probiotics, the total number of pathogens reaches the
value of 21561 bacteria/ml thanks to the exponential growth supported by the absence of
commensal bacteria. The same outcome is not observed when the effects of CRISPRcut
and CRISPRi technologies are compared in the previous scenario, in which plasmid-borne
resistances are considered. In this case, the population of infected pathogens is not killed
and can grow in the chemostat environment by consuming the nutritional resources; the
system then reaches an equilibrium in which the number of residual resistant cells does not
further increase. Even in this context, the population of re-sensitized cells is eradicated
upon antibiotic exposure, while residual resistant pathogens can grow exponentially due
to the absence of a competition with other microbes. For this reason, a community of
commensal bacteria was introduced into the model with a system of differential equations
that describes the behaviour of a population non involved in phage infection or bacterial
conjugation but only affected by the contributions of cell growth and washout. The in-
troduction of a third bacterial community contributed therefore to represent in a more
faithfully way the considered case study where different microbial populations, that colo-
nize the same habitat, compete for shared nutrients and finally reach an equilibrium with
each other.

CRISPR-based targeting technologies and delivery with phage infection in
presence of commensal bacteria

The scenario described in the previous section is here reproposed by adding the popu-
lation of commensal bacteria in the simulations. A comparison between CRISPRcut and
CRISPRi technologies, either programmed to target plasmid or chromosome-borne resis-
tances, was thus performed in order to investigate whether the targeting strategy could
affect the final result in presence of a third community of microbes and by maintaining
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bacterial conjugation

Figure 4.17: Simulation of a CRISPRcut-based therapy to target
chromosome-borne resistances: delivery via phage infection. Probiotic bacte-
ria engineered with CRISPRcut technology are added to a culture of resistant pathogens growing in a
chemostat environment. CRISPRcut circuitry is delivered via phage infection in absence of commensal
microbes. In the graph, bacterial density is plotted over time (the inset refers to the same simulation but
with semi-logarithmic scale on the y axis). S: susceptible cells; R: resistant pathogens; P: probiotics.

phage infection as the only delivery strategy. In the experimental set-up, bacteria were
combined at a pathogens to commensals ratio of 1:4 and the amount of nutrients was
increased in order to keep this proportion in a balance until the administration of probi-
otics. By comparing the results derived from the simulations, the transcriptional inhibition
(Figure 4.18) or enzymatic degradation (Figure 4.19) of plasmid-borne target genes do not
result in relevant differences despite the presence of commensal bacteria; indeed, upon in-
fection, pathogens rapidly evolve from the resistant to the susceptible state, thus the values
of bacterial density at the end of the simulation are not distant from the ones shown in
previous section.

Considered scenario Resistant Bacteria at 20h
Phage infection - CRISPRi
with commensals

43.5 bacteria/ml

Phage infection - CRISPRcut
on plasmid with commensals

23.9 bacteria/ml

Phage infection - CRISPRcut
on chromosome with commensals

29.7 bacteria/ml

The results change considerably (compared with the simulations in absence of com-
mensal community) when the target gene is placed on the bacterial chromosome (Figure
4.20); in this case, the final outcome achieved with CRISPRcut technology is compa-
rable with the one observed in the other two scenarios (CRISPRi and CRISPRcut on
plasmid). In more detail, as the majority of pathogens die due to the Cas9 cleavage of
chromosome-borne resistances, the amount of commensal bacteria can increase by lever-
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Figure 4.18: Simulation of a CRISPRi-based therapy to target antibiotic
resistances: delivery via phage infection in presence of commensals. Probiotic
bacteria engineered with CRISPRi technology are added to a culture of resistant pathogens growing in
a chemostat environment. CRISPRi circuitry is delivered via phage infection in presence of commensal
microbes. In the graph, bacterial density is plotted over time (the inset refers to the same simulation but
with semi-logarithmic scale on the y axis). S: susceptible cells; R: resistant pathogens; P: probiotics.

Figure 4.19: Simulation of a CRISPRcut-based therapy to target plasmid-
borne resistances: delivery via phage infection in presence of commensals.
Probiotic bacteria engineered with CRISPRcut technology are added to a culture of resistant pathogens
growing in a chemostat environment. CRISPRcut circuitry is delivered via phage infection in presence
of commensal microbes. In the graph, bacterial density is plotted over time (the inset refers to the same
simulation but with semi-logarithmic scale on y the axis). S: susceptible cells; R: resistant pathogens; P:
probiotics.

aging the absence of other microbial community competing for the shared resources. At
the beginning of the simulation, thanks to the availability of nutrients, the community of
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bacterial conjugation

Figure 4.20: Simulation of a CRISPRcut-based therapy to target
chromosome-borne resistances: delivery via phage infection in presence
of commensals. Probiotic bacteria engineered with CRISPRcut technology are added in a culture
of resistant pathogens growing in a chemostat environment. CRISPRcut circuitry is delivered via phage
infection in presence of commensal microbes. In the graph, bacterial density is plotted over time (the
inset refers to the same simulation but with semi-logarithmic scale on the y axis). S: susceptible cells; R:
resistant pathogens; P: probiotics.

microbes within the chemostat reaches a bacterial density of 108 bacteria/ml: this value
included both pathogens (2·107 bacteria/ml) and commensal bacteria (8·107 bacteria/ml).
However, when resistant cells die due to chromosome degradation, the initial balance in
the microbial community is compromised; taking advantage from this outcome, commensal
bacteria can proliferate and consume nutritional resources that are provided with a contin-
uous flux; finally, the chemostat is saturated by the bacterial culture that reaches a density
of 108 bacteria/ml. In this context, thanks to the presence of commensals that colonize
the same habitat, the population of resistant pathogens is eradicated without antibiotic
therapy. Indeed, to treat AMR-associated infections, the CRISPR-Cas9 technology has
already been proposed as a means to kill resistant bacteria harbouring chromosome-borne
resistance genes [49, 50, 51]. Considering the results after 20 hours from the administration
of probiotics, still resistant pathogens are present in a small proportion compared to the
entire microbial population. Moreover, also in this scenario, the CRISPRi technology does
not show relevant advantages: indeed, the evolution of loss of function mutations within
the synthetic circuitry can impede the inhibition of resistance genes that are still present
and not degraded within the target cell.

CRISPRi technology with two delivery strategies in presence of commensal
bacteria

The third comparison proposed in this section aimed at investigating which delivery
strategy, between bacterial conjugation and phage infection, could result most effective in
the eradication of MDR pathogens. This scenario was investigate by considering CRISPRi
technology as the only targeting mechanism and a steady state condition for both commen-
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sal and pathogenic bacteria within the chemostat. Considering the results of simulations
reported in Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.21, three main differences can be observed:

• the population of probiotics remains until the end of the simulation; indeed, unlike
phage infection that occurs upon cell lysis, bacterial conjugation involves a donor
cell which delivers the CRISPR circuitry to resistant cells via a cytoplasmic bridge
that establishes a cell to cell contact. Moreover, once the first round of conjugation
is completed, a time lag of 30 minutes occurs before the beginning of a second
conjugative transfer;

• probiotics compete with other members of microbial community for nutritional re-
sources. In case of phage infection, this phenomenon is not observed because probi-
otics die to release phage particles. This means that the resources in the chemostat
are contended by the three different populations of probiotics, pathogens and com-
mensals. As discussed in previous section, pathogens and commensals saturate the
chemostat when the bacterial density reaches the value of 108 bacteria/ml. How-
ever, upon probiotics administration, the culture exceeds the saturation limit; as
a consequence, to restore the initial steady state of 108 bacteria/ml, the bacterial
density of both pathogens and commensals decreases;

• the transition from resistant to susceptible state is slower than in case of phage
infection. Indeed, the transmission of the CRISPR circuitry depends on the rela-
tive amount of donor and recipient cells. If we consider phage infection as delivery
mechanism, donor cells are represented by phage particles: about 100 phages are
released by each probiotic, thus the proportion between phages and target cells is
25:1. Although phages can deliver the synthetic circuit only once, their number
is large enough to quickly infect all the pathogens within the chemostat. Other-
wise, in case of bacterial conjugation, the proportion between donor and recipient
cells is 1:4, thus probiotics are outnumbered. It is also worth mentioning that, al-
though CRISPRi circuitry can be delivered several times by probiotics and even by
pathogens that have become donor themselves, a time lag of 30 minutes always oc-
curs between two gene transfer events. Considering this aspect, the delivery through
bacterial conjugation results slower than the one performed with phage infection.

As shown in the following Table, the number of residual pathogens at the end of the
simulation is very similar with both delivery strategies.

Considered scenario Resistant Bacteria at 20h
Phage infection - CRISPRi
with commensals

43.5 bacteria/ml

Conjugation - CRISPRi
with commensals

41.3 bacteria/ml

However, in case of conjugation, the time required to transfer the genetic circuit is
longer than in case of phage infection. This could be a disadvantage as, during this
additional time, pathogens or CRISPRi circuitry could evolve mutations that impede an
efficient repression of target genes. As a consequence, comparing conjugation and phage
infection, a grater number of resistant bacteria is expected in the first case. However, this
intuitive outcome is not consistent with the model prediction as, due to the presence of
probiotics, the amount of both commensal and pathogenic bacteria decreases, also resulting
in a reduction of resistant cells at the end of the simulation.
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bacterial conjugation

Figure 4.21: Simulation of a CRISPRi-based therapy to target antibiotic
resistances: delivery via conjugation in presence of commensals. Probiotic
bacteria engineered with CRISPRi technology are added to a culture of resistant pathogens growing in a
chemostat environment. CRISPRi circuitry is delivered via self-transmissible conjugation in presence of
commensal microbes. In the graph, bacterial density is plotted over time (the inset refers to the same
simulation but with semi-logarithmic scale on the y axis). S: susceptible cells; R: resistant pathogens; P:
probiotics.

CRISPRcut technology with two delivery strategies in presence of com-
mensal bacteria

The fourth scenario proposed in this section aimed at comparing bacterial conjugation
and phage infection in a case study in which the CRISPRcut technology is programmed
to target chromosome-borne resistance genes, always in presence of commensal bacteria.
The simulation of the same case study, discussed as second comparison, revealed that the
delivery via phage infection could represent an efficient strategy to treat AMR-associated
infections. Indeed, as shown in Figure 4.17, almost the entire population of resistant bac-
teria is killed due to the Cas9 cleavage of target DNA, while the community of commensals
saturates the chemostat by leveraging the absence of other microbes competing for nu-
tritional resources. On the other hand, in case of delivery via bacterial conjugation, the
biological process evolves with longer temporal dynamics (Figure 4.22).

Considered scenario Resistant Bacteria at 20h
Phage infection - CRISPRcut
on chromosome with commensals

29.7 bacteria/ml

Conjugation - CRISPRcut
on chromosome with commensals

2601 bacteria/ml

Indeed, even after 20 hours from the administration of probiotics, the number of
resistant pathogens is still decreasing (see the graph in semi-logarithmic scale in Figure
4.22). As a consequence, the bacterial densities computed for both strategies at the end of
the simulations are significantly different. The prolonged temporal dynamics observed in
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Figure 4.22: Simulation of a CRISPRcut-based therapy to target
chromosome-borne resistances: delivery via conjugation in presence of
commensals. Probiotic bacteria engineered with CRISPRcut technology are added to a culture
of resistant pathogens growing in a chemostat environment. CRISPRcut circuitry is delivered via self-
transmissible conjugation in presence of commensal microbes. In the graph, bacterial density is plotted
over time (the inset refers to the same simulation but with semi-logarithmic scale on the y axis). S:
susceptible cells; R: resistant pathogens; P: probiotics.

case of conjugative transfer depends on the ratio between donor and recipient cells; indeed,
the strength of conjugation derives from the self-transmissible feature of the conjugative
plasmid which, once mobilized in resistant cells, can be delivered to other pathogens within
the same community. However, if the transmissible vector encodes a CRISPRcut circuitry
programmed to target a chromosomal locus, the Cas9 cleavage of bacterial DNA kills
the majority of cells, thus impeding subsequent rounds of conjugation from re-sensitized
bacteria. Without the ripple effect induced by the increasing of donor cells, conjugation
loses its strength and, due to the prolonged temporal dynamics, even the efficiency of the
CRISPR-based treatment is reduced. Overall, from the analysis of this comparison, phage
infection results as the best transfer mechanism to quickly deliver CRISPRcut circuitry to
the target population, without the need for an antibiotic treatment.

CRISPRi technology with self and non-self transmissible conjugation in
presence of commensal bacteria

The last comparison analysed in this study aimed at investigating the role that a
conjugation performed by resistant bacteria could have on the final therapeutic outcome.
In more detail, considering bacterial conjugation as transfer mechanism and CRISPRi
technology as targeting strategy, always in presence of commensals, a new scenario was
simulated in order to test whether an amplified transfer of the synthetic circuitry could
enhance the efficiency of the CRISPRi-based therapy. With this purpose, the considered
case study was analysed under two conditions: in the first one, already described in Figure
4.21, a self-transmissible conjugation is performed by leveraging an autonomous conjuga-
tive plasmid which carries the CRISPRi circuitry along with the conjugative machinery;
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bacterial conjugation

in the second one, a non-self-transmissible conjugation is performed with a conjugative
vector carrying only the CRISPRi circuitry (Figure 4.23). In the latter case, as the con-
jugative machinery is expressed in trans from an helper plasmid or chromosomal DNA
within the donor cell, all the recipient bacteria that have received the mobilizable vector
cannot become donors themselves due to the lack of transfer and replication functions
needed to support a subsequent round of conjugation.

Figure 4.23: Simulation of a CRISPRi-based therapy to target antibiotic
resistances: delivery via non-self transmissible conjugation in presence of
commensals. Probiotic bacteria engineered with CRISPRi technology are added to a culture of
resistant pathogens growing in a chemostat environment. CRISPRi circuitry is delivered via non-self-
transmissible conjugation in presence of commensal microbes. In the graph, bacterial density is plotted
over time (the inset refers to the same simulation but with semi-logarithmic scale on the y axis). S:
susceptible cells; R: resistant pathogens; P: probiotics.

Considered scenario Resistant Bacteria at 20h
Self-transmissible conjugation
CRISPRi with commensals

41.3 bacteria/ml

Non-Self-transmissible conjugation
CRISPRi with commensals

7199 bacteria/ml

The main difference observed between these two conditions is the rate at which the
transition from resistant to susceptible state occurs. In the first case, as shown from the
graph in semi-logarithmic scale, this transition needs 12 hours to reach the end; otherwise,
in the second case, the system requires more than 20 hours to complete its dynamic
evolution. As a consequence of a non-self transmissible conjugation, the amount of resistant
bacteria at the end of the simulation is greater than the one computed in case of a self-
conjugative transfer. This result is in agreement with data reported in the literature:
as described in [48], an higher conjugation efficiency can be achieved by leveraging a
self-transmissible plasmid (cis conjugative set-up) rather than a mobilizable vector (trans
conjugative set-up).
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4.4 Comparison with experimental data

The mathematical model herein presented was employed to simulate a set of experi-
ments with data already published in the literature and also obtained in this thesis work;
this approach aimed at investigating the performances of the model by comparing the
predictions obtained in silico with experimental data derived from in vitro and in vivo
experiments. The first comparison with the literature was carried out by considering the
research work conducted by Rodrigues et al. [66]. In this study, a pheromone-responsive
plasmid was employed to deliver the CRISPR/Cas9 machinery from an non-pathogenic
(donor cell) to an antibiotic resistant (recipient cell) strain of E. faecalis via conjugation.
From an experimental point of view, the conjugation was performed by combing the mat-
ing pair at a 1:9 donor to recipient ratio. As the gene conferring antibiotic resistance in the
recipient strain was placed on a plasmid, the Cas9 cleavage of target DNA was expected
to restore antibiotic susceptibility without killing the cell. Based on data reported in this
study, the conjugative plasmid carrying the CRISPR circuitry was efficiently delivered to
resistant recipient cells; indeed, upon antibiotic administration, the target population was
reduced by 3- to 6-fold depending on the recipient strain (E. faecalis OG1SSp or V583)
or the target gene (tetM, tetracycline resistance; ermB, erythromycin resistance). Start-
ing from the same initial conditions established in [66], the same experimental set-up was
simulated with our model. Results revealed that the conjugative plasmid was delivered
to the entire bacterial population which, in response to plasmid curing, was reduced by
6-fold. Although this comparison provided an encouraging result, data from in vitro ex-
periments showed that the killing efficiency of CRISPR circuitry can be affected by some
context-dependent sources such us binding affinity between Cas9:gRNA complex and the
respective target sequence (i.e., Cas9 cleavage of target DNA resulted more efficient in
case of ErmB rather than TetM gene) or loss of function mutations that could comprise
the role of CRISPR machinery and evolve at rate higher than the one fixed in our model.

A second comparison with the literature was carried out by considering the research
work of Hamilton et al. [48], again focused on the eradication of pathogenic bacteria thor-
ough the deployment of CRISPR/Cas9 technology. In this study, a conjugative platform
either based on a self or non-self transmissible plasmid was developed to deliver CRISPR
machinery from E. coli (donor cell) to S. enterica (recipient cell). As already mentioned, in
a self-transmissible conjugation (cis set-up), recipient bacteria become themselves donors
able to perform subsequent rounds of conjugation; in case of non-self-transmissible con-
jugation (trans set-up), recipient cells cannot deliver the mobilizable plasmid to other
bacteria due to the lack of the conjugative machinery. Experimental data reported in this
work showed that a conjugation performed with a self-transmissible plasmid resulted in an
exponential increase of the conjugative events, as recipient cells could contribute to dis-
seminate the plasmid once become donors themselves. The simulation of this scenario was
already addressed in the last comparison discussed in Section 4.3 (Figure 4.23). Starting
from data presented in [48], the same experiment was simulated by modifying the initial
conditions. In particular, the number of probiotics was reduced (donor to recipient ratio
of 20:1) in order to visualize in a more detail the temporal dynamics followed by the con-
jugative transfer. Results of model simulations are reported in Figure 4.24 and confirm
that a self-transmissible conjugation allows to maximize the amount of transconjugant
cells with a dynamic that follows an exponential increase. The research work conducted
by Citorik et al. [51] was also considered as last case study. In this work, CRISPR/Cas9
technology was ad hoc programmed to target virulence and antibiotic resistance genes
either integrated on the chromosome or on plasmids harboured by E. coli. The delivery
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4.4. Comparison with experimental data

Figure 4.24: Simulation of a self and non-self transmissible conjugation.
Comparison between two conjugative platforms: in the first one (graph above), a self-conjugation is
performed with an autonomous conjugative plasmid that can be mobilized within the microbial community
even by recipient cells that have become donors themselves; in the second one (graph below), a non-self-
transmissible conjugation is carried out with a conjugative vector that, once acquired by recipient cells,
cannot be further mobilized to other bacteria due to the lack of the conjugation machinery. In the graph,
bacterial density is plotted over time. S: susceptible cells; R: resistant pathogens; P: probiotics.

of the synthetic circuitry was addressed by employing both phage infection and bacte-
rial conjugation. In case of delivery with phage particles, experimental results were in
agreement with model simulations as, with a MOI>10 (ratio of released phages to single
recipient cells), the entire bacterial population was infected with CRISPR circuitry. In-
deed, if in [51] the experiments were carried out at MOI 20, in our model the same value
was fixed at 25. Moreover, in Citorik et al. the Cas9 cleavage of a chromosome-borne
resistance resulted in a 5-fold reduction of bacterial density; similarly, in model simula-
tions, the amount of target bacteria decreased by 6-fold due to phage infection. With
regard to plasmid-borne resistance, Citorik et al. reported that a 4-fold reduction in the
population of re-sensitized bacteria was achieved upon carbenicillin administration. In
the same study, bacterial conjugation was also exploited to deliver a CRISPR circuitry
programmed to target chromosome-borne resistances. Although target population was
significantly reduced due to Cas9 cleavage of the chromosome, a low value of conjuga-
tion efficiency was reported as the number of viable recipients was only reduced by 2- to
3-fold compared to controls. In this case, experimental data were not comparable with
model simulations or with the results reported in [48] and [66]. Finally, model predictions
were compared with the experimental data obtained in this thesis work. As discussed in
the previous sections, a non-self transmissible conjugation was here performed to deliver
the CRISPRi circuitry to resistant bacteria bearing plasmid-borne resistance genes. The
experimental set-up exploited in in vivo experiments was simulated by fixing the ratio be-
tween donor and recipient cells at 1:1. According to model predictions, almost the entire
population of resistant pathogens receive the synthetic circuitry and evolve from resistant
to susceptible state at the end of the simulation. This result differs significantly from the
experimental data obtained in this thesis, in which the final amount of cells transformed
in transconjugants resulted in a value of conjugation efficiency (susceptible cells relative
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to total recipients) consistently lower. This outcome can be explained by considering that
all the comparisons analysed in this section were carried by simulating an experimental
set-up that was slightly different from the one exploited in in vivo experiments. Indeed,
model simulations were carried out in the chemostat environment, in which the bacterial
culture is well stirred in a liquid medium over time; conversely, in this work, the conju-
gation assay was performed on agar plates, thus preventing a homogeneous distribution
of the bacterial culture during the conjugation event. This particular experimental set-up
can be characterized by some biological or experimental aspects that could represent the
limiting steps of a bacterial conjugation and that must be modelled more accurately in
order to obtain more reliable predictions.

4.5 Main considerations on model predictions

The computational biology work herein presented aimed at simulating the effect of a
CRISPR-based therapy on the eradication of AMR-associated infections. In particular, to
identify in silico the best therapeutic strategy to use in vivo, a mathematical model was
developed and then used to simulate and compare different biological scenarios. In more
detail, the model aimed at simulating an experimental set-up where an engineered probi-
otic bacterium is employed as a delivery vehicle of the CRISPR circuitry to a population of
antibiotic-resistant pathogens. This scenario was investigated by comparing two different
delivery strategies, bacterial conjugation and phage infection, and DNA targeting mecha-
nisms, CRISPRcut and CRISPRi technologies. First, a detailed revision of the literature
was required to identify the most suitable models to describe the biological processes and
to retrieve a specific set parameters. Then, each process was modeled with a system of
differential equations implemented and solved with the software Matlab. By varying ini-
tial conditions, experimental set-up and parameters, different therapeutic solutions were
modeled. Depending on the simulated scenario, the system consisted of 30 differential
equations in case of targeting with CRISPRi and delivery via phage infection, up to 60
equations in case of targeting with CRISPRcut and delivery via bacterial conjugation.
Model simulations revealed that the best therapeutic outcome was achieved by combining
CRISPRcut technology and delivery via phage infection. This result was supported by two
main observations: the high transfer rate of the synthetic circuit within the population
of resistant pathogens and the targeting efficiency of the Cas9:gRNA complex. In more
detail, the following considerations can be highlighted:

• starting from the same amount of probiotics at the beginning of the simulation,
phage infection showed a temporal dynamics faster than bacterial conjugation; as
the number of released phages was sufficient to infect the entire target population in
few hours, DNA delivery resulted more efficient than in case of conjugative transfer;

• the Cas9 cleavage of target genes evolves with a dynamic faster than the one of HR-
based repair, thus the DSB always resulted in DNA degradation. In case of plasmid-
borne resistances, this event restored antibiotic susceptibility without killing the
cells; otherwise, in case of chromosome-borne resistances, the DSB rapidly induced
bacterial cell death. On the other hand, CRISPRi technology acted by inhibiting the
expression of resistance genes without degrading the relative nucleotide sequences;
this meant that, along with inactivating mutations within the CRISPRi circuitry,
the target sequence could also mutate and provide immunity against antibiotic
treatment.
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Model performances were also evaluated by comparing the predictions generated in
silico with experimental data in which CRISPR/Cas9 or CRISPRi/dCas9 technologies,
either delivered through phage infection or bacterial conjugation, were employed to tar-
get antibiotic resistant bacteria. Although model simulations predicted experimental data
with satisfying performances, these comparisons highlighted some limitations. For ex-
ample, to more accurately describe the biological processes involved in the therapeutic
treatment, at least two aspects must be deepened: chemical and physical variables af-
fecting DNA targeting mechanism and the evolution of nucleotide mutations in response
of DNA damage. Moreover, a spatial distribution of the microbial communities was not
considered in this model, although this aspect can significantly affects a realist prediction
of the interactions that could occur among different microbes within the same habitat.
In the future, to achieve a more faithful description of the desired scenario, the model
can be refined by including some important aspects such as the spatial structure of the
microbial population, which affects the efficiency of a genetic transfer, and the inherent
stochasticity of living systems, which takes into account the heterogeneity of physiological
behaviours shown by single individuals belonging to the same species and the outcome of
the comparisons carried out in this work may change in one or more of the described cases.
Finally, although the best strategy was identified as CRISPRcut with phage infection, the
use of CRISPRcut instead of CRISPRi only leads to a modest improvement in pathogen
re-sensitization, while the delivery strategy plays a more relevant role. Nonetheless, the
choice of the two strategies should also consider other aspects, like the specificity and
the availability of the delivery strategy and the potential mutations in the target DNA,
reported to occur using CRISPRcut but not with CRISPRi, as described in this work. A
more rational choice of therapeutic strategy will include a trade-off of all these aspect.
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Chapter 5
Overall Conclusions

Antibiotic resistance is one of the major global health concern of our time. The ability
of microbes to withstand the treatment with an antibiotic to which they were originally
sensitive undermines the efficacy of even last resort drugs and threatens a return to a pre-
antibiotic era in which human health could be again jeopardized by common infections.
This scenario poses the need of huge scientific efforts to develop new therapies able to arrest
the spread of MDR pathogens, evade bacterial defence mechanisms and preserve the an-
timicrobial activity of available drugs. In this work, a novel therapeutic strategy based on
CRISPRi technology was proposed to address the threat of antibiotic resistance. In partic-
ular, the research work aimed at designing and characterizing a CRISPRi-based platform
ad hoc programmed to inhibit the expression of antibiotic resistances and suitable for the
delivery into resistant cells via bacterial conjugation. First, a synthetic platform carrying
the CRISPRi circuitry was developed by including different genetic modules to drive the
expression of single sgRNAs, dCas9 protein and rfp reporter gene chosen as repressible
target. The quantitative characterization of each module revealed that the platform was
highly flexible, as it included functional constitutive or inducible modules to finely regulate
the expression of its components; moreover, its low impact on metabolic load was proven
over traditionally adopted transcriptional regulators; finally, the tunability of the circuitry
was demonstrated by leveraging an approach based on modifications of sgRNA sequence,
which also allowed to restore the predicted logic function of a non-working synthetic cir-
cuit. However, the rational design of sgRNAs with the desired repression efficiency requires
a deep characterization as reliable predictions of mismatches identity or site specificity is
still a major hurdle to overcome. Despite this aspect, all the aforementioned attractive
features made the CRISPRi-based platform a suitable solution to address the purpose of
this work. Taking advantage from its high programmable nature, the CRISPRi platform
was then repurposed to target antibiotic resistance genes in two case studies: model and
clinically relevant resistances. Inhibition of target genes was expected to restore antibiotic
susceptibility in resistant E. coli strains. By leveraging the pre-characterized gRNA mod-
ule expressing single sgRNAs, the repression efficiency was investigated by determining the
MIC of each target antibiotic in CRISPRi engineered strains upon drug administration
in liquid and plate culture assays. A feasibility study was first carried out by redirecting
the CRISPRi repressor complex towards bla and tetA, two example of model ARGs which
confer resistance to ampicillin and tetracycline, respectively. Interesting results emerged
from this pilot study: although the copy number of plasmid-borne resistance genes affected
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the level of repression efficiency, even the expression of a target gene placed on high-copy
plasmid was successfully inhibited, thus providing an encouraging result towards the treat-
ment of highly expressed resistances; however, depending on the location of the target site,
a reduction in repression strength was observed; moreover, the delay in growth recovery
exhibited by CRISPRi-engineered strains upon antibiotic exposure was used to quantify
the repression efficiency and also allowed to investigate more accurately the phenomena
responsible for the rescue of survivor cells. The scale-up of the synthetic platform was
then addressed in order to investigate the multi-targeting capability of CRISPRi system.
Two novel genetic architectures, identified as sgRNA Cassettes and CRISPRi Array, were
thus implemented with two different gRNAs; both were quantitative characterized in the
transcriptional inhibition of the same model ARGs. Results revealed a reduction in re-
pression efficiency due to the competition between gRNAs for the shared pool of dCas9
proteins. To counteract competition, a tuning of dCas9 intracellular level was carried out
by replacing its constitutive expression module with an inducible device. Although this
strategy allowed to find an optimal dCas9 expression level for target gene repression, the
efficiency of single sgRNAs was not reached. An alternative strategy, based on already
existing therapies, could be represented by the simultaneous administration of both antibi-
otics to test whether their combined effect can definitively arrest the growth of resistant
cells. The genetic architecture based on CRISPRi Array, preferred to sgRNA cassettes
because of its more compact structure, was then reprogrammed with single and double
gRNAs to inhibit NDM-1 and mcr-1 genes, conferring resistance to meropenem and col-
istin, two broad-spectrum antibiotics used to treat MDR infections. Even in this case
study, promising results were achieved as the susceptibility to both antibiotics was effi-
ciently restored in almost the entire population of resistant cells. Moreover, the inhibition
of NDM-1 gene with a CRISPRi Array encoding for a non-specific gRNA (Array NDM1-
mcr1) did not show a substantial reduction in repression efficiency compared to the same
Array expressing only the specific gRNA (Array NDM-1). Compared to model ARGs (bla
gene in HC plasmid), in this case the competition effect was probably mitigated by the
lower copy number of the target plasmid (NDM-1 in MC plasmid). Overall, starting from
plate culture assays, the collection of circuits tested showed a repression efficiency ranging
from 98% to 99,95% in case of tetA, NDM-1 and mcr-1 genes. The only exception was
represented by bla gene: a repression efficiency of 99,58% was achieved only with a single
sgRNA cassette targeting the promoter region while, in the remaining cases, the same
value ranged from a minimum of 3,3% (CRISPRi Array) to a maximum of 50,6% (single
sgRNA Cassette targeting bla gene CDS). With particular regard to bla gene, these results
confirmed the ranking of repression efficiencies related to the different genetic architectures
characterized (also demonstrated in liquid culture assays) but they did not represent the
maximum level of transcriptional inhibition achievable in CRISPRi engineered strains. In-
deed, as exploratory tests, plate culture assays were carried out with a single antibiotic
concentration, which can be increased to verify if a MIC value could be established by ad-
ministering a larger amount of drug. In case of liquid assays, as the control strain (resistant
strain) always withstood even the highest antibiotic concentration between those tested,
the reduction in the MIC value for a target antibiotic was not specifically defined. Only in
case of mcr-1 gene, the colistin MIC was reduced by 2.5 fold in CRISPRi-engineered cells
(silenced strain) compared to the control strain. These results were comparable with pre-
viously published works in which CRISPR/Cas9 technology was exploited to tackle AMR.
Indeed, the research works in which CRISPR/Cas9 was reprogrammed to target, and
subsequently cleave, plasmid or chromosome-borne resistances reported a value of killing
efficiency ranging from 90% to 99% in resistant strains of S. aureus [50], E.coli [51], E.
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faecalis [66] and C. rodentium [70]; the same result was achieved with CRISPRi technology
redirected towards a resistance gene placed on a plasmid [70] while, based on data reported
in [74], the IC50 value for two resistances expressed from the IntI integron was reduced
by 8 to 32 fold in E.coli. In this work, we have also investigated the rescue of survivor
cells, defined as “escapers”, recovered from a background of re-sensitized bacteria upon the
exposure to target antibiotic. This phenomenon was analysed with liquid culture assays
and sequencing analysis: the former allowed to identify two different bacterial antibiotic
responses (resistance and resilience) from the growth profiles of survivor cells; the latter
proved that, although loss of function mutations within the CRISPRi circuitry could not
be avoided, the nucleotide sequence of target gene was never altered by CRISPRi-mediated
repression. This was a relevant result as it proves that the transcriptional inhibition, rather
than the Cas9-mediated cleavage of target genes, could provide a silent but also efficient
strategy to circumvent the risk of generating new variants of resistance determinants. To
our knowledge, this is the first report in which even the nature of CRISPRi escapers was
investigated, while the mutations within target gene [46, 48, 70, 71, 72] or CRISPR/Cas9
machinery [48, 50, 51, 68, 68] have already been reported by different research groups.
The delivery of CRISPRi circuitry to target bacteria, which is one of the main obstacle
to translate this technology in a viable therapeutic, was addressed by developing a trans-
conjugative platform suited to perform a non-self-transmissible conjugation from donor to
resistant recipient bacteria harbouring bla or mcr-1 gene. In both cases, under selection
for cells that have received the CRISPRi circuitry, a low value of conjugation efficiency
was measured (ranging from 1x10−5 to 3x10−3), although the same was consistent with
the literature [48]. On the other hand, the CRISPRi-mediated inhibition of target genes
in recipient cells resulted in a killing efficiency of 96% and 99,58% in case of bla and mcr-1
gene, respectively. These results demonstrated that the high repression capability of the
CRISPRi circuitry is unavoidably limited by the low frequency of the conjugative transfer
which, to date, represents the bottle-neck of the entire process. Finally, the therapeutic
outcomes derived from a CRISPR-based treatment of AMR infections were investigated by
implementing a mathematical model: the latter simulated the delivery (via bacterial con-
jugation or phage infection) of a CRISPR circuitry (CRISPR/Cas9 or CRISPRi/dCas9)
from a probiotic bacterium to a population of resistant cells colonizing an habitat (chemo-
stat) in which the flux of nutrients in input and the removal of waste in output mimics
the exchange of organic material observed, for instance, in the human intestine. Model
simulations confirmed experimental data as both targeting strategies resulted extremely
efficient in the re-sensitisation of antibiotic resistant bacteria. However, due to the fast
dynamics of Cas9 cleavage, the number of resistant cells at the end of the simulations
was always lower with CRISPR/Cas9 than CRISPRi technology, which preserved target
sequence from degradation but not from the risk of evolving mutations impeding the same
CRISPRi targeting. Moreover, due to its prolonged temporal dynamics, the genetic trans-
fer via bacterial conjugation resulted less efficient than the one based on phage infection,
which allowed a rapid transmission of CRISPR circuitry to the entire target population.
However, the described dynamics could be significantly altered by the presence of com-
mensal microbes: indeed, regardless of targeting technology or delivery mechanism, the
contribution of commensals in consuming shared nutrients and occupying available space
was always necessary to limit the proliferation of resistant bacteria. It is also worth noting
that the final outcome is expected to be dependent on the basal mutation rate in tar-
get cells, due to its role in the evolution of mutations inactivating CRISPR machinery
or modifying the target sequence. With this regard, the role of SOS response in increas-
ing the basal mutation rate upon exogenous DNA uptake or Cas9 cleavage needs to be
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investigated in depth. Nevertheless, model predictions must be reviewed by considering
the following aspects: first, although their efficacy is known, the use of bacteriophages as
therapeutics could be limited by their narrow host range and by the potential evolution of
resistance in target bacteria; second, even if CRISPR/Cas9 technology seemed to be the
most attractive strategy to eradicate AMR infections, several research works have already
shown that the evolution of mutations within resistance genes can rescue the cell from
Cas9 cleavage while, as demonstrated in this thesis, the same outcome can be prevented
by employing CRISPRi technology. This is an important consequence to highlight as, in
case of mutations within CRISPRi machinery, a second administration of engineered pro-
biotics and antibiotics could be still considered to definitively eradicate the infection; the
same strategy would be useless if the residual population has evolved mutations in target
sequence that provide immunity against CRISPR targeting.

The research work herein presented has provided promising results but has also encour-
aged the investigation towards the scientific efforts needed to translate the CRISPRi-based
platform in a viable therapeutic. The entire genetic platform must be customized in order
to address the spectrum of biological conditions associated with an AMR infection. First,
a probiotic bacterium that naturally colonizes the treated niche (for instance, a specific
district of the human intestine) must be selected and engineered as a vehicle for the in
situ delivery of the CRISPRi circuitry to the population of resistant pathogens. To this
aim, an E. coli strain (e.g. E. coli Nissle 1917) or a member of the Lactobacillales ap-
proved for probiotic use could be considered for the clinical context. Second, the overall
conjugation frequency must be increased in order to mobilize the synthetic circuit in the
largest number of resistant cells. With this purpose, a self-transmissible conjugation could
be explored in order to amplify the spread of the CRISPR therapeutic within the target
microbial community. Moreover, an effective plasmid delivery only to recipient pathogens
requires the identification of the most suitable conjugative vector from a collection of
broad and narrow-host range plasmids. Finally, to complete the design of a host-specific
platform, even the regulatory parts driving the expression of the CRISPRi circuitry must
be customized. Obviously, each inducible device needs to be replaced with a constitu-
tive expression module suited to guaranteeing an effective antimicrobial activity within
target recipient pathogens but also no toxicity when expressed in donor cells. Indeed, to
date, the characterization of constitutive dCas9 expression modules has been hampered
by the toxic effect exhibited above a threshold value in host cells. Two main approaches
can be exploited to address the construction of a host-specific antimicrobial: the first is
based on the characterization of specific regulatory elements known to be functional in
the host organism; the second relies on the identification of the most suitable biological
parts by performing iterative cycles with available libraries of transcriptional regulators.
This last solution, which requires a significant investment in terms of money and time, can
be overcome by the development of new technologies able to support the rational choice
of, for example, promoters and RBSs or to provide new regulatory parts with increased
portability in different host strains. Clearly, this future plan presupposes the ability to
engineer the host strain with the collection of candidate circuits delivered via conjugation.
Lastly, the biocontainment of engineered donor cells harbouring the CRISPRi circuitry
must be addressed in order to create a genetic platform which is suitable for the designed
antimicrobial function but also compliant with the regulatory requirements concerning ge-
netically modified microorganisms (GMMs). The herein presented CRISPRi-based therapy
starts with the oral administration of a GM probiotic which can be subsequently released
in the environment through fecal waste. In particular, the antibiotic resistance cassette
used as selective marker in the plasmide-borne CRISPRi circuitry has the potential to
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be acquired by other microorganisms upon probiotic lysis (as extracellular DNA) or via
HGT mechanisms. Although the antibiotic therapy used to eradicate the population of
re-sensitized pathogens is expected to kill even engineered donor cells, different biocontain-
ment approaches can be harnessed to minimize the environmental escape of the engineered
biological system. For example, two of the major chemical biocontainment strategies aim
at inhibiting bacterial replication or the horizontal exchange of genetic material. In our
case study, the proliferation and subsequent colonization of the treated niche by engineered
cells could be hampered by employing an auxotrophic GMM whose growth is dependent on
a key metabolite, supplied only in the laboratory experimental set-up [126]; on the other
hand, the release of resistant determinants via bacterial conjugation can be controlled by
identifying a collection of narrow-host range conjugative plasmids suitable to restrict the
spectrum of targeted cells. The aforementioned approaches allow to reduce the escape
rate of GMMs but do not completely avoid the release of resistance genes in the natural
environment. To address this challenge, the CRISPRi platform can be equipped with an
inducible biocontainment module programmed to kill the cell (i.e. toxin-antitoxin systems,
inhibition of essential genes expression) or degrade plasmid DNA (plasmid curing) in pres-
ence of a localized endogenous signal. The biocontainment system can be implemented
with synthetic circuits encoding for transcriptional factors that regulate gene expression or
by harnessing the CRISPR/Cas9 technology, which allows sequence-specific degradation
of target DNA [127]. Along with the chemical approaches, a physical biocontainment tech-
nology has been recently proposed to overcome the basal mutation rate in GMMs, which
may deactivate the biocontainment module. An encapsulation system, based on suited
polymers like hydrogels, can be leveraged to construct a physical barrier between cells and
the natural environment, ensuring the uptake of essential and functional molecules but also
the biological containment of the engineered cells [128]. However, this latest strategy may
not be suitable for our case study as the hydrogel barrier can prevent cell to cell contact,
including bacterial conjugation. Finally, a resolutive way to address the biosafety concerns
depends on the possibility to engineer endogenous plasmids in the chassis microorganism
and eliminate all the antibiotic resistance cassettes that have been conveniently used in
this work during strain characterization.

In conclusion, the research work presented in this thesis aimed at developing a CRISPRi-
based platform to treat AMR-associated infections. Two main genetic architectures were
characterized and compared in order to measure repression capability and identify the
major limitations of the designed platform. Overall, the results obtained suggested that
the transcriptional inhibition of target genes can be adopted as an effective silent strategy
to tackle AMR, although the low efficiency of bacterial conjugation limits the CRISPRi
antimicrobial action. Huge scientific efforts are still needed to optimize the synthetic plat-
form and to translate the same in an effective therapy, but the work herein presented laid
the foundations for further investigating the potential of CRISPRi technology in the global
fight against antibiotic resistance.
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Appendix A
Supplementary Information for Chapter 2 and 3

A.1 Materials and Reagents

In this chapter all the materials and methods used are listed. First, all reagents,
growth media and bacterial strains employed are illustrated in Section A.1. Secondly, a
description of the molecular biology techniques adopted to obtain the engineered bacterial
strains is reported in Section A.2. Finally the genetic architectures herein exploited are
described with detailed information about design specifications (Section A.2.3) and the
complete lists of basic biological parts, primers and final synthetic circuits obtained are
reported in separate tables (Section A.2 and Section A.2.4).

A.1.1 Culture Media and Bacterial Strains

Two major types of culture media were used in this study to support bacterial growth
and perform cell culture assays.

• Luria-Bertani (LB) is a nutritionally rich medium that was used to propagate re-
combinat bacterial cultures, prepare glycerol stock and perform liquid or soldid
culture assays. The medium is composed of: sodium chloride 10 g/l, tryptone 10
g/l, yeast extract 5g/l. For solid media, 15 g/l of agar was added; antibiotics, listed
in the following section, were added as required to prepare selective media.

• M9 is a minimal growth medium that was used for quantitative fluorescence assays
thanks to its low auto-fluorescence. The medium is composed of: M9 salts 11.28
g/L, thiamine hydrochloride 1 mM, MgSO4 2 mM, CaCl2 0.1 mM, casamino acids 2
g/L and glycerol 0.4%. When required, antibiotics were added to prepare selective
media.

All the experiments were performed in the bacterium E. coli chosen as model organism.
The list of strains employed included: TOP10, TOP10 F’, DH5α (bearing the plasmids
pGDP1 NDM1 or pGDP2 mcr1) and DH10B (bearing the plasmid pTA-Mob).
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A.1.2 Antibiotics

In this study, antibiotics were used for two main purposes: to propagate and select
recombinant bacteria bearing one or more plasmids encoding the correspondent resistance
genes; to perform liquid and solid culture assays aimed at investigate the MIC of engineered
strains with CRISPRi circuitry towards a target antibiotic. The list of antibiotic used is
reported below.

• Chloramphenicol (Cm): the molecule inhibits bacterial protein synthesis by binding
the 50S ribosomal subunit and thus blocking the translational process of mRNAs.
Chloramphenicol was used as a marker for the selection of bacteria bearing the
low-copy number vector pSB4C5. The antibiotic is conserved at -20◦C at a concen-
tration of 34mg/ml; the working concentration is 12.5µg/ml.

• Kanamycin (Kan): the molecule inhibits bacterial protein synthesis by binding
the 30S ribosomal subunit and thus blocking the translational process of mRNAs.
Kanamycin was used as a marker for the selection of bacteria bearing the medium-
copy number vector pSB3K3 or medium copy plasmids pGDP1-NDM1 and pGDP2-
mcr1. This molecule is conserved at -20◦C in a concentration of 50mg/ml; the
working concentration is 25µg/ml.

• Ampicillin (Amp): is a β-lactam antibiotic that inhibits bacterial cell-wall synthesis
by inactivating transpeptidase enzyme. Ampicillin was used as a marker for the
selection of bacteria transformed with the high-copy number vector pSB1A2 and
to propagate the E. coli strain bearing the pRK2 plasmid (RK2 ATCC #37125).
This molecule is conserved at -20◦C at a concentration of 100mg/ml; the working
concentration depends on the final application:

– 100µg/ml to select bacteria bearing the high-copy vector pSB1A2 and to
perform plate culture assays with CRISPRi engineered strains;

– 50µg/ml to select bacteria bearing the pRK2 plasmid;

– a range of concentrations in liquid assays performed to investigate the MIC
of CRISPRi engineered strains;

– 100 and 1000µg/ml in conjugation assay to evaluate conjugation and killing
efficiency.

• Tetracycline (Tetra): the molecule inhibits bacterial protein synthesis by binding
the 30S ribosomal subunit and thus blocking the translational process of mRNAs.
Tetracycline was used as a marker for the selection of the E. coli TOP 10 F’ strain
naturally bearing the F’ plasmid. This molecule is conserved at -20◦C at a concen-
tration of 5mg/ml; the working concentration depends on the final application:

– 15µg/ml to select bacteria bearing the F’ plasmid and to perform plate culture
assays with CRISPRi engineered strains;

– a range of concentrations in liquid assays performed to investigate the MIC
of CRISPRi engineered strains.

• Gentamicin (Genta): the molecule inhibits bacterial protein synthesis by binding
the 30S ribosomal subunit and thus blocking the translational process of mRNAs.
Gentamicin was used as a marker for the selection of the E. coli DH10B strain
bearing the plasmid pTA-Mob [88]. This molecule is conserved at -20◦C in a con-
centration of 50mg/ml; the working concentration is 20µg/ml.
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• Meropenem (Mero): the molecule is a ultra-broad spectrum β-lactam antibiotic
that inhibits bacterial cell-wall synthesis by covalently bindind specific penicillin-
binding proteins (PBP). NDM1 gene, which confers resistance to this antibiotic, is
placed on pGDP1-NDM1 plasmid (Addgene n.#112883). Meropenem powder is di-
luted in deionyzed water containing 10.4mg/ml of sodium carbonate and conserved
at -20◦C in a concentration of 50mg/ml; the working concentration depends on the
final application:

– 64µg/ml in plate culture assays with CRISPRi engineered strains;

– a range of concentrations in liquid assays performed to investigate the MIC
of CRISPRi engineered strains.

• Colisin (Colis): the molecule is a broad spectrum antibiotic that binds the lipid
A (a component of LPS) and disrupts the integrity of the outer cell membrane in
Gram negative bacteria. mcr-1 gene, which confers resistance to this antibiotic, is
placed on pGDP2-mcr1 plasmid (Addgene n.#118404). Colistin powder is diluted
in deionyzed water and the stock conserved 20◦C in a concentration of 60mg/ml;
the working concentration depends on the final application:

– 1µg/ml in plate culture assays with CRISPRi engineered strains and in con-
jugation assay to evaluate conjugation and killing efficiency;

– a range of concentrations in liquid assays performed to investigate the MIC
of CRISPRi engineered strains.

A.1.3 Inducers

Inducers are small molecules that regulate gene expression by repressing or activat-
ing the transcriptional activity of a promoter placed upstream the target gene. In this
study, the two inducer molecules HSL and IPTG were used to activate the Lux- and
Lac-circuitries, respectively.

• N-(3-oxohexanoyl)-L-homoserine lactone (HSL): it is a small molecule able to freely
permeate through bacterial membrane. The binding between HSL molecule and
LuxR protein forms an active complex responsible for the activation of the tran-
scriptional activity of PLux promoter. The HSL molecule was purchased from Sigma
Aldrich (K3007), dissolved in deionized water at final concentration of 200mM and
conserved at -20◦C.

• Isopropyl β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG): it is a synthetic, structural analogue
of allolactose, the molecule that naturally triggers the expression of genes placed
in lac operon. Like allolactose, IPTG binds to the lacI protein and releases the
tetrameric repressor from the lac operator, thereby allowing the transcription of
genes placed under PLac promoter. Unlike allolactose, IPTG is not metabolized thus
providing a constant concentration of the inducer within the cell. IPTG molecule
was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (I1284) in a ready to use solution at a concen-
tration of 2mM and conserved at -20◦C.
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A.2 Cloning

A.2.1 BioBrickTM Standard Assembly

The E. coli TOP10 (Invitrogen) strain was used as a host for cloning and in vivo
propagation of the plasmids. The strain was transformed by heat shock according to
manufacturer’s instructions and recombinant bacteria were propagated in LB at 37◦C,
220 rpm. Glycerol stocks were prepared with 750 µl of saturated culture with proper
antibiotics and 250 µl of glycerol 80%, and stored at -80◦C. All the plasmids used in this
study were assembled through the BioBrickTM Standard Assembly [129] and conventional
molecular biology techniques. As a result, standard DNA junctions (TACTAG upstream
of coding sequences, TACTAGAG otherwise) are present between assembled parts. The
basic or composite parts used for DNA assembly were retrieved from three main sources:
existing plasmids avaliable in the MIT Registry of Standard Biological Parts (see Table
A.3); customized gene blocks (purchased from Genscript DNA synthesis service); purified
strains (RK2 #37125 from the ATCC culture collection). The adopted cloning protocol
is described below:

• plasmid DNA was extracted from saturated 5 ml cultures (grown in LB at 37◦C,
220rpm) through the NucleoSpin Plasmid kit (Macherey-Nagel), according to man-
ufacturer’s protocol;

• purified DNA was digested as appropriate with EcoRI/XbaI/SpeI/PstI enzymes,
according to the BioBrickTM Standard Assembly procedure; fragments of interest
were extracted from 1% agarose gel by NucleoSpin Extract II Kit (Macherey-Nagel)
and PCR cleanup before proceeding with ligation;

• inserts were ligated into vectors with T4 DNA ligase and the reaction was incubated
at 16◦C overnight.

• a diagnostic restriction digest of each construct was perfomed to identify correctly
assembled clones, that were further sequence-verified via the Eurofins Genomics
Germany GmbH DNA analysis service (Ebersberg, Germany)

All the restriction enzymes were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific, while T4
DNA ligase were purchased from Invitrogen. The described protocol was also performed
to ligate customized gene blocks in existing plasmids. To this aim, each gene block was
provided with tails of additional nucleotides carrying a properly specified restriction site.
The basic parts composing each gene block and the name of the resulting plasmid where
the same was cloned are reported in Table A.1. The complete list of constructs obtained
in this study is reported in Table A.4.
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Table A.1: Synthetic gene blocks. The table shows the gene blocks used in this study.

The BioBrickTM code of individual parts composing each block is reported along with the name of the
resulting plasmid where the same was cloned.

Name Parts Recipient plasmid

Array gAmpR gtetA

XbaI + BBa J23100 +
tracrR + BBa B1002 +
SpeI + BBa R0011 + re-
peat + gAmpRpromoter +
repeat + gtetA + repeat +
BglII + BBa B1006 + NotI
+ PstI

Array gAmpRpromoter gtetA
and AE-3AdArray gAmpRpro-
moter gtetA

Array NDM1

XbaI + BBa J23100 +
tracrR + BBa B1002 +
SpeI + BBa R0011 + re-
peat + gNDM1 + repeat +
BglII + BBa B1006 + NotI
+ PstI

AE-3AdArray NDM1

Array NDM2

BBa J23100 + tracrR
+ BBa B1002 + SpeI +
BBa R0011 + repeat +
gNDM2 + repeat + BglII
+ BBa B1006 + NotI +
PstI

AE-3AdArray NDM2

Array NDM1 NDM2

BBa J23100 + tracrR
+ BBa B1002 + SpeI
+ BBa R0011 + repeat
+ gNDM1 + repeat +
gNDM2 + repeat + BglII
+ BBa B1006 + NotI +
PstI

AE-3AdArray NDM1 NDM2

Array NDM1 mcr1

BBa J23100 + tracrR
+ BBa B1002 + SpeI
+ BBa R0011 + repeat
+ gNDM1 + repeat +
gmcr1 + repeat + BglII +
BBa B1006 + NotI + PstI

AE-3AdArray NDM1 mcr1

A.2.2 Mutagenesis

The mutagenesis protocol was performed to modify the sequence of a template plas-
mid or to amplify a DNA fragment from an existing vector by extending its sequence with
selected restriction sites. In particular, mutagenesis with divergent primers was adopted
to construct custom sgRNAs and simultaneously delete nucleotides after the transcrip-
tion start sites of the used promoters, where indicated. The plasmid harbouring the
perfectly-matching guide RNA was used as template in the mutagenic PCR. Reverse
primers annealed the sequence of the promoter placed upstream the guide to be muta-
genized. Forward primers had two regions: the first carried the sequence of the sgRNA
with the desired mutation (deletions or mismatches); the second, annealed the 5’ end of
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tracrRNA, in order to have always at least 20 perfectly-matching nucleotides at the 3’ end
of the primer. Mutagenesis with convergent primers was instead performed to amply a
DNA fragment from genomic template in order to provide the PCR amplicon with tails
of additional nucleotides carrying the XbaI restriction site. The complete list of primers
used in this study is reported in Table A.2. The experimental protocol was performed as
follows.

• The template DNA was purified through the NucleoSpin Plasmid kit (Macherey-
Nagel) in case it was a plasmid from a bacterial culture; otherwise, in case of
amplification from genomic template, a bacterial colony was suspended in 100 µl
of deionyzed water and 1 µl was used for the PCR protocol. Phusion Hot Start
Flex II (ThermoFisher Scientific) was used to perform the PCR reaction according
to manufacturer’s protocol; in the reaction mix was added the appropriate primer
pair, for which annealing temperatures was estimated on the free online tool Tm

Calculator (ThermoFisher Scientific) with parameters set to“Phusion or Phire DNA
polymerase”.

• At the end of PCR reaction, the methylated template DNA was digested at 37◦C
for 1 h with DpnI (Thermo Scientific), directly added in the reaction mix; the PCR
products were run in a 1% agarose gel and then purified with NucleoSpin Extract
II Kit (Macherey-Nagel).

• In case of mutagenesis with divergent primers, fifty nanograms of the blunt-ended
linear fragments were phosphorylated by polynucleotide kinase (PNK, Thermo Sci-
entific) using the T4 ligase buffer. The reaction was carried out at 37◦C for 20
minutes, then 1 µl of ligase was added and incubated for 16 h at 16◦C. In case of
mutagenesis with convergent primers, the amplicon with XbaI restriction sites at
both ends was digested and purified with PCR clean up protocol; the same was
further ligated in the recipient vector previously dephosphorylated with Antartic
Phosphatase (NEB), according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

• Finally, at the end of the ligation reaction, the enzymes were deactivated for 10 min
at 75◦C, if present PNK and Ligase, or 65◦C, if present only ligase. The ligation
product was transformed in E. coli competent cells and the mutagenized plasmid
was screened via restriction enzymes digestion and sequencing.

Table A.2: Primers used in this study. For each template reported in the first column,
the primer pairs used to obtain the final product are shown; the purpose of each DNA manipulation is
outlined, together with the final product obtained.

Template Primer Pairs Sequence (5’ - 3’) Aim Product

AEgPtet PtetRFP
FW gPtet DM1

tgtctaactctatcactgatg
ttttagagctagaaatagca

Insert gPtet DM1 and
remove three adenide
nucleotides located af-
ter TSS of PLux

AEgPtetDM1
PtetRFP

RV Plux-3A
attcgactataacaaaccat
tttcttgcgtaaacctgtac

AEgPtet PtetRFP
FW gPtet DM3

tgtcaatcactataactgatg
ttttagagctagaaatagca

Insert gPtet DM3 and
remove three adenide
nucleotides located af-
ter TSS of PLux

AEgPtetDM3
PtetRFP

RV Plux-3A
attcgactataacaaaccat
tttcttgcgtaaacctgtac

AEgPtet PtetRFP
FW gPtet DM4

tgtcaatctctatccctgttg
ttttagagctagaaatagca
agtt

Insert gPtet DM4
AEgPtetDM4
PtetRFP

RV Plux AAA
tttattcgactataacaaacc
attttcttgcgtaaacctg

Continues on next page...
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Table A.2 – ...continued from previous page
Template Primer Pairs Sequence (5’ - 3’) Aim Product

AEgPtet PtetRFP
FW gPtet DM5

tgtcaatctctatcacggacg
ttttagagctagaaatagca
agtt

Insert gPtet DM5
AEgPtetDM5
PtetRFP

RV Plux AAA
tttattcgactataacaaacc
attttcttgcgtaaacctg

AEgPtet PtetRFP
FW gPtet d5

atctctatcactgatgtttta
gagctagaaata

Remove 5 nucleotides
from gPtet to obtain
gPtet d5

AEgPtetd5
PtetRFP

RV Plux AAA
tttattcgactataacaaacc
attttcttgcgtaaacctg

AEgPtet PtetRFP
FW gPtet d7

ctctatcactgatgttttaga
gctagaaatagcaa

Remove 7 nucleotides
from gPtet to obtain
gPtet d7

AEgPtetd7
PtetRFP

RV Plux AAA
tttattcgactataacaaacc
attttcttgcgtaaacctg

AEgPtet PtetRFP
FW gPtet d10

tatcactgatgttttagagct
agaaatagcaagt

Remove 10 nucleotides
from gPtet to obtain
gPtet d10

AEgPtetd10
PtetRFP

RV Plux AAA
tttattcgactataacaaacc
attttcttgcgtaaacctg

AEgPtet PtetRFP
FW gPtet d15

ctgatgttttagagctagaa
atagcaagttaaaa

Remove 15 nucleotides
from gPtet to obtain
gPtet d15

AEgPtetd15
PtetRFP

RV Plux AAA
tttattcgactataacaaacc
attttcttgcgtaaacctg

AEgPtet PtetRFP
FW gPtet degenerato

tgtcaatctctNtcNcNga
tgttttagagctagaaatag

Insert gPtet vari-
ants with degenerate
nucleotides

AEgPtet(DEG)
PtetRFP

RV Plux AAA
tttattcgactataacaaacc
attttcttgcgtaaacctg

gBlock Plac gComp
FW gAmpR promoter

cagggttattgtctcatgag
gttttagagctagaaatagc
aagttaaaat

Insert the sgRNA
gAmpRpromoter un-
der PLlacO1 in LC
plasmid

gAmpR promoter

RV Plac
tgtgctcagtatcttgttatc
cgctc

gBlock Plac gComp
FW gAmpR gene

ttactttcaccagcgtttctg
ttttagagctagaaatagca
agttaaaat

Insert the sgRNA
gAmpRgene under
PLlacO1 in LC plas-
mid

gAmpR gene

RV Plac
tgtgctcagtatcttgttatc
cgctc

gBlock Plac gComp
FW tetA

catgataaggccaatcccca
gttttagagctagaaatagc
aagttaaaat

Insert the sgRNA
gtetA under PLlacO1
in LC plasmid

gtetA

RV Plac
tgtgctcagtatcttgttatc
cgctc

pRK2
FW 14

tcatatctagagacgcccgt
gattttgtagc

Amplify oriT sequence
by adding XbaI restric-
tion sites at the end of
the PCR amplicon

oriT AE-3Ad Array
NDM1 \NDM2
\NDM1 NDM2
\NDM1 mcr1

RV 4
tatactctagattgccaaag
ggttcgtgtag

AE-3Ad Array
C0062 VF gaatgtttagcgtgggcatg

Sequencing of
CRISPRi Array and
dCas9 gene from all
the circuits holding
NDM and mcr spacers

FW dCas9
caatccatcactggtctttat
g

pGDP1 NDM-1
FW pGDP cgtatcggtgattcattctgc

Sequencing of NDM-1
target gene

pGDP2 mcr-1
FW pGDP cgtatcggtgattcattctgc

Sequencing of mcr-1
target gene

A.2.3 sgRNA cassette and CRISPRi Array design

All the sgRNAs used in this study were designed via the Benchling CRISPR tool, set-
ting a guide length of 20 nucleotides, NGG from S. pyogenes as PAM sequence, GCA 00005845.2
as reference genome, and using the Optimized Score described in [130]. The sgRNA cas-
sette was based on the design by Jinek et al. [42], and a 20-nt sequence was designed to
target the PLtetO1, PLlacO1, Pbla promoters as well as the coding sequence of bla and tetA
genes. Along with the customized guide sequence, each sgRNA had a constant region com-
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prised the gRNA linker and tracrRNA with its own terminator (BBa J107201). All the
sgRNAs were obtained through the Mutagenesis protocol described in Section A.2.2 and
with a specific pair of primers listed in Table A.2. Benchling platform was also adopted
for the design of CRISPRi Arrays with single or double spacers targeting Pbla promoter or
the coding sequence of tetA, NDM1 and mcr-1 genes. The 30-nt sequence composing each
spacer was selected within the CDS of the relative gene and in a locus proximal to the
start codon, except in case of gNDM2 (gNDM1 and gNDM2: +13 and + 208 bp of NDM-
1 coding sequence, respectively; gmcr: +29 bp of mcr-1 coding sequence). The spacer
sequence was the only customized part of the CRISPRi Array as the other components
derived from the synthetic architecture characterized in [131]. The Arrays used in this
study are all listed in Table A.1 and were implemented in synthetic circuits according to
the Cloning protocol described in Section A.2.1. Nucleotide sequences of target genes were
retrieved from online databases such us iGEM Parts Registry (bla gene within pSB1A2
vector), NCBI (tn10 Transposon encoding tetA gene, GenBank: J01830.1) and CARD (for
NDM1 and mcr-1 genes variants). For the design of gNDM1 and gmcr1, targeting the
relative resistance genes, the Clustal Omega tool was used to perform multiple sequence
alignment with the all know variants of both genes. oriT sequence was amplified from
pRK2 through a mutagenic PCR with convergent primers (see Table A.2), as described in
Section A.2.2. The amplicon was cloned upstream the CRISPRi Arrays in low copy vector
mobilized by the the conjugative machinery expressed in trans by the pTA-Mob helper
plasmid 1 [88].

A.2.4 List of constructs

The biological parts used in this study, as well as the final synthetic constructs ob-
tained, are reported in this section and separately listed in two tables.

Table A.3: BioBrickTM parts and constructs used in this study for circuits
assembly.

Name
BioBrick

Description
Code

PLux BBa R0062
LuxR positive-inducible pro-
moter

PLtetO1 BBa R0040 tetR repressible promoter
PLlacO1 BBa R0011 IPTG-inducible promoter

PR BBa R0051
Constitutive promoter from λ
bacteriophage for LuxR expres-
sion

J23100 BBa J23100

Constitutive promoter placed
in the Monitor cassette and up-
stream tracrRNA in CRISPRi
Array

J23101 BBa J23101
Reference constitutive pro-
moter

Continue on next page...

1pTA-Mob plasmid was kindly provided by Prof. Rahmi Lale (Norwegian University
of Science and Technology).
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Table A.3 – ...continued from previous page

Name
BioBrick

Description
Code

J23116 BBa J23116 Weak constitutive promoter
J23119 BBa J23119 Strong constitutive promoter
B0030 BBa B0030 Strong RBS of LuxR
B0031 BBa B0031 Weak RBS
B0032 BBa B0032 Medium-strength RBS
B0034 BBa B0034 Strong RBS

B0015 BBa B0015
Double transcriptional termi-
nator

B1006 BBa B1006
Synthetic transcriptional termi-
nator

B1002 BBa B1002
Synthetic transcriptional ter-
minator for tracrRNA in
CRISPRi Array

LuxR BBa C0062 LuxR coding sequence
LacI BBa C0012 LacI coding sequence
mRFP1 BBa E1010 RFP coding sequence
GFPmut3b BBa E0040 GFP coding sequence

dCas9 BBa J107200

Coding sequence of Sp. dCas9
from Addgene plasmid #44249
with B0034 RBS and B0015 ter-
minator.

tracr BBa J107201

tracr RNA for Sp.dCas9 with
tetraloop and trasnscriptional
terminator from Addgene plas-
mid #44251

tracrR

ggaaccattcaaaacagcatagca
agttaaaataaggctagtccgttat
caacttgaaaaagtggcaccgagt
cggtgcttttttt

tracr RNA inserted in CRISPRi
Array and derived by [131]

Repeat
gttttagagctatgctgttttgaatg
gtcccaaaac

Repeat sequence placed be-
tween spacers in CRISPRi Ar-
ray derived by [131]

J116dCas9 BBa J107202 + pSB3K3
Constitutive dCas9 cassette in
MC plasmid

A37
BBa J23100 + BBa B0032
+ BBa E0040 +
BBa B0015 + pSB4C5

GFP-based burden monitor in
LC plasmid

AE

A37 + BBa R0051 +
BBa B0030 + BBa C0062
+ BBa B1006 + BBa
R0062 + pSB4C5

Burden monitor and HSL-
inducible module under the
control of the wilde-type PLux

promoter in LC plasmid

Continue on next page...
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Table A.3 – ...continued from previous page

Name
BioBrick

Description
Code

AE-3Ad J107216

Burden monitor and HSL-
inducible dCas9 under the con-
trol of PLux−3A promoter in LC
plasmid

Table A.4: Synthetic constructs obtained in this study. The table shows the list

of constructs obtained in this study. The BioBrickTM code of individual parts composing each plasmid is
reported along with the function designed for the same circuit.

Name Construct Purpose

AE-3Ad J116gPtet J107217 + pSB4C5

CRISPRi efficiency character-
ization on PLtetO1 promoter
with inducible dCas9 and weak
constitutive gPtet in LC plas-
mid

AE-3Ad J100gPtet J107218 + pSB4C5

CRISPRi efficiency character-
ization on PLtetO1 promoter
with inducible dCas9 and
medium-strength constitutive
gPtet in LC plasmid

AE-3Ad J119gPtet J107219 + pSB4C5

CRISPRi efficiency character-
ization on PLtetO1 promoter
with inducible dCas9 and
strong constitutive gPtet in LC
plasmid

AE-3Ad J116gPlac J107220 + pSB4C5

CRISPRi efficiency character-
ization on PLlacO1 promoter
with inducible dCas9 and weak
constitutive gPlac in LC plas-
mid

AE-3Ad J100gPlac J107221 + pSB4C5

CRISPRi efficiency character-
ization on PLlacO1 promoter
with inducible dCas9 and
medium-strength constitutive
gPlac in LC plasmid

AE-3Ad J119gPlac J107222 + pSB4C5

CRISPRi efficiency character-
ization on PLlacO1 promoter
with inducible dCas9 and
strong constitutive gPlac in LC
plasmid

AEgPtet PtetRFP J107249 + pSB4C5

CRISPRi efficiency character-
ization on PLtetO1 promoter
with constitutive dCas9 in MC
and inducible gPtet in LC plas-
mid

Continues on next page...
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Table A.4 – ...continued from previous page
Name Construct Purpose

AEgPtet(n) PtetRFP J107249 + pSB4C5

CRISPRi efficiency character-
ization on PLtetO1 promoter
with constitutive dCas9 in MC
and inducible gPtet variants
with [n]-nt truncations in LC
plasmid

AEgPtet(DM) PtetRFP J107249 + pSB4C5

CRISPRi efficiency character-
ization on PLtetO1 promoter
with constitutive dCas9 in MC
and inducible gPtet variants
with double mismatches in LC
plasmid

AEgPtet(DEG) PtetRFP J107249 + pSB4C5

CRISPRi efficiency character-
ization on PLtetO1 promoter
with constitutive dCas9 in MC
and inducible gPtet variants
with degenerate nucleotides in
LC plasmid

AEgPtetDEG9 PtetRFP J107252 + pSB4C5

CRISPRi efficiency character-
ization on PLtetO1 promoter
with constitutive dCas9 in MC
and inducible gPtetDEG9 with
in LC plasmid

AE-3AgPtetDEG9 PtetRFP J107254 + pSB4C5

CRISPRi efficiency character-
ization on PLtetO1 promoter
with constitutive dCas9 in MC
and inducible gPtetDEG9 under
PLux−3A promoter in LC plas-
mid

Final cascade J107255 + pSB4C5

CRISPRi efficiency characteri-
zation for a transcriptional cas-
cade including the inducible
gPtetDEG9 variant and a lacI-
based logic inverter in LC plas-
mid

gAmpRpromoter
BBa R0011 + gAmpRpro-
moter + BBa J107201 +
pSB4C5

Single sgRNA cassette effi-
ciency characterization in the
transcriptional inhibition of bla
gene placed in HC plasmid with
constitutive dCas9

gAmpRgene
BBa R0011 + gAmpRgene
+ BBa J107201 + pSB4C5

Single sgRNA cassette effi-
ciency characterization in the
transcriptional inhibition of bla
gene placed in HC plasmid with
constitutive dCas9

Continues on next page...
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Table A.4 – ...continued from previous page
Name Construct Purpose

gtetA
BBa R0011 + gtetA +
BBa J107201 + pSB4C5

Single sgRNA cassette effi-
ciency characterization in the
transcriptional inhibition of
tetA gene placed in LC plasmid
with constitutive dCas9

gAmpRpromoter gtetA
Cassettes

BBa R0011 + gAmpRpro-
moter + BBa J107201 +
BBa R0011 + gtetA +
BBa J107201 + pSB4C5

Double sgRNA cassettes effi-
ciency characterization in the
transcriptional inhibition of bla
and tetA gene placed in HC and
LC plasmid with constitutive
dCas9

Array gAmpRpromoter
gtetA

BBa J23100 + tracrR +
BBa B1002 + BBa R0011
+ repeat + gAmpRpro-
moter + repeat + gtetA
+ repeat + BBa B1006 +
pSB4C5

CRISPRi Array efficiency char-
acterization in the transcrip-
tional inhibition of bla and tetA
gene placed in HC and LC plas-
mid with constitutive dCas9

AE-3Ad gAmpRpromoter
gtetA Cassettes

J107216 + BBa R0011
+ gAmpRpromoter
+ BBa J107201 +
BBa R0011 + gtetA
+ BBa J107201 + pSB4C

Double sgRNA cassettes effi-
ciency characterization in the
transcriptional inhibition of bla
and tetA gene placed in HC
and LC plasmid with inducible
dCas9

AE-3AdArray gAmpRpro-
moter gtetA

J107216 + BBa J23100 +
tracrR + BBa B1002 +
BBa R0011 + repeat +
gAmpRpromoter + repeat
+ gtetA + repeat +
BBa B1006 + pSB4C5

CRISPRi Array efficiency char-
acterization in the transcrip-
tional inhibition of bla and tetA
gene placed in HC and LC plas-
mid with inducible dCas9

AE-3AdArray NDM1

J107216 + BBa J23100
+ tracrR + BBa B1002
+ BBa R0011 + repeat
+ gNDM1 + repeat +
BBa B1006 + pSB4C5

CRISPRi Array efficiency char-
acterization in the transcrip-
tional inhibition of NDM1 gene
placed in MC plasmid with sin-
gle spacer and inducible dCas9

AE-3AdArray NDM2

J107216 + BBa J23100
+ tracrR + BBa B1002
+ BBa R0011 + repeat
+ gNDM2 + repeat +
BBa B1006 + pSB4C5

CRISPRi Array efficiency char-
acterization in the transcrip-
tional inhibition of NDM1 gene
placed in MC plasmid with sin-
gle spacer and inducible dCas9

AE-3AdArray
NDM1 NDM2

J107216 + BBa J23100
+ tracrR + BBa B1002
+ BBa R0011 + repeat
+ gNDM1 + repeat +
gNDM2 + repeat +
BBa B1006 + pSB4C5

CRISPRi Array efficiency char-
acterization in the transcrip-
tional inhibition of NDM1 gene
placed in MC plasmid with two
spacers and inducible dCas9

Continues on next page...
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Table A.4 – ...continued from previous page
Name Construct Purpose

AE-3AdArray NDM1 mcr1

J107216 + BBa J23100 +
tracrR + BBa B1002 +
BBa R0011 + repeat +
gNDM1 + repeat + gmcr1
+ repeat + BBa B1006 +
pSB4C5

CRISPRi Array efficiency char-
acterization in the transcrip-
tional inhibition of NDM1 and
mcr1 gene placed in MC plas-
mid with single spacer and in-
ducible dCas9

oriT AE-3AdArray gAm-
pRpromoter gtetA

oriTRK2 + J107216 +
BBa J23100 + tracrR +
BBa B1002 + BBa R0011
+ repeat + gAmpRpro-
moter + repeat + gtetA
+ repeat + BBa B1006 +
pSB4C5

Characterization of CRISPRi
conjugative transfer and tran-
scriptional inhibition of bla
gene placed in HC plasmid with
inducible dCas9

oriT AE-3AdArray
NDM1 mcr1

oriTRK2 J107216 +
BBa J23100 + tracrR +
BBa B1002 + BBa R0011
+ repeat + gNDM1 +
repeat + gmcr1 + repeat
+ BBa B1006 + pSB4C5

Characterization of CRISPRi
conjugative transfer and tran-
scriptional inhibition of mcr-1
gene placed in MC plasmid with
inducible dCas9
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